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For over 100 years, Ideal Standard 
has been focused on one single 
mission: to make life better for our 
customers. We do this by bringing 
emotional meaning to functional 
perfection through considered 
design, always innovating to 
anticipate the demands and 
aspirations of modern living.
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The bathroom 
is a living space

Leaders in Modern Living

Over the last century, our 
innovations have transformed  
the bathroom from a purely 
functional space to an integral part 
of the home.

We were the first UK manufacturer 
to introduce smart solutions 
for smaller spaces. Take our 
Concept Easybox Slim. A built-in, 
thermostatic shower slim enough 
to fit inside 43mm cavity walls. 
Dual-Flush – a standard feature 
across all our collections – saves 
millions of gallons of water every 
day. Firmaflow brings a new 
standard of durability and safety 
to our showers. And our award-
winning Aquablade technology 
means flushing has never been 
quieter or more efficient.

We continue to redefine the 
bathroom experience.

Clockwise from left: shower trays / Ceraflex® basin mixer / Concept Air collection
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AquaBlade® rimless flush 
technology

Ideal Standard’s award-winning 
technology sets new standards 
in flushing performance. Cleaner, 
smarter and quieter, AquaBlade® 
outperforms all others on the 
market and is included in both 
Concept Air and Tesi collections.

AquaBlade® ensures outstanding 
levels of hygiene. A ‘microslot’ 
channel in the rim releases two 
powerful blades of water that flush 
bacteria away. It rinses 95% of 
the bowl surface (compared with 
traditional WCs which leave 20% 
of the bowl unwashed). There‘s no 
unhygienic splashing and the shape 
of the bowl makes it easy to clean.

CLEANER

AquaBlade Technology  
ensures 95% of the surface 
area is rinsed.

QUIETER

AquaBlade is proven to be  
up to 25% quieter than 
our equivalent models.

SMARTER

More effective and efficient 
use of water compared to 
standard flushes.

AQUABLADE®

Unrivalled innovation, 
redefining the industry

AquaBlade®

This symbol denotes 
products with 
Aquablade flush 
technology.
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Partners  
for life

An Evolving Family

We are one of the largest bathroom 
manufacturers in Europe. And 
when it comes to craft and 
materials, we only accept the best.

Our ceramics factories can be 
found in the Czech Republic, Italy, 
Bulgaria and the UK – every  
unique piece of porcelain made 
to the highest standards using 
vitreous china and fine fire clay. 
Our mixers, taps and showers are 
engineered in Germany, where an 
unrivalled level of excellence has 
been passed down from generation 
to generation.

We share this commitment to 
quality with our installers. Working 
closely to ensure our products are 
easy to fit, easy to maintain and 
built to last.

Clockwise from left: Manufacturing at Armitage / FirmaFlow cartridge testing / Manufacturing fittings
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Designed 
to perform

The Eternal Value of Design

You should never have to choose 
between style and performance. 
We think they go hand in hand.

We collaborate with renowned 
designers – like Robin Levien and 
Jasper Morrison – to ensure we’re 
leading the way in contemporary 
bathroom aesthetics. But design is 
more than skin deep. Behind every 
minimalist curve, you’ll find that 
function, safety and ease-of-use 
are tested to their limits.

Ideal Standard is where 
manufacturing heritage meets 
design flair. And whatever style 
you’re looking for, you’ll know 
every product in your bathroom 
will perform, beautifully.

Clockwise from left: Concept Air / Concept Space / Robin Levien, designer of Concept collections 
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Developed in collaboration with 
Europe’s leading designers, our 
collections are ideal for every 
bathroom – regardless of the size 
of your space, style or budget. 
With intelligent space-saving ideas 
and stylish storage solutions, our 
collections offer award-winning 
contemporary design alongside 
authentic period aesthetics – 
without ever compromising on 
performance
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Concept  
Air

THE COLLECTIONS With its fine edges, crisp corners 
and slim, tapering profiles, Concept 
Air breathes an uplifting sense of 
lightness into any space. Its weightless 
beauty and delicate form defies 
its robust strength – above all it is 
designed to function and perform 
brilliantly in the modern bathroom.

This extensive and versatile collection 
was created for Ideal Standard by 
Robin Levien, Royal Designer for 
Industry. It includes a wide choice of 
ceramic, bath and furniture options 
with its own slender range of fittings 
on page 132.

THE COLLECTIONS

Concept Air
Bathroom
Total cost £2,558 

84cm Cube vanity basin (p.38) £382

800mm vanity unit with 2 drawers (p.45) £637

170 x 79cm freestanding bath (p.42) £1,052

Concept Air basin mixer with  
pop-up waste (p.134) £178

Concept Air bath filler (p.135) £309

Excludes mirror (p.228) & bath waste (p.238). 
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Total cost £3,409 

104cm Cube vanity basin (p.38) £456

Cube AquaBlade® close coupled 
back-to-wall WC with seat & cover (p.40) £627

Concept Idealform asymmetric bath (right  
hand) with bath panel (p.43) £635

1000mm vanity unit with 2 drawers (p.45)  £664

Full column unit (p.47) £563

Concept Air grande basin mixer (p.134) £155 

Concept Air bath filler (p.135) £309

Excludes luxury bath waste & overflow, basin waste (p.238), mirror (p.228). 

THE COLLECTIONS

Concept Air  
Bathroom
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THE COLLECTIONS

Concept Air
Cube bathroom

Total cost £3,171 

60cm Cube vessel basin (p.39) £248

170 x 79cm freestanding bath (p.42) £1,052

800mm vanity unit with 2 drawers (p.45)  

& worktop (p.47)  £734

Full column unit (p.47) £563

Tesi built-in basin mixer & installation kit (p.138) £351 

Tesi dual control bath filler (p.139) £223

Excludes bath & basin waste (p.238), mirror (p.228). Includes VAT at 20%.

Versatile Cube

Tapered edges, slim profile  
and a thin rim make Concept 
Air Cube the perfect choice for 
minimal interiors. 

Cube features 

Four basin options: pedestal, 
vanity, vessel, semi-countertop 

Matching Cube WC suite

Combine with Concept Air 
furniture

Choose from a wide range  
of baths
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THE COLLECTIONS

Concept Air 
Cube ensuite 

Total cost £996 

60cm Cube basin with pedestal (p.38) £233

Cube AquaBlade® close coupled 
back-to-wall WC with slim seat  
& cover (p.40) £627

Tesi basin mixer (p.138) £136

Excludes accessories (p.234) & basin waste (p.238). 

THE COLLECTIONS

Concept Air 
Cube vessel 

Total cost £1,299 

60cm Cube vessel basin (p.39) £248

1000mm vanity unit with 2 drawers (p.45) p.45)  

& worktop (p.47) £772

Concept Air vessel basin mixer (p.134) £279

Price excludes accessories (p.234), basin waste (p.238) & mirror (p.228). 
Includes VAT at 20%.
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Total cost £1,975 
 

60cm Arc basin with pedestal (p.39)  £226 

Arc AquaBlade® close coupled back-to-wall 
WC with slim seat & cover (p.40) £627

Concept Idealform asymmetric bath  
(right hand) with bath panel (p.43) £635

Concept Air basin mixer with pop-up  
waste (p.134) & bath filler (p.135) £487

Excludes accessories (p.234), luxury bath waste & overflow (p.238) & mirror 
(p.228). Includes VAT at 20%.

THE COLLECTIONS

Concept Air
Arc bathroom

Concept Air: Arc

The beautifully rounded 
shape of Concept Air  
Arc retains all of this 
design’s crisp elegance in 
a softer form. 

Arc features 

Pedestal and semi-countertop 
basins

Matching Arc WC suite

Combine with the curves of the 
Concept asymmetric bath
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Ideal Standard’s innovative and 
award-winning AquaBlade® 
flush technology (see page 6)  
is included in the full range of 
Concept Air WCs. 

Dual flush technology: 4/2.6 
litres for new installations or  
6/4 litres for refurbishments.  
For the full range of Conceala 
cisterns see page 239.

Four WC styles: Cube and 
Arc close coupled and close 
coupled back-to-wall, wall 
mounted and back-to-wall.  
All have hidden fixings for a 
clean contemporary look.

Two seat styles: slim or standard, 
both are available as a soft close 
option. Soft close seats are 
quick release for easy cleaning. 

Cleaner, smarter, 
quieter WCs

Total cost £894 

40cm Arc handrinse basin with small  
semi-pedestal (p.39) £195

Arc AquaBlade® close coupled WC  
with slim seat & cover (p.40) £563

Tesi mini basin mixer (p.138) £136

Excludes accessories (p.234) & basin waste (p.238).

Back-to-wall WC

Wall mounted WC, slim seatCube close coupled back-to-wall WC 

Arc close coupled WC

Soft Close

Slim and standard 
seats are available in a 
choice of normal and 
soft close options. 

Quick Release

Soft close seats are 
easily removed for 
cleaning and improved 
hygiene. 

Hidden Fixings

A contemporary 
minimal look that  
is easier to clean.

Water-Saving

Dual flush technology. 
25% water saving if 
short flush is used 4  
out of 5 times a day.

AquaBlade®

Award-winning  
flush technology.

THE COLLECTIONS

Concept Air
Arc cloakroom
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THE COLLECTIONS

Concept Air
Freestanding 
bath

Features  

The integrated tap deck runs 
the full length of one side 
where fittings can be positioned 
anywhere along it

Tap deck doubles as a shelf

The interior is tapered to support 
the back whilst the sloping rim 
provides a head rest

It has a greater internal volume 
for a more indulgent bathing 
experience

The bath comes in two pieces to 
aid installation

The Concept Air 
freestanding bath is a 
show stealer. It loves the 
luxury of space and can be 
positioned anywhere. 

Total cost £1,275 

170 x 79cm freestanding bath (p.42) £1,052

Tesi dual control bath filler (p.139) £223

Excludes luxury pop-up bath waste & overflow (p.238).

Freestanding bath (p42) 

Shower bath (p42)    

Concept baths

Double ended bath (p43)   

Asymmetric bath (p43)   

Shower bath (p44)   

Rectangular bath (p43–44)       

Concept Space baths

Square shower bath (p62)    

Spacemaker bath (p63)  
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We offer an extensive range of baths to 
complement the Concept Air range. In 
addition to the Concept Air freestanding and 
shower bath you can choose baths from the 
Concept and Concept Space collections 
which have the same design aesthetic.  
Any of the baths can be combined with 
Cube or Arc ceramics. 

Idealform baths 
Moulded from a high quality reinforced 
cell, cast acrylic sheet, Idealform baths are 
scratch resistant, lightweight and robust. 

Idealform Plus+ baths 
Vacuum formed acrylic for a luxuriously 
glossy finish. These baths have double 
reinforcement for superior strength and 
exceptional insulation. They feature a super 
strong frame, leg set and baseboard for 
extra rigidity.

Baths in every 
shape and size

Concept double ended bath

Concept Air baths

Features 

Concept Air freestanding bath

Concept Air shower bath 

Concept asymmetric bath, double-ended 
bath, shower bath and a wide range of 
rectangular bath sizes

Concept Space square shower bath and 
spacemaker bath

Co-ordinating super flat and modern Unilux 
bath panels (choose Unilux Plus+ when 
installing Idealform Plus+ baths) 

25 YEAR guarantee

Guarantee

Idealform and 
Idealform Plus+  
baths are guaranteed  
for 25 years.
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THE COLLECTIONS

Concept Air
Shower bath

Total cost £1,619 

Concept Air Idealform shower  
bath (right hand), front & end  
panel, shower bath screen (p.42) £893

Tesi dual control bath filler (p.139) £223

Concept Easybox built-in  
thermostatic shower & Idealrain  
Cube M3 shower kit (p.209) £503

Excludes luxury pop-up bath waste & overflow (p.238). 

Features 

Two sizes: 150 x 80cm & 170 x 80cm

Shower baths combine a generous 
showering area with a comfortable 
bathing experience

Softly sloping back rest

Hinged access panel in the bath screen 
allows the shower to be turned on 
before entering

Available in Idealform or Idealform Plus+  

THE COLLECTIONS

Concept
Asymmetric bath

Total cost £944 

Idealform asymmetric bath (right  
hand) with bath panel (p.43) £635

Concept Air bath filler (p.135) £309

Excludes luxury pop-up bath waste & overflow (p.238).
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THE COLLECTIONS

Concept Air
Double basins

Total cost £2,275 

124cm Cube double vanity basin (p.38) £630

1200mm vanity unit with 4 drawers (p.45) £810

Full column unit (p.47) £563

2 Tesi basin mixers (p.138) £272

Excludes basin wastes (p.238) and mirror (p.230). 

THE COLLECTIONS

Concept Air
Cube cloakroom

Total cost £1,376 

54cm Cube mini vanity basin (p.38) ) £168

500mm vanity unit with 1 drawer (p.45)  £409

AquaBlade® back-to-wall WC with slim  
seat & cover (p.41), Conceala cistern &  
Karisma flush plate (p.231) £644

Concept Air basin mixer (p.134) £155

Excludes accessories (p.234), basin waste (p.238) and mirror (p.228). 
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Integrated 
storage 

VY

Matt Dark Brown carcass/fronts  
with Matt White interior trim

EQ

Gloss Grey carcass/fronts  
with Matt White interior trim

UK

Light Brown Wood carcass/fronts 
with Matt Light Brown interior trim

KN

Gloss White carcass/fronts  
with Matt Grey interior trim

PS

Light Grey Wood carcass/fronts  
with Matt White interior trim

B2

Gloss White carcass/fronts  
with Matt White interior trim

Colour & finish

All Concept Air furniture units 
are offered in six sophisticated 
colour and finish combinations. 

Ideal Standard understand that 
furniture has to be designed 
alongside its ceramics in order 
to create the fully integrated 
and intelligent storage that our 
customers demand.

Because bathroom projects 
come in all shapes and sizes the 
Concept Air range of storage 
options is designed to fit 
every space from the smallest 
cloakroom to the grandest  
of bathrooms. 

Features 

Soft close drawers and doors

Vanity units with 2 drawers or 
one drawer and an open shelf

Floor standing semi-countertop 
and WC units for a fully fitted 
solution

Space-saving mini vanity unit

Free standing vanity unit 

Chrome legs available for  
wall hung units that need  
extra support

5 YEAR guarantee

Our furniture is 
manufactured using the 
highest quality industry 
standard materials and 
finishes of Melamine 
Faced Chipboard (MFC) 
and high gloss laquered 
finishes with full chain 
of custody for FSC® 
certification.

THE COLLECTIONS

Concept Air
Storage

Total cost £1,270 

64cm Cube vanity basin (p.38) £222 

600mm vanity unit with one drawer  
and open shelf (p.46) £456

Half column unit (p.47) £456

Tesi basin mixer (p.138) £136

Excludes accessories (p.234), basin waste (p.238) & mirror (p.230). 

Soft Close

Doors and drawers 
designed to close softly 
and silently.
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Cube vanity units

Concept Air vanity units are 
designed to work with Cube 
vanity basins. With the addition 
of a worktop they can also be 
used to support vessel basins. 
Vanity units are available with 
two drawers or with one drawer 
and an open shelf. The mini 
vanity basin unit features one 
deep drawer and is perfect for 
the cloakroom. 

Cube basin unit

This deep drawer storage unit 
is available for all three sizes of 
Cube basin. The tapered edges 
of the basin intersect with the 
furniture to create a unique 
design solution. 

Wall hung furniture

Wall hung units bring a sense of 
weightlessness to a space. For 
situations where extra support 
is needed chrome legs are 
available in two heights.

Versatility 
by design

Total cost £1,105 

40cm Cube vessel basin (p.39) £212

600mm vanity unit with 1 drawer and  
open shelf (p.46) & worktop (p.47) £542

Tesi built-in basin mixer & installation  
kit (p.138) £351

Excludes basin waste (p.238).

Cube basin unit Vanity unit with drawer & open shelfVanity unit with two drawers

Support legs

THE COLLECTIONS

Concept Air
Vessel & storage
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Total cost £3,175
50cm Arc semi-countertop basin (p.39) £230

Floor standing semi-countertop basin & WC unit (p.46)  
with worktop (p.47) £985

AquaBlade® back-to-wall WC with slim seat & cover (p.41)  £427

Tesi basin mixer (p.138) £136

1200mm Connect 2 slider door alcove enclosure (p.178),  
1200 x 800 Simplicity shower tray (p.187) £815

Concept Freedom Easybox Slim built-in shower mixer  
(p.209) & Idealrain Evo diamond shower kit (p.197)  £582

Excludes accessories (p.234) & basin waste (p.238). Includes VAT @ 20%.

Floor standing 
furniture

Floor standing semi-countertop  
and WC unit

These units cleverly conceal plumbing 
whilst providing access and storage. 
The basin unit is compatible with both 
Arc and Cube semi-countertop basins. 

The WC unit includes a dual flush 
cistern and can be used with both wall 
hung and back-to-wall WCs.

Free standing vanity unit

This 600mm unit for the 64cm Cube 
vanity basin can be used on its own  
or combined with the floor standing 
WC unit. It has two generous drawers 
for storage. 

THE COLLECTIONS

Concept Air
Arc ensuite
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Concept Air Cube handrinse basin 40cm

Concept Air Cube semi-countertop basin 50cm

Concept Air Cube vessel basin 60cm, 40cm

Concept Air Arc basin 60cm, 55cm, 50cm

Model Price inc VAT Ref

40cm, one tap hole £111 E076901

Small full pedestal £87 E078401

Small semi-pedestal £89 E078201

Basin fixing set £17 E015767

Contemporary bottle trap £163 E0079AA

Model Price inc VAT Ref

50cm, one tap hole £242 E077101

Can be used wtih semi-countertop unit E0837 & worktop E0839 (p.46–7)

Model Price inc VAT Ref

60cm, no tap hole £248 E078701

40cm, no tap hole £212 E078601

Can be used with vanity basin units with dedicated worktops 
No overflow, choose unslotted waste (p.238)

Model Price inc VAT Ref

60cm, one tap hole £138 E138501

55cm, one tap hole £127 E138601

50cm, one tap hole £127 E138701

Full pedestal £88 E078101

Semi-pedestal £89 E077201

Basin fixing set £17 E015767

Contemporary bottle trap £163 E0079AA

440

500

275

160

400

350

805

455

400

600
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60
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B

460
460

450

Ceramic lifetime 
guarantee

Concept Air Cube double vanity basin 124cm

Concept Air Cube vanity basin 104cm, 84cm, 64cm

Concept Air Cube mini vanity basin 54cm

Concept Air Cube basin 60cm, 55cm, 50cm

Model Price inc VAT Ref

124cm, one tap hole £630 E075101

Basin fixing set £17 E015767

Contemporary bottle trap £163 E0079AA

For use with 1200mm vanity units E0822 & E0829 (p.45)

Model Price inc VAT Ref

104cm, one tap hole £456 E075201

84cm, one tap hole £382 E075401

64cm, one tap hole £222 E076401

Basin fixing set £17 E015767

Contemporary bottle trap £163 E0079AA

For use with vanity units (p.45–6), 104cm: E0821 & E0828 
84cm: E0819 & E0827, 64cm: E0818, E0826 & E0836

Model Price inc VAT Ref

54cm, one tap hole £168 E076501

Basin fixing set £17 E015767

Contemporary bottle trap £163 E0079AA

For use with 500mm vanity unit E0817 (p.45)

Model Price inc VAT Ref

60cm, one tap hole £145 E076601

55cm, one tap hole £133 E076701

50cm, one tap hole £133 E076801

Full pedestal £88 E078101

Semi-pedestal £89 E077201

Basin fixing set £17 E015767

Contemporary bottle trap £163 E0079AA

Can be used with basin units (p.46), 60cm: E0846, 55cm: E0844,  
50cm: E0842

135165

A

460

A
1040
840
640

104cm
84cm
64cm

1240

460

135165

540

380

115155

A
600
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500

60cm
55cm
50cm

460

840

460

A

400

400

130135

Concept Air Arc handrinse basin 40cm

Concept Air Arc semi-countertop basin 50cm

Model Price inc VAT Ref

50cm, one tap hole £230 E138901

Can be used wtih semi-countertop unit E0837 & worktop E0839 (p.46–7)

Model Price inc VAT Ref

40cm, one tap hole £106 E138801

Small full pedestal £87 E078401

Small semi-pedestal £89 E078201

Basin fixing set £17 E015767

Contemporary bottle trap £163 E0079AA

350

400 805
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500

450 275
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Concept Air Cube AquaBlade® close coupled WC suite

Concept Air Cube AquaBlade® close coupled back-to-wall WC suite

Concept Air Arc AquaBlade® close coupled WC suite

Concept Air Arc AquaBlade® close coupled back-to-wall WC suite

Model Price inc VAT Ref

Close coupled WC bowl, horizontal outlet £258 E079701

Cistern with dual flush valve, 6/4 litres £200 E080401

Cistern with dual flush valve, 4/2.6 litres £200 E080601

Slim seat & cover £105 E080901

Slim seat & cover, soft close, quick release £151 E081101

Seat & cover £105 E081201

Seat & cover, soft close, quick release £151 E081401

Model Price inc VAT Ref

Close coupled back-to-wall  
WC bowl, horizontal outlet £322 E079801

Cistern with dual flush valve, 6/4 litres £200 E080401

Cistern with dual flush valve, 4/2.6 litres £200 E080601

Slim seat & cover £105 E080901

Slim seat & cover, soft close, quick release £151 E081101

Seat & cover £105 E081201

Seat & cover, soft close, quick release £151 E081401

Model Price inc VAT Ref

Close coupled WC bowl, horizontal outlet £258 E079701

Cistern with dual flush valve, 6/4 litres £200 E080701

Cistern with dual flush valve, 4/2.6 litres £200 E080801

Slim seat & cover £105 E080901

Slim seat & cover, soft close, quick release £151 E081101

Seat & cover £105 E081201

Seat & cover, soft close, quick release £151 E081401

Model Price inc VAT Ref

Close coupled back-to-wall 
WC bowl, horizontal outlet £322 E079801

Cistern with dual flush valve, 6/4 litres £200 E080701

Cistern with dual flush valve, 4/2.6 litres £200 E080801

Slim seat & cover £105 E080901

Slim seat & cover, soft close, quick release £151 E081101

Seat & cover £105 E081201

Seat & cover, soft close, quick release £151 E081401

400

365

665

300

780

400

365

665

300

780

665

300

365

780

400

665

300

365

780

400

Ceramic lifetime 
guarantee

Concept Air AquaBlade® back-to-wall WC

Concept Air back-to-wall bidet

Concept Air wall mounted bidet

Model Price inc VAT Ref

Back-to-wall WC bowl, horizontal outlet £322 E143201

Conceala 2 cistern 4.5/3 or 4/2.6 litre  
dual flush £119 S364367

Slim seat & cover £105 E080901

Slim seat & cover, soft close, quick release £151 E081101

Seat & cover £105 E081201

Seat & cover, soft close, quick release £151 E081401

Can be used with WC unit E1149 and worktop E0839 (p.46–7) 
For full range of Conceala cisterns see p.239

540

360

265

405

Concept Air AquaBlade® wall mounted WC

Seat & cover 
5 year guarantee

AquaBlade® Dual flush & 
water saving

Soft close Quick release 
soft close seats

Hidden fixings

400

365

550

Model Price inc VAT Ref

Wall mounted WC bowl,horizontal outlet £362 E079601

Conceala 2 cistern 4.5/3 or 4/2.6 litre  
dual flush £119 S364367

Slim seat & cover £105 E080901

Slim seat & cover, soft close, quick release £151 E081101

Seat & cover £105 E081201

Seat & cover, soft close, quick release £151 E081401

Support frame for wall mounted bowls £197 E006067

Can be used with WC unit E1149 and worktop E0839 (p.46–7) 
For full range of Conceala cisterns see p.239

410

365

545

545

360

265

395

Model Price inc VAT Ref

Wall mounted bidet, one tap hole £362 E080201

Support frame for wall mounted bowls £197 E006067

Model Price inc VAT Ref

Back-to-wall bidet, one tap hole £322 E080101
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Model Price inc VAT Ref

Idealform 
170 x 75cm asymmetric bath, no tap holes

Left hand bath £457 E152401

Right hand bath £457 E153401

Idealform Plus+ 
170 x 75cm asymmetric bath, no tap holes 

Left hand bath £602 E152501

Right hand bath £602 E153901

170cm asymmetric bath front panel £178 E154101

Front panel fits left & right hand baths

Concept Air freestanding bath 170 x 79cm

Concept Air shower bath 150 x 80cm

Concept Air shower bath 170 x 80cm

Model Price inc VAT Ref

170 x 79cm freestanding bath  
with tap deck, no tap holes £1,052 E107901

Baths 25 year 
guarantee

Bath screens 10 
year guarantee

Concept asymmetric double ended bath 170 x 75cm

1695
(+5)

790
(+5)

Model Price inc VAT Ref

Idealform 
150 x 80cm shower bath, no tap holes

Left hand £335 E154701

Right hand £335 E154401

Unilux 70cm end panel £68 E316901

 
Idealform Plus+ 
150 x 80cm shower bath, no tap holes 

Left hand bath £461 E154801

Right hand bath £461 E154501

Unilux Plus+ 70cm end panel £68 E483101

 
Shower bath screen 
with access panel £362 E1085EO

150cm shower bath front panel  £128 E155101 

Shower screen & front panel fits left & right hand baths

872–892

1414

192

1495
(+5)

795
(+5)

695
(+5)

Model Price inc VAT Ref

Idealform 
170 x 80cm shower bath, no tap holes 

Left hand bath £335 E108101

Right hand bath £335 E108301

Unilux 70cm end panel £68 E316901

 
Idealform Plus+ 
170 x 80cm shower bath, no tap holes 

Left hand bath, £461 E114301

Right hand bath £461 E114501

Unilux Plus+ 70cm end panel £68 E483101

 
Shower bath screen  
with access panel £362 E1085EO

170cm shower bath front panel  £128 E108201

Shower screen & front panel fits left & right hand baths 

1695
(+5)

795
(+5)

695
(+5)

872–892

1414

192

745
(±5)

1695
(±5)

Concept rectangular bath 180 x 70cm

695
(±5)

1795
(±5)

Model Price inc VAT Ref

Idealform, no tap holes £451 E152101

Idealform Plus+, no tap holes £596 E152201

180cm Unilux Plus+ front panel £135 E479801

70cm Unilux end panel £68 E316901

70cm Unilux Plus+ end panel £68 E483101

Use Unilux Plus+ front panel for Idealform bath

Concept rectangular bath 180 x 80cm

Model Price inc VAT Ref

Idealform, no tap holes £537 E163901

Idealform Plus+, no tap holes £681 E154201

180cm Unilux Plus+ front panel £135 E479801

80cm Unilux Plus+ end panel £72 E483301

Use Unilux Plus+ front & end panels for Idealform bath

795
(±5)

1795
(±5)

Concept double ended bath 170 x 75cm

Model Price inc VAT Ref

Idealform, two tap holes £398 E729901

Idealform, no tap holes £398 E735801

170cm Unilux front panel £135 E319401

75cm Unilux end panel £72 E319501

Idealform Plus+ no tap holes £497 E860401

170cm Unilux Plus+ front panel £135 E479701

75cm Unilux Plus+ end panel £69 E483201

745
(±5)

1695
(±5)

Height floor to rim 550mm

Left hand

Height floor to rim: 
Idealform 540mm 
Idealform Plus+ 560mm

Left hand

Right hand

Height floor to rim: 
Idealform 540mm 
Idealform Plus+ 560mm

Right hand

Left hand

Right hand

Height floor to rim: 
Idealform 540mm 
Idealform Plus+ 560mm

Height floor to rim: 
Idealform 540mm 
Idealform Plus+ 560mm

Height floor to rim: 
Idealform 540mm 
Idealform Plus+ 560mm

Height floor to rim 540mm
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Model Price inc VAT Ref

Idealform 
170 x 90cm shower bath, no tap holes 

Left hand bath £426 E731601

Right hand bath £426 E731501

Unilux 70cm end panel £68 E316901

Idealform Plus+ 
170 x 90cm shower bath, no tap holes 

Left hand bath, £526 E860801

Right hand bath £526 E860601

Unilux Plus+ 70cm end panel £68 E483101

Shower bath curved screen £395 E7407AA

Shower bath front panel  £150 E731701

Shower screen & front panel fits left & right hand baths 

Baths 25 year 
guarantee

Bath screens 10 
year guarantee

Concept Air vanity unit 1200mm with four drawers

Concept rectangular bath 150 x 70cm

1495
(±5)

695
(±5)

Concept shower bath 170 x 90cm
1695
(±5)

732
896

1042

695
(±5)

Concept rectangular bath 170 x 70cm

Model Price inc VAT Ref

Idealform, two tap holes £360 E729201

Idealform, no tap holes £360 E735201

Idealform, no tap holes 
with chrome grips £486 E113901 

170cm Unilux front panel £135 E319401

70cm Unilux end panel £68 E316901

Idealform Plus+, no tap holes £457 E860001

Idealform Plus+, no tap  
holes, with chrome grips  £631 E114101

170cm Unilux Plus+ front panel £135 E479701

70cm Unilux Plus+ end panel £68 E483101

1695
(±5)

695
(±5)

Concept rectangular bath 170 x 75cm

1695
(±5)

745
(±5)

Model Price inc VAT Ref

Idealform, two tap holes £379 E729501

Idealform, no tap holes £379 E735401

170cm Unilux front panel £135 E319401

75cm Unilux end panel £72 E319501

Idealform Plus+, no tap holes  £477 E860201

170cm Unilux Plus+ front panel £135 E479701

75cm Unilux Plus+ end panel £69 E483201

Model Price inc VAT Ref

Idealform, two tap holes £360 E729701

Idealform, no tap holes £360 E735601

70cm Unilux end panel £68 E316901

Idealform Plus+, no tap holes £453 E861401

150cm Unilux Plus+ front panel £135 E479601

70cm Unilux Plus+ end panel £68 E483101

Use Unilux Plus+ front panel for Idealform bath

Height floor to rim: 
Idealform 540mm 
Idealform Plus+ 560mm

Left hand

Right hand

Height floor to rim: 
Idealform 540mm 
Idealform Plus+ 560mm

Height floor to rim: 
Idealform 540mm 
Idealform Plus+ 560mm

Height floor to rim: 
Idealform 540mm 
Idealform Plus+ 560mm

Furniture 5 year 
guarantee

Soft close doors 
and drawers

B2
Gloss White carcass & 
fronts / Matt White trim

KN
Gloss White carcass & 
fronts / Matt Grey trim

EQ
Gloss Grey carcass & 
fronts / Matt White trim

UK
Light Brown Wood 
carcass & fronts / Matt 
Light Brown trim

PS
Light Grey Wood  
carcass & fronts / Matt 
White trim

VY
Matt Dark Brown  
carcass & fronts /Matt 
White trim

Finishes   Please add colour reference to code when ordering:

Concept Air vanity unit 1000/800/600mm with two drawers

Concept Air vanity unit 500mm with one drawer

Concept Air vanity unit 1200mm with two drawers & two open shelves

Model Price inc VAT Ref

1200mm vanity unit £650 E0829--

Two drawers and two open shelves 
Use with Cube double vanity basin E075101 (p.38) 
Vessel basin installations require 1200mm worktop E0852 (p.47) 
Use with Space Saving trap EE23033967

Model Price inc VAT Ref

1200mm vanity unit £810 E0822--

Four drawers 
Use with Cube double vanity basin E075101 (p.38) 
Vessel basin installations require 1200mm worktop E0852 (p.47) 
Use with Space Saving trap EE23033967

Model Price inc VAT Ref

1000mm vanity unit £664 E0821--

800mm vanity unit £637 E0819--

600mm vanity unit £563 E0818--

Two drawers 
Use 1000mm with Cube vanity basin E075201; 800mm with 
E075401; 600mm with E076401 (p.38) 
Vessel basin installations require worktops (p.47):  
1000mm E0851; 800mm E0849; 600mm E0848 
Use with Space Saving trap EE23033967

Model Price inc VAT Ref

500mm vanity unit £409 E0817--

One drawer 
Use with Cube mini vanity basin E076501 (p.38) 
Use with Space Saving trap EE23033967

440

1200

517

440 600/800/1000

517

360 500

400

440

1200

517
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Model Price inc VAT Ref

1000mm vanity unit £530 E0828--

800mm vanity unit £510 E0827--

600mm vanity unit £456 E0826--

One drawer and open shelf
Use 1000mm with Cube vanity basin E075201; 800mm with 
E075401; 600mm with E076401 (p.38)
Vessel basin installations require worktops (p.47): 
1000mm E0851; 800mm E0849; 600mm E0848
Use with Space Saving trap EE23033967

Concept Air vanity unit 1000/800/600mm with drawer & open shelf

Furniture 5 year 
guarantee

Water-saving

B2
Gloss White carcass & 
fronts / Matt White trim

KN
Gloss White carcass & 
fronts / Matt Grey trim

EQ
Gloss Grey carcass & 
fronts / Matt White trim

UK
Light Brown Wood 
carcass & fronts / Matt 
Light Brown trim

PS
Light Grey Wood 
carcass & fronts / Matt 
White trim

VY
Matt Dark Brown 
carcass & fronts /Matt 
White trim

Finishes   Please add colour reference to code when ordering:

Concept Air Cube basin unit for 60/55/50cm with one drawer

Concept Air fl oor standing semi-countertop basin unit 600mm

Concept Air fl oor standing WC unit 600mm

Model Price inc VAT Ref

Cube basin unit for 60cm basin £456 E0846--

Cube basin unit for 55cm basin £429 E0844--

Cube basin unit for 50cm basin £402 E0842--

One drawer
Use 60cm with Cube basin E138501; 55cm with Cube basin 
E138601; 50cm with E138701 (p.38)
Use with Space Saving trap EE23033967

Model Price inc VAT Ref

600mm fl oor standing 
semi-countertop basin unit £402 E0837--

Two doors
Use with Cube semi-countertop basin E077101 (p.38) or 
Arc semi-countertop basin E138901 (p.39)
Order worktop separately (p.47): 600mm E0839 for 
semi-countertop basin unit, 1200mm E0841 if installing 
semi-countertop basin and WC units side-by-side

Model Price inc VAT Ref

600mm fl oor standing WC unit £483 E1149--

Use with back-to-wall WC E143201 or wall hung WC E079601
Includes dual fl ush cistern with push button, adjustable 4/2.6 or 
6/4 litre fl ush
When using a wall hung WC please specify E006067 fl oor fi xing 
brackets
Order worktop separately (p.47): 600mm E0839 for WC unit, 
1200mm E0841 if installing semi-countertop basin and WC 
units side-by-side

Soft close doors
and drawers

440 600/800/1000

517

412 435/ 535485/

400

300

835

600

300
600

835

Concept Air free standing vanity unit 600mm

Concept Air column units

Concept Air worktop for vanity unit

Concept Air semi-countertop and WC worktops 1200/600mm

600

845

440

400

1600

300

302

1204

18

442

18

1204/1004
804/604

302604

18

400300

1200

45

45

175
- 200

330
- 355

45

45

Model Price inc VAT Ref

Free standing vanity unit  £483 E0836--

Two drawers
Use with 64cm vanity basin E076401 (p.38)
Use with Space Saving trap EE23033967

Model Price inc VAT Ref

1200 x 440mm worktop £128 E0852--

1000 x 440mm worktop £108 E0851--

800 x 440mm worktop £97 E0849--

600 x 440mm worktop £86 E0848--

Use with vanity units for vessel basin installations. 

Model Price inc VAT Ref

400mm tall column unit £563 E0832--

400mm half column unit £456 E0834--

One door
Column units are reversible and can be hung with left or right 
hand door opening.

Model Price inc VAT Ref

Large leg 300mm (each) £45 E044767

Small leg 180mm (each) £30 E039867

Large leg for vanity units with vanity basins, height from fl oor to 
rim 861–886mm
Small leg for vessel basin installations & basin units, height from 
fl oor to rim 840–865mm

Model Price inc VAT Ref

1200 x 300mm worktop £100 E0841--

600 x 300mm worktop £74 E0839--

600mm worktop to be used with semi-countertop basin unit 
E0837 or WC unit E1149. 1200mm worktop to be used when 
installing semi-countertop basin and WC units side-by-side

Concept legs for vanity units
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Concept 
Space

THE COLLECTIONS Space is the ultimate luxury.  
No matter how much we have, it 
never seems enough and this is 
doubly true in the bathroom. 

Ideal Standard have been the industry 
leader in developing smarter solutions 
for smaller bathrooms. The average 
family bathroom in the UK is no larger 
than a king size bed. What’s more, 
awkwardly placed windows and doors 
can make the space you do have 
difficult to configure. The following 
pages demonstrate the ingenuity 
of Concept Space and some of its 
space-saving possibilities.

Total price £2,651 

45cm Arc corner basin (p.60) £128

Corner close coupled WC suite 
with seat & cover (p61) £614

Corner basin unit (p.64) £550

Concept Air mini basin mixer (p.134) £155

800mm Connect 2 quadrant shower  
enclosure (p.174) with Simplicity flat  
top shower tray (p.188) £841

Ceratherm 100 exposed thermostatic  
shower with Idealrain M3 kit (p.211) £363

Excludes accessories (p.234) & basin waste (p.238). 

Using corners

This compact ensuite fits snugly 
into the corner of a bedroom.  
It cleverly makes use of all three 
corners, provides storage and 
leaves enough room in the 
centre to comfortably use  
each facility.

THE COLLECTIONS

Concept Space
Corner ensuite

Features 

Intelligent, space-maximising storage solutions

Short projection Cube, Sphere and Arc basins

Guest basin furniture solution

Compact and corner WCs

Basins which fit into corners

Spacemaker bath

Square shower bath 
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Total price £2,451 

55cm Sphere short projection  
basin with pedestal (p.59) £224

Arc compact close coupled  
WC suite with seat & cover (p.60) £595

Concept Air basin mixer (p.134) £155

Spacemaker bath (right hand) with  
front bath panel (p.63) £576

Connect 2 angle bath screen (p.180) £218

Concept Easybox Slim thermostatic  
shower mixer with square faceplate  
& Idealrain M3 shower kit (p209) £503

Luxury clicker bath filler, waste  
& overflow (p.238) £180

Excludes accessories (p.234), basin waste (p.238) & mirror 
(p.228). 

Making space

In this bathroom the window 
is central on one wall and 
overlaps the bath area. The 
right hand Spacemaker bath 
narrows at the deep end so the 
bath screen can be hung clear 
of the window. 

The short projection Sphere 
basin leaves plenty of room 
for the door to swing inwards. 
The compact WC opens up the 
tight space and makes it feel 
more open.

Total price  £2,181 

Arc 55cm short projection basin  
with pedestal (p.59) £224

Arc compact close coupled WC suite with  
seat & cover (p.60) £595

Concept Air basin mixer with  
pop-up waste (p.134) £107

1000mm Connect 2 slider alcove shower  
enclosure (p.178), with Simplicity 1000 x 800mm  
flat top shower tray (p.187) £752

Concept Easybox Slim thermostatic shower  
mixer with round faceplate & Idealrain M3  
shower kit (p.209) £503

Excludes accessories (p.234) & mirror (p.228). Includes VAT at 20%.

Space-savers

The Concept Space range is full 
of clever space-saving features. 

This ensuite is just one metre 
wide – the width of the shower 
enclosure. Installing a short 
projection basin and a compact 
WC creates extra room to use 
the facilities comfortably. 

THE COLLECTIONS

Concept 
Space  
Spacemaker 
bathroom

THE COLLECTIONS

Concept  
Space  
Ensuite
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THE COLLECTIONS

Concept  
Space  
1.5m  
bathroom

A family bathroom needs to work 
hard to provide a shower before 
breakfast, bath time for the kids 
and a sanctuary at the end of the 
day. Concept Space products 
utilise every inch to meet these 
demands, without feeling cramped 
or compromising on style.

A smaller shower bath

When space is really tight the 
150cm square shower bath 
combines a full size showering 
area with a shorter bath. In 
the image below the short 
projection Cube basin fits 
neatly into the return of the 
bath. The compact WC leaves 
plenty of room for manoeuvre 
in this tiny bathroom.

Total price £2,328 

55cm Cube basin with pedestal (p.59)  £229

Cube compact close coupled WC suite with  
seat & cover (p.60) £595

150cm Square shower bath, left hand, with 
front panel & square shower bath screen (p.62) £970

Concept Air single lever basin mixer with  
pop-up waste (p.134) & bath shower mixer (p.135) £534

Excludes accessories (p.234) & mirror (p.228). Includes VAT at 20%.

Smarter space

THE COLLECTIONS

Concept Space
Fitted storage
Total price £2,715 

70cm Cube basin (left hand) (p.58) £244

Compact back-to-wall WC  
with seat & cover (p.61) £502

700mm basin unit (left hand) (p.63);  
WC unit (right hand) & worktop (p.65); 
600mm fill-in shelf unit (p.65)  £1,494

60cm mirrored cabinet (p.232)  £320

Concept Air basin mixer (p.134) £155

Excludes accessories (p.234), bath (p.62), basin waste (p.238) 
& mirror (p.228).  
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Space-Saving

Compact products 
designed for smaller 
bathrooms.

Total price £2,317 

80cm Cube basin (p.58) £337

800mm basin unit (p.63) £675

Tall unit (p.65) £513

Corner close coupled WC suite  
with seat & cover (p.61) £614

Concept Air basin mixer with  
pop-up waste (p.134) £178

Excludes accessories (p.234) & mirror (p.228). 

Furniture features 
 

Soft close drawers and doors

Basin units with two drawers

Basin units for left or right hand basins  
that fit into corners

Corner basin unit

Left or right hand WC unit includes storage 
and a water-saving dual flush cistern

Tall unit with 5 glass shelves

Mirrored cabinets (see page 232) 

Guest basin unit, wall hung or floor 
standing, left or right hand

Chrome legs available for wall hung  
units that need extra support

5 YEAR guarantee

Storage under the basin

Concept Space maximises the potential 
storage area under its basins. Compact 
basin units have one drawer-front but 
hidden inside there’s a second drawer 
with handy storage boxes for grooming 
products and accessories.  

The 700mm left or right handed basin unit 
includes two drawers and a shelf. 

Ergonomics

Concept Space products that are left or 
right handed have been designed to fit 
neatly against walls. The product is offset 
to give you sufficient space to use it 
comfortably. For example the WC unit is 
handed so that the user is not cramped  
up against a wall. A clever compartment  
for storage has been slotted into the  
extra space.

THE COLLECTIONS

Concept Space
Furniture

Space for 
everything

Our furniture is 
manufactured using the 
highest quality industry 
standard materials and 
finishes of Melamine 
Faced Chipboard (MFC) 
and high gloss laquered 
finishes with full chain 
of custody for FSC® 
certification.
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Cloakroom 
solutions

Total price   £1,477 

45cm Cube guest furniture basin, left hand (p.58)  £131

Compact wall mounted WC with seat & cover,  
Conceala 2 cistern & support frame (p.61), 
contemporary flushplate (p.239) £884

Wall hung guest basin unit, left hand (p.64) £307

Concept Air mini basin mixer (p.134) £155

Excludes accessories (p.234), basin waste (p.238) & mirror (p.228. 

Guest basin unit with add on unit

Right hand guest basin unit

Floor standing guest basin unit

THE COLLECTIONS

Concept Space
Understairs 
cloakroom
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Concept Space Cube short projection semi-countertop basin 50cm

Concept Space Cube short projection basin 55cm

Concept Space Arc short projection basin 55cm

Concept Space Arc short projection semi-countertop basin 50cm

Model Price inc VAT Ref

50cm, one tap hole, left hand £254 E779801

50cm, one tap hole, right hand £254 E779901 

95
275

375

550

850

470

140

500

360

35

200

140165

550

380

105
255

140

820

475

360

500 19035

140165

Ceramic lifetime 
guarantee

Concept Space Cube basin 55cm, 50cm

Concept Space Cube basin left/right hand 70cm, 60cm

Concept Space Cube basin 80cm

Concept Space Cube guest furniture basin 45cm

Model Price inc VAT Ref

55cm, one tap hole £161 E133701

50cm, one tap hole £154 E133601

Full pedestal £87 E783801

Semi-pedestal £94 E784001

Basin fixing set £17 E015767

55cm basin can be used with basin unit E0313 (p.63) 
50cm basin can be used with basin unit E0312 (p.63)

Model Price inc VAT Ref

70cm, left hand £244 E134101

70cm, right hand £244 E134201

60cm, left hand £192 E133801

60cm, right hand £192 E133901

Full pedestal for 70cm basin £87 E783701

Full pedestal for 60cm basin £87 E783801

Semi-pedestal £94 E784001

Basin fixing set £17 E015767

70cm left hand basin can be used with unit E0316 (p.63) 
70cm right hand basin can be used with unit E0317 (p.63) 
60cm left hand basin can be used with unit E0314 (p.63) 
60cm left hand basin can be used with unit E0315 (p.63)

A
700
600

A

380

105
255

145

820

475

Left hand

Right hand

A

A
550
500

380

105
255

145

820

475

800

380

75
255

145

850

475

450

250

130Left hand

Right hand

Model Price inc VAT Ref

80cm, one tap hole £337 E134301

Full pedestal £87 E783701

Semi-pedestal £94 E784001

Basin fixing set £17 E015767

Can be used with basin unit E0318 (p.63)

Model Price inc VAT Ref

45cm, left hand, one tap hole £131 E133501

45cm, right hand, one taphole £131 E133401

No overflow 
Left hand basin use with: wall hung guest basin unit E0370 or 
floor standing guest basin unit E1438 (p. 64) 
Right hand basin use with: wall hung guest basin unit E0371 or 
floor standing guest basin unit E1439 (p. 64) 

Space-saving

Model Price inc VAT Ref

55cm, one tap hole £142 E799201

55cm, two tap holes £142 E788501

Full pedestal £87 E783701

Semi-pedestal £94 E783901

Basin fixing set £17 E015767

Can be used with pedestal basin unit E1443 (p. 65)

500

360

35

200

140165

Model Price inc VAT Ref

55cm, one tap hole £137 E134501

Full pedestal £87 E783801

Semi-pedestal £94 E784001

Basin fixing set £17 E015767

Model Price inc VAT Ref

50cm, one tap hole, left hand £245 E134401

50cm, one tap hole, right hand £245 E137401

360

500 19035

140165

Concept Space Sphere short projection basin 55cm

105
255

140

820

450

550

380
475

Model Price inc VAT Ref

55cm, one tap hole £137 E134601

Full pedestal £87 E783801

Semi-pedestal £94 E784001

Basin fixing set £17 E015767
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Model Price inc VAT Ref

Compact back-to-wall WC bowl,  
horizontal outlet £394 E120801

Conceala 2 cistern with dual flush valve,  
6/4 litres £119 E212567

Seat & cover £108 E129201

Soft close seat & cover £154 E129301

Can be used with WC Unit E1436 & E1437 (p. 65) 
For the full range of Conceala cisterns see p.239

Concept Space Arc corner basin 45cm

Concept Space Cube compact close coupled WC suite

Concept Space Cube compact close coupled back-to-wall WC suite

Concept Space Arc compact close coupled back-to-wall WC suite

Model Price inc VAT Ref

45cm, one tap hole £128 E792801

45cm, two tap holes £128 E792901

Cloakroom pedestal £87 E783801

Can be used with corner basin unit E6848 (p. 64)

Model Price inc VAT Ref

Close coupled WC bowl, horizontal outlet £268 E120501

Cube cistern with dual flush valve, 6/4 litres £219 E785901

Cube cistern with dual flush valve, 4/2.6 litres £219 E796901

Seat & cover £108 E129201

Soft close seat & cover £154 E129301

Model Price inc VAT Ref

Close coupled, back-to-wall WC bowl,  
horizontal outlet £339 E120601

Cube cistern with dual flush valve, 6/4 litres £219 E785901

Cube cistern with dual flush valve, 4/2.6 litres £219 E796901

Seat & cover £108 E129201

Soft close seat & cover £154 E129301

Model Price inc VAT Ref

Close coupled WC bowl, horizontal outlet £268 E120501

Arc cistern with dual flush valve, 6/4 litres £219 E786001

Arc cistern with dual flush valve, 4/2.6 litres £219 E785501

Seat & cover £108 E129201

Soft close seat & cover £154 E129301

Ceramic lifetime 
guarantee

Concept Space Arc compact close coupled back-to-wall WC suite

Concept Space compact back-to-wall WC

Model Price inc VAT Ref

Close coupled, back-to-wall, WC bowl,  
horizontal outlet £339 E120601

Arc cistern with dual flush valve, 6/4 litres £219 E786001

Arc cistern with dualflush valve, 4/2.6 litres £219 E785501

Seat & cover £108 E129201

Soft close seat & cover £154 E129301

Concept Space corner close coupled WC suite

Seat & cover 
5 year guarantee

Water-saving Soft close Space-saving

Model Price inc VAT Ref

Close coupled WC bowl, horizontal outlet £268 E120501

Corner cistern with dual flush valve, 6/4 litres £238 E121201

Seat & cover £108 E129201

Soft close seat & cover £154 E129301

480

440

800

180
330

125160

365

315

605

265

775

445

400

160

365

315

605

265

775

445

400

365

605

265

775

445

400

160

320

265

775

445

400

365

605

320

775

305
590

400

365

750

300

265

Concept Space compact wall mounted WC

Model Price inc VAT Ref

Compact wall mounted WC bowl,  
horizontal outlet £398 E802501

Conceala 2 cistern with dual flush valve,  
4/2.6 or 4.5/3 litres £119 S364367

Seat & cover £108 E129201

Soft close seat & cover £154 E129301

Support frame for wall mounted bowls £197 E006067

Can be used with WC Unit E1436 & E1437 (p. 65) 
For the full range of Conceala cisterns see p.239 

365

485

265 325

400

365

485 400
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1695
(±5)

695
(±5)845

(±5)

850

Left hand

Right hand

Model Price Ref 
 inc VAT

Idealform, right hand bath, 
no tapholes £424 E049801

Idealform, left hand bath, 
no tapholes £424 E049901

70cm Unilux end panel  £68 E316901

Spacemaker bath front panel  £152 E050101

Front panel fits left & right hand baths 

Concept Space square shower bath 170cm

Concept Space square shower bath 150cm

Baths 25 year 
guarantee

Bath screens 10 
year guarantee

Concept Space spacemaker bath 170cm

Model Price Ref 
 inc VAT

Idealform 170cm square shower bath

Right hand bath £424 E051101

Left hand bath £424 E051201

Unilux 70cm end panel bath £68 E316901

Idealform Plus+ 170cm square shower bath

Right hand bath £608 E049101

Left hand bath £608 E049201

Unilux Plus+ 70cm end panel  £68 E483101

170cm square shower bath  
front panel  £152 E050401

Square shower bath screen  £394 E0508EO

Left hand bath shown 
Shower screen fits 150cm and 170cm baths 
Shower screen & front panel fits right & left hand baths 

Model Price  Ref 
 inc VAT 

Idealform 150cm square shower bath

Right hand bath £424 E049401

Left hand bath £424 E049501

Unilux 70cm end panel  £68 E316901

Idealform Plus+ 150cm square shower bath

Right hand bath £608 E049601

Left hand bath £608 E049701

Unilux Plus+ 70cm end panel  £68 E483101

150cm square shower  
bath front panel  £152 E050601

Square shower bath screen  £394 E0508EO

Left hand bath shown 
Shower screen fits 150cm and 170cm baths 
Shower screen & front panel fits right & left hand baths 

1695
(±5)

695
(±5)

550
(±5)

Left hand

Right hand

Height floor to rim: 
Idealform 540mm 
Idealform Plus+ 560mm

Height floor to rim: 

Idealform 540mm 

Idealform Plus+ 560mm

Height floor to rim 540mm

Concept Space compact floor standing bidet

285

480

360
265

395400

325

Model Price Ref 
 inc VAT

Compact floor standing  
back-to-wall bidet,  
one tap hole £339 E120901

Furniture 5 year 
guarantee

Space-saving Soft close doors 
and drawers

A

808 – 828
738

A
D

D

1403

1495
(±5)

695
(±5)845

(±5)

850

Left hand

Right hand

SO
American Oak 
Price A

SX
Dark Walnut 
Price A

WG
Gloss White 
Price A

KS
Elm 
Price A

KR
Gloss Grey 
Price B

Concept Space furniture finishes   Please add colour reference to code when ordering:

Model Price A Price B inc VAT Ref

500mm basin unit  £531 £595 E0312--

550mm basin unit £555 £622 E0313--

800mm basin unit £675 £757 E0318--

Leg 290mm, each £38  E044667

With two drawers

Includes storage boxes (see p.234): E0312 = 1 medium, 1 large;  
E0313 = 1 mini, 2 medium; E0318 1 mini, 1 medium, 2 large

Use 500mm unit with 50cm basin E133601 (shown) (p.58) 
Use 550mm unit with 55cm basin E133701 (p.58) 
Use 800mm unit with 80cm basin E134301 (p.58)

Use with Space Saving trap EE23033967

Concept Space wall hung basin unit

Concept Space wall hung basin unit, left/right hand

515

375 490 540

790

Model Price A Price B inc VAT Ref

600mm basin unit, left hand  £603 £676 E0314--

600mm basin unit, right hand  £603 £676 E0315--

700mm basin unit, left hand  £632 £709 E0316--

700mm basin unit, right hand  £632 £709 E0317--

Leg 290mm, each £38  E044667

With two drawers

Includes storage boxes (see p.234): E0314/5 = 2 mini, 1 medium, 1 large; 
E0316/7 = 1 mini, 1 medium, 2 large

Use 600mm unit, left hand with 60cm left hand basin E133801 (shown), 
right hand with 60cm right hand basin E133901 (p.58) 
Use 700mm unit, left hand with 70cm left hand basin E134101,  
right hand with 70cm right hand basin E134201 (p.58) 

Use with space saving trap EE23033967

515

375
690
Left Hand

590
Left Hand

590
Right Hand

690
Right Hand
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Furniture 5 year 
guarantee

Soft close doors 
and drawers

SO
American Oak 
Price A

SX
Dark Walnut 
Price A

WG
Gloss White 
Price A

KS
Elm 
Price A

KR
Gloss Grey 
Price B

Concept Space furniture finishes   Please add colour reference to code when ordering:

Concept Space wall hung guest basin unit

Space-saving

Model Price A Price B inc VAT Ref

450 x 250mm basin unit,  
L-shaped door, left hand  £307 £337 E0370--

450 x 250mm basin unit, 
L-shaped door, right hand  £307 £337 E0371--

Leg 290mm, each £38  E044667

Includes removable storage box 
Left hand unit for use with left hand guest basin E133501 (shown) (p.58) 
Right hand unit for use with right hand guest basin E133401 (p.58)

435
Right Hand

520

250 435
Left Hand

Concept Space add on unit for guest unit

Model Price A Price B inc VAT Ref

200mm add on unit  £207 £230 E0372--

200mm glass top  £59  E0362--

300mm add on unit  £228 £253 E0373--

300mm glass top  £65  E0392--

Includes 1 internal shelf.  
Can be hung left or right opening 
Specify glass top colour: White SA, Grey RU, Brown RP 

500

250 300

500

250
200

Concept Space floor standing guest basin unit

Model Price A Price B inc VAT Ref

450 x 250mm floor standing unit,  
L-shaped door, left hand  £337 £371 E1438--

450 x 250mm floor standing unit,  
L-shaped door, right hand  £337 £371 E1439--

Includes 1 internal shelf and removable storage box 
Left hand unit for use with left hand guest basin E133501 (shown) (p.58) 
Right hand unit for use with right hand guest basin E133401 (p.58)

435
Right Hand

810

250 435
Left Hand

Concept Space corner basin unit

Model Price A Price B inc VAT Ref

Wall hung corner basin unit £550 £604 E6848--

With two doors and 1 internal shelf 
Use with Space 45cm Arc corner basin E792801 or E792901 (p.60)

525

380

385

Concept Space basin pedestal unit

Model Price A Price B inc VAT Ref

300mm floor standing 
basin pedestal unit, £302 £336 E1443--

Use with Space Cube short projection 55cm basin E799201  
or E788501 (p.59)

300

710

300

Concept Space WC unit

Concept Space fill in shelf unit

Concept Space tall unit

1750

300210

600

380

155
500

845

30

300

Left Hand Right Hand

600Model Price A Price B inc VAT Ref

WC unit with right hand 
storage cupboard  £520 £576 E1436--

WC unit with left hand 
storage cupboard  £520 £583 E1437--

600 x 300 worktop  £77 £84 E1444--

Includes dual flush cistern with adjustable 6/4 or 4/2.6 litre flush and push 
button 
Use with wall mounted and back-to-wall WCs (p.61) 
When using a wall mounted WC please specify E006067 floor fixing 
brackets

Model Price A Price B inc VAT Ref

500mm fill in shelf unit £240 £269 E1435--

600mm fill in shelf unit £265 £297 E0374--

Model Price A Price B inc VAT Ref

300 x 210mm tall unit, two doors £513 £567 E0379--

Units can be left or right opening 
Includes 5 internal glass shelves

Water-saving
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Concept 
Freedom

THE COLLECTIONS Inclusively designed bathrooms 
can be beautiful. Award-winning 
designer Robin Levien worked 
with occupational therapists to 
develop solutions that are both 
accommodating and aesthetically 
pleasing. 

Concept Freedom is a range of 
accessible ceramics, baths and 
showers that are interchangeable 
with both Concept Air and Space 
collections. Thoughtful design for  
an independent lifestyle.

Total price £2,894 

Synergy wetroom 1000mm panel  
with modesty glass and straight  
bracket (p.74) £618

Shower seat (p.75) £1,043

45 & 60cm contemporary grab  
rails (p.75) £473

Freedom dual shower with pin handles,  
M1 rainshower, fixed riser and  
M3 handspray (p.74) £760

Includes VAT at 20%.

THE COLLECTIONS

Concept 
Freedom
Step-free shower

Step-free showering

A wetroom is the ultimate in 
luxury but a few additions make 
it more accessible. The chrome 
grab rails and shower seat have 
been elegantly designed to 
blend in and a modesty panel 
protects the user’s dignity when 
showering with a helper. Finally 
the Freedom Dual shower valve 
has pin handles to make the 
controls easier to turn. 
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Safer bathing

For the bath project, we combined our 
many years’ experience with the knowledge 
of later-life health specialists Red & Yellow 
and experienced occupational therapist 
Anava Baruch to ensure it was designed with 
independence and safety in mind.

‘Getting in and out of the bath is often the 
first thing that people start to struggle with as 
they become less mobile. The design of the 
bath makes bathing a much less fraught and 
dangerous experience, whilst looking great 
too.’ Anava Baruch, Occupational Therapist

Stress free 
bathrooms

Total price £1,082 

170 x 80cm Idealform Plus+ right  
hand bath with front bath panel and  
headrest (p72) £776 

Two 45cm support rails (p.72) £306

Includes VAT @ 20%

Freedom bath features 

Winner of innovation of the year in KBB’s  
Retail Design Awards 2017

A lowered bath height of 460mm  
for easier access

A foot rest provides a step for easier entry 
and exit. It also aids standing by providing 
something stable to push against

The polyurethane gel headrest has ‘shape 
memory’ which responds to the arc of the 
neck and distributes pressure to provide firm, 
comfortable support

An extra-wide ledge is reinforced to provide  
a hand-hold to aid standing and a seating  
area for a user or carer

The bath is made in Idealform Plus+, our 
strongest material, for complete stability

Total price £3,800 

60cm Wheelchair accessible basin with  
contemporary bottle trap (p.72) £519

Concept Air grande basin mixer (p.134) £155

Elongated wall mounted WC with ring seat (p.73) £761

Three 60cm contemporary grab rails (p.75) £774

Contemporary hinged arm (p.75) £673

Back rest (p.75) £918

Excludes Conceala 2 cistern & flushplate (p.239), basin waste (p.238),  
accessories (p.234) & mirror with sensor light (p.230). 

Wheelchair accessible features 

60cm basin designed for a wheelchair 
user to get as close as possible

The basin can be hung lower and at the 
correct height for the individual user

Elongated wall hung WC bowl  
with a 75cm projection for easy 
wheelchair transfer

Choice of standard, slow close or  
ring WC seat

Hinged arm

45 and 60cm contemporary chrome 
grab rails for extra safety

THE COLLECTIONS

Concept 
Freedom Bath

THE COLLECTIONS

Concept Freedom 
Wheelchair user

Accessible design

Design solutions  
for the less able.
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THE COLLECTIONS

Concept 
Freedom  
Ensuite

Total price  £3,971 

Close coupled raised height WC  
suite with seat & cover (p.73) £677

55cm Concept Air Cube basin with  
semi-pedestal (p.38) £222

Concept Air grande basin mixer (p.134) £178

Shower seat (p.75) £1,043

45 & 60cm contemporary  
grab rails (p.75) £473

1000mm Synergy wetroom panel  
with modesty glass and bracket (p.74) £618

Freedom Dual shower with pin  
handles, M1 rainshower, fixed riser  
and M3 handspray (p.74) £760

Excludes accessories (p.234).

WC features  

460mm floor-to-seat height  
close coupled, back-to-wall and 
wall hung WCs

Elongated wall hung WC bowl 
with a 75cm projection for easy 
wheelchair transfer

Choice of standard, slow close  
or ring seat

Showering features 

Wetroom panels including 
modesty panel

Freedom Easybox thermostatic 
shower valves with metal  
lever handles

Freedom Dual thermostatic 
shower with metal pin handles
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Concept Freedom accessible basin 60cm

Concept Freedom Idealform Plus+ 170 x 80cm bath

Model Price inc VAT Ref

60cm, one tap hole £356 E549901

60cm, no tap holes £356 E550101

Contemporary bottle trap £163 E0079AA

Basin fixing set £17 E015767

Model Price inc VAT Ref

79 x 80cm Idealform Plus+ 
Left hand bath £519 E108701

179 x 80cm Idealform Plus+ 
Right hand bath £519 E108801

170cm Freedom front bath panel £132 E109601

80cm Freedom end bath panel £70 E109701

Concept Freedom headrest – grey £125 E109267

45cm support rail £153 E1093AA

60cm support rail £222 E1094AA

Bath includes clicker waste 
Height floor to rim: 540mm

Ceramic lifetime 
guarantee

Seat & cover 
5 year guarantee

Bath 25 year 
guarantee

Water-saving Soft close Accessible design

Concept Freedom raised height close coupled WC suite

Concept Freedom raised height back-to-wall WC

Concept Freedom raised height wall mounted WC

Concept Freedom elongated WC

Model Price inc VAT Ref

Raised height close coupled WC bowl,  
horizontal outlet £342 E608601

Cube close coupled cistern with  
dual flush valve, 6/4 litre £219 E785901

Cube close coupled cistern with  
dual flush valve, 4/2.6 litre £219 E796901

Seat & cover £116 E791801

Soft close seat & cover £167 E791701

Seat, no cover £97 K706001

Model Price inc VAT Ref

Raised height back-to-wall WC bowl,  
horizontal outlet £448 E608801

Conceala 2 cistern with delay fill and dual  
flush valve, 4.5/3 or 4/2.6 litres £132 S363667

Seat & cover £116 E791801

Soft close seat & cover £167 E791701

Seat, no cover £97 K706001

For the full range of Conceala cisterns see p.239

Model Price inc VAT Ref

Raised height wall mounted WC bowl,  
horizontal outlet £462 E609001

Conceala 2 cistern with delay fill and dual  
flush valve, 4.5/3 or 4/2.6 litres £132 S363667

Seat & cover £116 E791801

Soft close seat & cover £167 E791701

Seat, no cover £97 K706001

Support frame with bolts for wall  
mounted bowls £197 E006067

For the full range of Conceala cisterns see p.239

Model Price inc VAT Ref

Concept Freedom elongated wall  
mounted bowl (75cm projection) £640 E819701

Conceala 2 cistern with delay fill and dual  
flush valve, 4.5/3 or 4/2.6 litres £132 S363667

Seat & cover for elongated bowl £139 E822501

Seat ring only for elongated bowl £121 E822601

Support frame with bolts for elongated bowl £197 S913967

For the full range of Conceala cisterns see p.239

510

315

655

365

835

460

555

365
410

460

165

600

555

550

600795
(+5)

550

300

1695
(+5)

450

Right hand

Left hand

Positioning of the rails is advisory and should be positioned 
according to height and preference

545

365

460

760

365

460
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Synergy wetroom panel with modesty glass

Freedom Dual thermostatic shower

Freedom Easybox Slim

Model Price inc VAT Ref

900mm Synergy wetroom panel  
with modesty glass £519 L6180EO

1000mm Synergy wetroom panel  
with modesty glass £545 L6181EO

1200mm Synergy wetroom panel  
with modesty glass £599 L6182EO

Synergy straight bracing bracket  £73 L6229EO

150cm Synergy extended bracing bracket  £81 L6198EO

For the full range of Synergy wetroom panels see p.168–171

Model Price inc VAT Ref

Freedom Dual, exposed thermostatic  
shower system with M1 rainshower, fixed  
riser, M3 handspray and metal pin handles  £760 A6290AA

For further Idealrain Dual shower details see p.213

Model Price inc VAT Ref

Built-in thermostatic shower mixer with  
square faceplate and metal lever handles £463 A6377AA

Built-in thermostatic shower mixer  
with diverter, square faceplate and metal  
lever handles £512 A6378AA

Built-in thermostatic bath shower  
mixer with square faceplate and metal  
lever handles £512 A6379AA

For further Concept Easybox Slim shower valve details see p.209

Seat & cover 
5 year guarantee

Bath 25 year 
guarantee

Accessible design

Concept Freedom contemporary grab rail

Concept Freedom contemporary hinged arm

Multi-system WC back rest

Care Plus shower seat

Model Price inc VAT Ref

60cm grab rail £258 S0830AA

45cm grab rail £215 S0831AA

Model Price inc VAT Ref

80cm hinged arm £673 S6362AA

Model Price inc VAT Ref

Multi-system WC back rest £918 S6637AC

Model Price inc VAT Ref

Adjustable shower seat £1,043 S0644AC
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Tesi
THE COLLECTIONS Tesi is a wonderful example of a 

supremely functional form exhibiting 
exquisite beauty. Slender, elegant and 
agile: it’s precisely adapted to suit 
environmental and lifestyle needs. It 
performs effortlessly in every role and 
never fails to achieve perfect balance.

Tesi’s soft geometric lines, along with  
our innovative AquaBlade® flush 
technology, turns a bathroom into a 
modern and enjoyable space.

Total price £1,115 

55cm basin with semi-pedestal (p.83) £175

AquaBlade® wall mounted WC with  
thin seat & cover, Conceala 2 cistern  
& support frame (p.84), Karisma  
flushplate (p.239)  £804

Tesi single lever basin mixer (p.138) £136 

Excludes accessories (p.234), basin waste (p.238) &  
mirror (p.228). Includes VAT at 20%.

Features 

60 / 55 / 50cm basins, 55cm semi-countertop 
basin, 45cm handrinse basin

Four WC models with AquaBlade® flush 
technology and a soft close seat option

Baths include space-saving, water-saving  
and double-ended options

Range of Tesi taps and mixers, see page 136

 Compatible with Tempo furniture,  
see page 114

THE COLLECTIONS

Tesi Ensuite
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Total price  £1892 

55cm basin with semi-pedestal (p.83) £175

AquaBlade® wall mounted WC with thin  
seat & cover, Conceala 2 cistern & support  
frame (p.86), Karisma flushplate (p.239)  £804

Tesi Idealform double-ended bath  
with front & end panels (p.85) £554

Tesi single lever basin mixer (p.138) £136 

Tesi dual control bath filler (p.139) £223

Excludes accessories (p.234), basin waste (p.238), bath waste & overflow 
(p.238) & mirror (p.228). Includes VAT at 20%.

THE COLLECTIONS

Tesi
Bathroom
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Water-Saving

Dual flush technology. 
25% water saving if 
short flush is used 4  
out of 5 times a day.

AquaBlade®

Award-winning 
flush technology.

Total price  £1,316 

55cm semi-countertop basin (p.83) £182

AquaBlade® back-to-wall WC  
with thin seat & cover (p.84) £327

Tempo 650mm semi-countertop basin  
& WC units with 1300mm worktop (p.115) £671

Tesi basin mixer (p.138) £136

Excludes  basin waste (p.238) & mirror (p.228). Includes VAT at 20%.

Total price £1,303 

55cm basin with pedestal (p.83) £168 

AquaBlade® close coupled WC suite  
with thin seat & cover (p.84) £380

160 x 70cm Idealform bath & front bath panel (p.85) £396

Tesi basin mixer (p.138) £136

Tesi dual control bath filler (p.139 £223

Excludes accessories (p.234), basin waste, bath waste & overflow (p.238) & mirror 
(p.228). Includes VAT at 20%. 
 

THE COLLECTIONS

Tesi  
Small bathroom

THE COLLECTIONS

Tesi Ensuite
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Tesi basin 60cm

Tesi basin 55/50cm

Tesi handrinse basin 45cm

Tesi semi countertop basin 55cm

Model Price inc VAT Ref

60cm, one tap hole £115 T026501

Full pedestal £63 T351901

Semi-pedestal £70 T357301

Basin fixing set £17 E015767

Model Price inc VAT Ref

55cm, one tap hole £105 T028001

50cm, one tap hole £98 T031201

Full pedestal £63 T351901

Semi-pedestal £70 T357301

Basin fixing set £17 E015767

Model Price inc VAT Ref

45cm, one tap hole £87 T031301

Small full pedestal £63 T352101

Small semi-pedestal £70 T352001

Basin fixing set £17 E015767

Model Price inc VAT Ref

55cm, one tap hole £182 T352601

Compatible with Tempo semi-countertop basin unit E3245 (p.115)

Total price  £673 

45cm handrinse basin with small  
semi-pedestal (p.83) £157

AquaBlade® close coupled WC suite  
with thin seat & cover (p.84)  £380

Tesi mini basin mixer (p.138) £136

Excludes accessories (p.234), basin waste (p.238) & mirror (p.228).

THE COLLECTIONS

Tesi
Cloakroom
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Tesi wall mounted bidet

Tesi rectangular bath 160 x 70cm, 170 x 70cm

Tesi double-ended bath 170 x 70cm

Model Price inc VAT Ref

Wall mounted bidet, one tap hole £329 T350401

Support frame for wall mounted bowls  £197 E006067

Idealform baths Price inc VAT Ref

160 x 70cm bath, no tap holes £262 T000101

170 x 70cm bath, no tap holes £262 T000501

170 x 70cm water-saving bath, no tap holes £262 T000901

Unilux 160cm front panel  £134 E318301

Unilux 170cm front panel  £135 E319401

Unilux 70cm end panel  £68 E316901

Idealform Plus+ baths  

160 x 70cm Idealform Plus+ bath,  
no tap holes £417 T000301

170 x 70cm Idealform Plus + bath,  
no tap holes £417 T000701

Unilux Plus+ 170cm front panel  £135 E479701

Unilux Plus+ 70cm end panel  £68 E483101

Use Unilux 160cm front panel for Idealform Plus+ bath 

Idealform baths Price inc VAT Ref

170 x 70cm double-ended bath, no tap holes £283 T360501

170 x 70cm double-ended water-saving  
bath, no tap holes £283 T360801

Unilux 170cm front panel  £135 E319401

Unilux 70cm end panel  £68 E316901

Idealform Plus+ baths  

170 x 70cm double-ended Idealform  
Plus+ bath, no tap holes £431 T360601

Unilux Plus+ 170cm front panel  £135 E479701

Unilux Plus+ 70cm end panel  £68 E483101

Tesi AquaBlade® close coupled WC

Tesi AquaBlade® close coupled back-to-wall WC

Tesi AquaBlade® back-to-wall WC

Tesi AquaBlade® wall mounted WC bowl

Model Price inc VAT Ref

Close coupled WC bowl, horizontal outlet £168 T356401

Cistern with dual flush valve, 6/4 litres £144 T357001

Cistern with dual flush valve, 4/2.6 litres £144 T356901

Thin seat & cover £68 T352801

Thin seat & cover, soft close, quick release £123 T352701

Model Price inc VAT Ref

Close coupled, back-to-wall  WC bowl,  
horizontal outlet £217 T355701

Cistern with dual flush valve, 6/4 litres £144 T357001

Cistern with dual flush valve, 4/2.6 litres £144 T356901

Thin seat & cover £68 T352801

Thin seat & cover, soft close, quick release £123 T352701

Model Price inc VAT Ref

Back-to-wall WC bowl, horizontal outlet £259 T353501

Conceala 2 top inlet cistern with pneumatic  
dual flush, 6/4 litres £119 E212567

Thin seat & cover £68 T352801

Thin seat & cover, soft close, quick release £123 T352701

Compatible with Tempo WC unit E0777 (p.115) 
For the full range of Conceala cisterns see p.239

Model Price inc VAT Ref

Wall mounted WC bowl, horizontal outlet £322 T354501

Conceala 2 top inlet cistern with pneumatic  
dual flush, 6/4 litres £119 E212567

Thin seat & cover £68 T352801

Thin seat & cover, soft close, quick release £123 T352701

Support frame for wall mounted bowls £197 E006067

Compatible with Tempo WC unit E0777 (p.115) 
For the full range of Conceala cisterns see (p.239)
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Tesi back-to-wall bidet

Model Price inc VAT Ref

Back-to-wall bidet, one tap hole £238 T350101

Ceramic lifetime 
guarantee

Baths 25 year 
guarantee

Seat & cover 
5 year guarantee

AquaBlade® Dual flush & 
water saving

Soft close Quick release 
soft close seats

Height floor to rim: 
Idealform 540mm 
Idealform Plus+ 560mm

Height floor to rim: 
Idealform 540mm 
Idealform Plus+ 560mm

A

160 x 70cm 1595mm

170 x 70cm 1695mm

Hidden fixings
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Studio  
Echo

THE COLLECTIONS

Features 

Softly spoken design that blends with most 
interior styles

Three sizes of washbasin to suit every 
installation: 60 / 55 / 50cm

Semi-countertop, handbasin and corner basin 
options for ensuites and cloakrooms

WCs are dual flush to promote water-saving 

A space-saving compact close coupled WC

Hidden fixings for a contemporary look  
that is easier to clean

Total price £248 

55cm basin with semi-pedestal (p.94) £155

Ceraflex® basin mixer (p150) £93

Excludes basin waste (p.238) & mirror (p.228). 

THE COLLECTIONS

Studio Echo 
Basin

When Studio was originally launched 
in 1986, it brought design into 
ordinary bathrooms for the first time. 
Three decades later, Ideal Standard 
are just as proud of its successor, 
Studio Echo. 

Robin Levien has, once again, brought 
all of his expertise to the challenge 
of the new design. Technological 
advances in production mean that 
Studio Echo is more refined, the 
shape is pure and organic, tanks are 
smaller and seats are thinner. It is 
completely up-to-date, while echoing 
the simple lines and affordability that 
made Studio part of Ideal Standard’s 
design heritage.
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THE COLLECTIONS

Studio Echo
Bathroom

Total price £1,763 

60cm basin with pedestal (p.94) £165

Close coupled back-to-wall, short projection  
WC suite with seat & cover (p.95) £394

Tempo Arc Idealform shower bath, right hand,  
front & end bath panel, shower bath screen (p.111) £689

Ceraflex® basin mixer (p.150) & dual control  
bath filler (p.151) £242

Alto Ecotherm shower mixer with Idealrain  
S3 shower kit (p.220) £273

Excludes accessories (p.234), basin waste (p.238) & mirror (p.228). 
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Water-saving

Dual flush technology. 
25% water saving if 
short flush is used 4  
out of 5 times a day.

Space-saving

The close coupled 
back-to-wall WC is a 
short projection model. 
It measures just 615mm 
from front to back.

An Easy fit

With echoes of mid-century 
shapes, Studio Echo has a friendly, 
easy-to-live-with personality. It will 
survive decades of use in a family 
bathroom, while easily blending 
with interior fashions as they come 
and go. 

Combine Studio Echo ceramics 
with Tempo baths (p.111) and 
furniture (p.114) for a complete 
bathroom or ensuite facility.

Total price £1,810 

55cm basin with semi-pedestal (p.94) £155

Wall mounted WC with seat & cover, Conceala 2 cistern  
& support frame (p.95), Karisma flushplate (p.239) £685

Tempo Cube 170 x 70 Idealform bath with front &  
end panel (p.113) £488

Connect 2 radius bath screen (p.180) £218

Ceraflex® single lever basin & bath shower mixers (p.150) £264

Excludes accessories (p.234), basin & bath wastes (p.238) & mirror with light and anti-steam 
(p.230). Includes VAT at 20%.

Total price £969 

45cm handrinse basin with small  
semi-pedestal (p.94) £136

Close coupled back-to-wall, short projection  
WC suite with seat & cover (p.95) £394

Ceraflex® single lever basin mixer with  
pop-up waste (p.150) £107

Tempo column unit (p.115) £332

Excludes accessories (p.234) & mirror (p.228). 

THE COLLECTIONS

Studio Echo Bathroom
THE COLLECTIONS

Studio Echo  
Cloakroom
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THE COLLECTIONS

Studio Echo
Ensuite
£XXX

Total price  £2,439 

55cm semi-countertop basin (p.94) £135

Back-to-wall WC with seat & cover (p.95) £271

Tempo 650mm basin & WC units with  
1300mm worktop (p.115) £671

Ceraflex® single lever basin mixer with  
pop-up waste (p.150 £107

1000mm Connect 2 slider door alcove  
enclosure (p.178) with Simplicity  
1000 x 800mm flat top shower tray (p.186) £752

Concept Easybox slim thermostatic  
shower mixer with round faceplate  
& Idealrain M3 shower kit (p.209) £503

Excludes accessories (p.234).

THE COLLECTIONS

Studio Echo
Shower room
A shower room makes everyday life 
that bit easier – often getting more 
use than a bathroom. Combine Studio 
Echo with one of Ideal Standard’s 
shower solutions and Tempo furniture 
to create an ensuite that will stand the 
test of time.

Ensuite 
style
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Studio Echo basin 60, 55, 50cm

Studio Echo semi-countertop basin 55cm

Studio Echo handrinse basin 45cm

Studio Echo corner handrinse basin 45cm

Model Price inc VAT Ref

60cm, one tap hole £106 E156401

55cm, one tap hole £96 E156501

50cm, one tap hole £90 E156601

Full pedestal £59 E156901

Semi-pedestal £59 E156801

Basin fixing set £17 E007067

Model Price inc VAT Ref

55cm, one tap hole £135 E159401

Compatible with Tempo semi-countertop basin unit E3245 (p.115)

Model Price inc VAT Ref

45cm, one tap hole £77 E156701

Small pedestal £59 E158401

Semi-pedestal for handrinse basin £59 E158301

Basin fixing set £17 E007067

Model Price inc VAT Ref

45cm, one tap hole £99 T290601

Small pedestal £59 E158401

Basin fixing set £17 E015767
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Ceramic lifetime 
guarantee

Studio Echo close coupled WC

Studio Echo back-to-wall WC

Studio Echo wall mounted WC

Model Price inc VAT Ref

Close coupled WC bowl, horizontal outlet £148 E158701

Cistern with dual flush valve, 6/4 litres £135 E150501

Cistern with dual flush valve, 4/2.6 litres £135 E150601

Seat & cover £62 T318201

Seat & cover, soft close, quick release £80 T318101

Model Price inc VAT Ref

Back-to-wall WC bowl, horizontal outlet £209 T282701

Conceala 2 top inlet cistern with  
pneumatic dual flush, 6/4 litres £119 E212567

Seat & cover £62 T318201

Seat & cover, soft close, quick release £80 T318101

Compatible with Tempo WC unit E0777 (p.115) 
For the full range of Conceala cisterns see p.239

Model Price inc VAT Ref

Wall mounted WC bowl, horizontal outlet £209 E158501

Conceala 2 top inlet cistern with  
pneumatic dual flush, 6/4 litres £119 E212567

Seat & cover £62 T318201

Seat & cover, soft close, quick release £80 T318101

Support frame for wall mounted bowls £197 E006067

Compatible with Tempo WC unit E0777 (p.115) 
For the full range of Conceala cisterns see p.239
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Studio Echo close coupled back-to-wall short projection WC

Model Price inc VAT Ref

Close coupled, back-to-wall, short  
projection, WC bowl, horizontal outlet £197 E158901

Cistern with dual flush valve, 6/4 litres £135 E150501

Cistern with dual flush valve, 4/2.6 litres £135 E150601

Seat & cover for short projection bowl £62 T318601

Seat & cover for short projection bowl,  
soft close, quick release £80 T318301

Seat & cover 
5 year guarantee

Dual flush & 
water saving

Soft close Quick release 
soft close seats

365

545 410

Hidden fixings
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Tempo
THE COLLECTIONS Tempo is designed with the family 

in mind. While retaining a pure and 
minimal look, its softer edges make 
Tempo the perfect choice for families. 
Free of sharp corners, this is design for 
everyday life where practicality  
and safety come first.

Created by award-winning UK 
product designer, Robin Levien,  
who keeps a close eye on interior 
trends and changing habits. Tempo  
is a next generation take on the 
square aesthetic.

Total price  £277 

55cm basin with semi-pedestal (p.108) £141

Tempo single lever basin mixer  
with pop-up waste (p.142) £136

Excludes Tempo Arc shower bath (p.111), accessories (p.234)  
& mirror (p.288). 

Features 

60 / 55 / 50cm washbasins 

80 / 60 / 50cm vanity basins

40 / 35cm handrinse basins

50cm countertop basin & 
55cm semi-countertop basin

Four WC models 

Space-saving short projection WCs and  
150cm bath

Wide range of baths including a 139 litre 
water-saving bath

Complementary range of Tempo taps and 
mixers, see page 140

Furniture and storage solutions

THE COLLECTIONS

Tempo Basin
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THE COLLECTIONS

Tempo 
Bathroom

Total price  £2,399 

80cm vanity washbasin (p.109)  £229

Close coupled WC suite with seat & cover (p.109)  £311

170cm Tempo Cube Idealform shower bath  
(left hand), front & end bath panel, shower  
bath screen (p.111)  £852

800mm wall hung vanity basin unit (p.114) £412

Tempo basin mixer (p.142)  £118

Alto Ecotherm rim mounted bath shower  
mixer & Idealrain S3 shower kit (p.218)  £477

Excludes accessories (p.234), basin & bath waste (p.238) and mirror (p.288). 
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600mm 
short projection

Small room 
solutions

Total price £602 

40cm handrinse basin with  
pedestal (p.108) £126

Close coupled back-to-wall,  
short projection WC suite with  
seat & cover (p.109) £358

Tempo single lever basin mixer (p.142) £118

Excludes accessories (p.234) & basin waste (p.238).

THE COLLECTIONS

Tempo 
Smaller WC

THE COLLECTIONS

Tempo 
Cloakroom

Space-saving

Compact short 
projection WCs are 
designed to fit into 
smaller spaces.

Water-Saving

Dual flush 
technology offers 
25% water saving if 
short flush is used 4  
out of 5 times a day.

480mm 
short projection

Total price £761 

Wall mounted short projection  
WC with seat & cover, Conceala 2  
dual flush cistern, support frame  
for wall mounted WCs (p.110)  £663

Karisma flushplate (p.239) £98

Excludes accessories (p.234). Includes VAT @ 20%.
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THE COLLECTIONS

Tempo Arc 
shower bath

Total price £1,080 

Arc Idealfrom shower bath (right hand), front &  
end panel & shower bath screen (p.103) £689

Calista dual control bath filler (p.155) £118

Alto Ecotherm shower mixer and Idealrain S3  
shower kit (p.220) £273

Excludes luxury pop-up bath waste & overflow (p.238).

Tempo Arc rectangular bath      

Tempo Arc shower bath   

Tempo Arc double ended bath   

Tempo Cube rectangular bath     

Tempo Cube shower bath   

Tempo Cube double ended bath     
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Tempo Cube double ended bath

Cube shower bath shelf

Water-saving

The Tempo bath range 
incudes a water-saving 
option. A lowered 
overflow reduces 
capacity to 139 litres.

Space-saving

Compact designs to 
fit into smaller spaces 
include a Tempo Arc 
150cm bath.

Tempo 
baths

Guarantee

Idealform and 
Idealform Plus+  
baths are guaranteed  
for 25 years.

Tempo bath features 

Arc or Cube shaped internal back rests

A simple contemporary design aesthetic  
that can be combined with other Ideal 
Standard bathroom suites 

A wide range of sizes and options that include 
double-ended and water-saving baths

Arc or Cube shower baths combine a 
generous showering area with a full size bath

Idealform baths: made from high quality, 
reinforced cell, cast acrylic sheet which is 
robust, scratch resistant and lightweight

Idealform Plus+ baths: vacuum formed acrylic 
for a smooth, luxuriously glossy surface; 
double reinforcement for superior strength 
and insulation; super strong frame, leg set and 
baseboard for extra rigidity 

Co-ordinating super flat and modern Unilux 
bath panels (choose Unilux Plus+ when 
installing Idealform Plus+ baths) 

25 YEAR guarantee
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Tempo furniture is an intelligently 
conceived range of smart, discreet 
storage for busy bathrooms.  
The neutral and contemporary 
styling, in Sandy Grey or Gloss 
White finishes, will complement 
myriad decorative styles. The 
WC and semi-countertop units 
can also be combined with other 
ceramic ranges.

Furniture features 

Soft close drawers and doors

Stylish chrome handles 

Vanity units with drawers or doors; wall hung,  
with legs or floor standing

Semi-countertop basin and WC units can be  
combined or used individually 

Pedestal unit for 50 & 55cm basins

Tall column unit with two doors 

WC unit includes dual flush cistern

Two finishes: Gloss White or Sandy Grey 

5 YEAR guarantee

Simple storage

THE COLLECTIONS

Tempo
Ensuite
Total price £2,408 

55cm semi-countertop basin (p.109) £155

Back-to-wall WC with seat & cover (p.110) £270

650mm semi-countertop basin &  
WC units with 1300mm worktop (p.115) £671

1000 x 800mm Connect 2 offset quadrant  
shower enclosure (p.174)  & Simplicity flat  
top shower tray (p.188) £982

Tempo single lever basin mixer  (p.142) £118

Alto EV shower mixer & Idealrain  
S1 shower kit (p.222) £212

Excludes bathroom accessories (p.234), basin waste (p.238), mirror (p.228) 
and light (p.231). Includes VAT at 20%.

Our furniture is manufactured using 
the highest quality industry standard 
materials and finishes of Melamine Faced 
Chipboard (MFC) and high gloss laquered 
finishes with full chain of custody for 
FSC® certification.
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Basin storage 

Busy bathrooms need storage for life’s 
essentials and Tempo furniture makes the 
most of the space beneath a basin. 

The space-saving pedestal unit cleverly 
replaces a ceramic pedestal with storage.

Tempo vanity basins seamlessly integrate 
with a choice of freestanding and wall hung 
vanity units. The soft edges of the basin extend 
beyond the width and length of the furniture 
to create a spacious surface for products and 
pampering. Legs are available for wall hung 
versions where additional support is needed. 

Beneath
the basin

Pedestal basin unit

Floor standing vanity unit

Support legs

Soft Close

Doors and drawers 
designed to close softly 
and silently.

Total price  £777 

80cm vanity basin (p.109) £229

800mm wall hung vanity unit ((p.114) £412

Tempo single lever basin mixer with  
pop-up waste (p.142)) £136

Excludes bathroom accessories (p.234). Includes VAT at 20%.

THE COLLECTIONS

Tempo Vanity unit

Vanity basin unit
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Tempo semi-countertop basin 55cm

Tempo vanity basin 80cm

Tempo vanity basin 60/50cm

Model Price inc VAT Ref

55cm, one tap hole £155 T059001

55cm, two tap holes £155 T059101

Compatible with Tempo semi-countertop basin unit E3245 (p.115)

Model Price inc VAT Ref

80cm, one tap hole £229 E066901

For use with Tempo wall hung vanity basin unit E3241 and E3242 (p.114)

Model Price inc VAT Ref

60cm, one tap hole £143 E066801

50cm, one tap hole £114 E109901

For use with Tempo wall hung vanity basin units: 60cm – E3239, E3240, 
E3244; 50cm – E1103, E1102 (p.114)
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Ceramic lifetime 
guarantee

Tempo close coupled WC suite

Tempo close coupled back-to-wall, short projection WC suite

Model Price inc VAT Ref

Close coupled, back-to-wall, short  
projection, WC bowl, horizontal outlet £184 T328701

Cistern with dual flush valve, 6/4 litres £118 T427001

Cistern with dual flush valve, 4/2.6 litres £118 T427101

Seat & cover for short projection WC £56 T679801

Seat & cover for short projection WC,  
soft close £102 T679901

Model Price inc VAT Ref

Close coupled WC bowl, horizontal outlet £137 T327601

Cistern with dual flush valve, 6/4 litres £118 T427001

Cistern with dual flush valve, 4/2.6 litres £118 T427101

Seat & cover £56 T679201

Seat & cover, soft close £102 T679301

Tempo Countertop basin 50cm

Model Price inc VAT Ref

50cm, one tap hole £155 T059201

For use with custom worktops

430

500

30

180

Tempo basin 60/55/50cm

Tempo handrinse basin 40cm

Tempo handrinse basin 35cm

Model Price inc VAT Ref

60cm, one tap hole £96 T058401

60cm, two tap holes £96 T058501

55cm, one tap hole £85 T058601

55cm, two tap holes £85 T058701

50cm, one tap hole £85 T058801

50cm, two tap holes £85 T058901

Full pedestal  £56 T422401

Semi-pedestal  £56 T422501

Basin fixing kit  £17 E015767

50 & 55cm one tap hole basins are compatible with Tempo furniture 
pedestal unit E3259 (p.114)

Model Price inc VAT Ref

40cm, one tap hole £70 T059301

40cm, two tap holes £70 T059401

Handrinse pedestal £56 T427201

Handrinse semi-pedestal £56 T426701

Basin fixing set £17 E015767

Model Price inc VAT Ref

35cm, one tap hole, left hand £67 T059501

35cm, one tap hole, right hand £67 T059701

35cm, two tap holes £67 T059601

Handrinse pedestal £56 T427201

Basin fixing set £17 E015767
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5 year guarantee
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Tempo back-to-wall WC

Tempo wall mounted short projection WC

Tempo back-to-wall bidet

Model Price inc VAT Ref

Back-to-wall WC bowl, horizontal outlet £214 T327901

Conceala cistern with dual flush valve,  
6/4 litres £119 E212567

Seat & cover £56 T679201

Seat & cover, soft close £102 T679301

Compatible with Tempo WC unit  
E0777 (p.115) 
Full range of Conceala cisterns see p.239

520

365

400

Ceramic lifetime 
guarantee

Water-saving Space-savingSeat & cover 
5 year guarantee

Soft close

Tempo wall mounted bidet

Tempo wall mounted WC

Model Price inc VAT Ref

Wall mounted WC bowl, horizontal outlet £291 T327501

Conceala 2 cistern with dual flush valve,  
6/4 litres £119 E212567

Seat & cover £56 T679201

Seat & cover, soft close £102 T679301

Support frame for wall mounted bowls £197 E006067

Compatible with Tempo WC unit  
E0777 (p.115) 
Full range of Conceala cisterns see p.239

530

365

400

Model Price inc VAT Ref

Wall mounted short projection WC bowl,  
horizontal outlet £291 T328801

Conceala 2 cistern with dual flush valve,  
6/4 litres £119 E212567

Seat & cover £56 T679201

Seat & cover, soft close £102 T679301

Support frame for wall mounted bowls £197 E006067

Compatible with Tempo WC unit E0777 (p.115) 
For the full range of Conceala cisterns see p.239

370

480 400

360

530
400

360

530
400

Model Price inc VAT Ref

Floor standing back-to-wall bidet £206 T509001

Model Price inc VAT Ref

Wall mounted bidet £309 T509501

Support frame for wall mounted bowls £197 E006067

Tempo Arc shower bath 170 x 80cm

Tempo Cube shower bath 170 x 85cm

Model Price inc VAT Ref

Idealform 
170 x 80cm Arc shower bath, no tapholes

Left hand £292 E256801

Right hand £292 E256701

Unilux 70cm end panel  £68 E316901

 
Idealform Plus+ baths 

170 x 80cm Arc shower bath, no tapholes

Left hand, £457 E257601

Right hand £457 E257401

Unilux Plus+ 70cm end panel  £68 E483101

 
Arc shower bath front panel £88 E256901

Arc shower bath screen £241 E2571EO

Shower screen & front panel fits left & right hand baths

Left hand

Height floor to rim: 
Idealform 540mm 
Idealform Plus+ 560mm

Left hand

Right hand

Height floor to rim: 
Idealform 540mm 
Idealform Plus+ 560mm

Right hand

Baths 25 year 
guarantee

Bath screens 10 
year guarantee

820

1400

95

5

Model Price inc VAT Ref

Idealform 
170 x 85cm Cube shower bath, no tapholes

Left hand £336 E259501

Right hand £336 E259401

Unilux 70cm end panel  £68 E316901

 
Idealform Plus+ baths 

170 x 85cm Cube shower bath, no tapholes

Left hand, £501 E260101

Right hand £501 E259801

Unilux Plus+ 70cm end panel  £68 E483101

 
Cube shower bath front panel £149 E259601

Cube shower bath screen £299 E2597EO

Shower screen & front panel fits left & right hand baths

830

1405

200

5
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Model Price inc VAT Ref

Idealform 
170 x 70cm, no tap holes £285 E258001

170 x 70cm water-saving bath, 
no tap holes £285 E258101

170 x 75cm, no tap holes £299 E258201

Unilux 170cm front panel £135 E319401

Unilux 70cm end panel  £68 E316901

Unilux 75cm end panel  £72 E319501

 
Idealform Plus+  

170 x 70cm, no tap holes £435 E258501

170 x 75cm, no tap holes £449 E258701

Unilux Plus+ 170cm front panel £135 E479701

Unilux Plus+ 70cm end panel  £68 E483101

Unilux Plus+ 75cm end panel  £69 E483201

Baths 25 year 
guarantee

Tempo Cube bath 170 x 70 / 170 x 75cm

Tempo Cube double-ended bath 170 x 75 / 170 x 80 / 180 x 80cm

Model Price inc VAT Ref

Idealform  
170 x 75cm double-ended bath,  
no tap holes £314 E258301

Unilux 170cm front panel £135 E319401

Unilux 75cm end panel  £72 E319501

 
180 x 80cm double-ended bath,  
no tap holes £401 E258401

Tempo Cube 180cm front panel £219 E260601

Tempo Cube 80cm end panel  £132 E260701

 
Idealform Plus+   
170 x 75cm double-ended bath,  
no tap holes £464 E258901

Unilux Plus+ 170cm front panel £135 E479701

Unilux Plus+ 75cm end panel  £69 E483201

 
170 x 80cm double-ended bath,  
no tap holes £503 E146601

Tempo Cube 170cm front panel £219 E002401

Tempo Cube 80cm end panel  £132 E260701

 
180 x 80cm double-ended bath,  
no tap holes £567 E259201

Tempo Cube 180cm front panel £219 E260601

Tempo Cube 80cm end panel  £132 E260701

A
(±5)

B
(±5)

Height : floor to rim
E258301 : 550mm
E258901 : 560mm
E258401 : 595mm
E259201 : 605mm

170 x 75
180 x 80

A
745
795

B
1695
1795

Tempo Arc bath 150cm

Model Price inc VAT Ref

Idealform 
150 x 70cm bath, no tap holes £237 E155201

150 x 70cm bath with chrome  
hand grips, no tap holes £259 E155501

Unilux 70cm end panel  £68 E316901

 
Idealform Plus+   
150 x 70cm bath, no tap holes £386 E155301

150 x 70cm bath with chrome  
hand grips, no tap holes £408 E155601

Unilux Plus+ 150cm front panel £135 E479601

Unilux Plus+ 70cm end panel  £68 E483101

Use Unilux Plus+ 150cm front panel for Idealform bath

695
(±5)

1495
(±5)

Height floor to rim: 
Idealform 540mm 
Idealform Plus+ 560mm

Height floor to rim: 
E258301 – 550mm 
E258901 – 560mm 
E146601 – 595mm 
E258401 – 595mm 
E259201 – 605mm 

Water-saving Space-saving

Tempo Arc bath 170cm

Model Price inc VAT Ref

Idealform 
170 x 70cm, no tap holes £237 E256301

170 x 70cm, two tap holes £237 E256401

170 x 70cm with chrome  
hand grips, no tap holes £259 E155801

170 x 70cm water-saving bath, 
no tap holes £237 E256501

170 x 70cm water-saving bath with  
chrome hand grips, no tap holes £259 E156201

Unilux 170cm front panel £135 E319401

Unilux 70cm end panel  £68 E316901

 
Idealform Plus+  

170 x 70cm, no tap holes £386 E257201

170 x 70cm with chrome hand  
grips, no tap holes £408 E155901

Unilux Plus+ 170cm front panel £135 E479701

Unilux Plus+ 70cm end panel  £68 E483101

695
(±5)

1695
(±5)

Height floor to rim: 
Idealform 540mm 
Idealform Plus+ 560mm

Tempo Arc double-ended bath 170 x 75cm

Model Price inc VAT Ref

Idealform 
170 x 75cm double-ended bath,  
no tap holes £260 E256601

Uniline 170cm front panel £135 E413001

Uniline 75cm end panel  £72 E419001

Unilux 170cm front panel £135 E319401

Unilux 75cm end panel  £72 E319501

 
Idealform Plus+   
170 x 75cm double-ended bath, 
no tap holes £410 E257801

Unilux Plus+ 170cm front panel £135 E479701

Unilux Plus+ 75cm end panel  £69 E483201

745
(±5)

1695
(±5)

Height floor to rim: 
Idealform 540mm 
Idealform Plus+ 560mm

A
(±5)

1695
(±5)

Height floor to rim: 
Idealform 540mm 
Idealform Plus+ 560mm

A

170 x 70cm 695mm

170 x 75cm 745mm

A B

170 x 75cm 745mm 1695mm

170 x 80cm 785mm 1695mm

180 x 80cm 845mm 1796mm
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Model Price inc VAT Ref

650mm WC unit with cistern  
and push button* £357 E0777--

Pack: 650mm WC unit, cistern with  
push button, back-to-wall WC,  
seat and cover, worktop £675 E0776--

Includes dual flush cistern with push button, adjustable 4/2.6 or 
6/4 litre dual flush 
*Order worktop separately: 650mm E3246 or 1300mm E3247  
if combining with a semi-countertop basin unit 
For use with Tempo back-to-wall WC T327901, & wall hung 
WCs T327501 & T328801 (p.110), also compatible with Studio 
Echo, Tesi & Jasper Morrison ranges 
When using a wall hung WC please specify E006067 floor fixing 
brackets

Finishes   Please add colour reference to code when ordering:

Tempo wall hung vanity basin unit 500/600/800mm

Furniture 5 year 
guarantee

Soft close doors 
and drawers

WG
Gloss White

SG
Sandy grey

Tempo vanity basin unit 800/600mm

Tempo floor standing vanity basin unit 500/600mm

Tempo pedestal unit

Model Price inc VAT Ref

Pedestal unit with one door £195 E3259--

Pack: pedestal unit with  
55cm Tempo basin £279 E0775--

For use with 50cm basin T058801 and 55cm basin T058601 
(p.108) 
Includes universal left/right hand door, one internal shelf, 
handle and soft close door.

Model Price inc VAT Ref

800mm wall hung vanity unit £412 E3242--

600mm wall hung vanity unit £369 E3240--

500mm wall hung vanity unit £289 E1103--

Optional leg set (pack of 2) £32 E322867

800mm unit for use with E066901 vanity basin (p.109) 
600mm unit for use with E066801 vanity basin (p.109) 
500mm unit for use with E109901 vanity basin (p.109) 
Includes handles and two soft close drawers 
Use with Space Saving trap EE23033967

Model Price inc VAT Ref

800mm vanity unit with  
two doors and legs £351 E3241--

600mm vanity unit with  
two doors and legs £312 E3239--

800mm unit for use with E066901 vanity basin (p.109) 
600mm unit for use with E066801 vanity basin (p.109) 
Includes handles and soft close doors

Model Price inc VAT Ref

600mm floor standing vanity unit  £315 E3244--

500mm floor standing vanity unit £262 E1102--

Pack: 600mm floor standing vanity  
unit with 60cm vanity basin £458 E0774--

600mm unit for use with E066801 vanity basin (p.109) 
500mm unit for use with E109901 vanity basin (p.109) 
Includes handles and two soft close doors

800/600
440

825-
840

440

830

600/500

265300

705

800/600/500
440

550

Water-saving Space-saving

Tempo semi-countertop basin unit 650mm

Model Price inc VAT Ref

650mm semi-countertop  
unit with two doors* £240 E3245--

Pack: 650mm semi-countertop  
unit, 55cm basin, worktop £444 E0778--

Includes one internal shelf, handles and soft close doors 
*Order worktop separately: 650mm E3246 or 1300mm E3247  
if combining with a WC unit  
For use with Tempo semi-countertop basins T059001  
& T059101 (p.109), also compatible with Studio Echo, Tesi  
& Jasper Morrison semi-countertop basins

Tempo WC unit 650mm

Tempo column unit 300mm

Tempo worktop 650/1300mm

650

830

300

650 300

830

Model Price inc VAT Ref

300mm column unit  
with two doors £332 E3243--

Includes universal LH/RH doors, three shelves (one fixed,  
two adjustable), handles and soft close doors

Model Price inc VAT Ref

650mm worktop £50 E3246--

1300mm worktop £74 E3247--

650mm worktop for use with either the Tempo  
semi-countertop basin unit E3245 or WC unit E0777 
1300mm worktop for use when Tempo semi-countertop basin 
and WC units are installed side-by-side

300

1500

235

1304

302

16

654302

16
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Jasper  
Morrison

THE COLLECTIONS Ideal Standard teamed up with Jasper 
Morrison, one of Europe’s most 
successful designers, to create this 
unique collection in his signature 
style. His contemporary forms 
combine soft squares with oval 
interiors which have been developed 
across a range of basins and 
sanitaryware. Award-winning design 
that has become a modern classic.

Total price  £2,461 

55cm semi-countertop basin (p.120) £294

Back-to-wall WC, soft close  
seat & cover (p.121) £165

Ceraline single lever basin mixer  
with clicker waste (p.146) £93

Tempo 650mm semi-countertop basin  
& WC units, 1300mm worktop (p.115) £671

900mm Connect 2 pivot alcove shower 
enclosure (p.176), & Simplicity 900mm 
square flat top shower tray (p.187) £676

Concept Easybox Slim built-in shower  
mixer with round faceplate (p.208) £425

Idealrain Evo 110mm round shower kit  
with 900mm rail (p.197) £137

Excludes mirror (p.228) and shower wall elbow (p.225). 

THE COLLECTIONS

Jasper Morrison  
Ensuite
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Total price  £2,204 

55cm basin with pedestal (p.120) £331

Wall mounted WC suite with seat & cover, 
Conceala 2 cistern & support frame (p.121),  
Karisma flushplate (p.239) £1,020

Ceraline basin mixer with clicker waste (p.146) 
and bath filler (p.147) £248

170 x 75cm Concept Idealform double ended 
bath, front and end bath panels (p.43) £605

Excludes accessories (p.234), bath waste (p.238) and mirror (p.228). 

THE COLLECTIONS

Jasper 
Morrison
Bathroom

Vessel basin

The pure design ethos of the Jasper 
Morrison collection is fully realised in 
the simple squared oval of the vessel 
basin which won a Grand Designs 
Award. 
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Jasper Morrison vessel basin 50cm

Jasper Morrison wall mounted WC

Jasper Morrison back-to-wall WC

400
560

365

360

405
540

Jasper Morrison basin 55cm

Jasper Morrison basin 50cm

Jasper Morrison handrinse basin 40cm

Model Price inc VAT Ref

55cm, one tap hole £208 E618701

Semi-pedestal £133 E621301 

Full pedestal £123 E621101

Basin fixing set £17 E015767

Model Price inc VAT Ref

40cm handrinse basin, no overflow, 
one tap hole £151 E618001

Basin fixing set £17 E015767

Contemporary bottle trap £163 E0079AA

535

480

550

485

845

550

470
285

190

495

405

195

Ceramic lifetime 
guarantee

Seat & cover 
5 year guarantee

390

350

400

175

Model Price inc VAT Ref

50cm, no tap hole £490.00 E621001

Model Price inc VAT Ref

Wall mounted WC bowl, horizontal outlet £471 E621701

Conceala 2 top inlet cistern, delay fill 
4.5/3 or 4/2.6 litre dual flush £132 S363667

Seat & cover £122 E620301

Seat & cover, soft close, quick release £165 E621401

Support frame for wall mounted bowls £197 E006067

Compatible with Tempo WC unit E0777 (p.115) 
For the full range of Conceala cisterns p.239 

Jasper Morrison semi-countertop basin 55cm

845

480

490

445

500

Water-saving Soft close

Model Price inc VAT Ref

50cm, no overflow, one tap hole £196 E618301

Semi-pedestal £133 E621301 

Full pedestal £123 E621101

Basin fixing set £17 E015767

Model Price inc VAT Ref

55cm, one tap hole £294 E620601

Compatible with Tempo semi-countertop unit E3245 (p.115)

Quick release 
soft close seats

Model Price inc VAT Ref

Back-to-wall WC bowl, horizontal outlet £404 E622101

Conceala 2 top inlet cistern, delay fill 
4.5/3 or 4/2.6 litre dual flush £132 S363667

Seat & cover £122 E620301

Seat & cover, soft close, quick release £165 E621401

Compatible with Tempo WC unit E0777 (p.115) 
For the full range of Conceala cisterns p.239 
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Waverley
THE COLLECTIONS For homes that crave an elegant 

and traditional look, Waverley offers 
authentic period style with the 
quality and reliability of modern 
manufacturing. Taking its reference 
from Victorian and Edwardian pieces 
and faithfully incorporating decorative 
details it brings a classical elegance to 
the bathroom and cloakroom.

Total price £959 

56cm basin with pedestal (p.126) £268

Low level WC suite with ornate brackets  
& mahogany seat & cover (p.127) £691

Excludes taps, basin waste, mirrors and accessories which are 
stylist’s own. Includes VAT @ 20%.

THE COLLECTIONS

Waverley  
Traditional 
ceramics

Features 

56cm pedestal basin with one or two tap holes

45cm handrinse basin 

Four WC models: high and low level suites 
for an authentic period look as well as close 
coupled and back-to-wall versions

Mahogany or white seat finishes 

Faithful reproductions from our archives
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Total price £678 

45cm handrinse basin with wall hangers  
& bottle trap (p.126) £211

Close coupled WC suite with mahogany  
seat & cover (p.127) £467

Excludes taps, basin waste, mirrors and accessories which are all 
stylist’s own. Includes VAT at 20%.

THE COLLECTIONS

Waverley
Cloakroom

High level WC suite Back-to-wall WC

Traditional  
elegance 

Close coupled WC suite
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Waverley low level WC suite

Waverley back-to-wall WC suite

Waverley close coupled WC suite

520

680

380

790

400

500

380

400

Waverley basin 56cm

Waverley handrinse basin 45cm

Waverley high level WC suite

Model Price inc VAT Ref

56cm, one tap hole £194 U470201

56cm, two tap holes £194 U470101

Full pedestal £74 U470001

Basin fixing set £17 E015767

Model Price inc VAT Ref

45cm handrinse, two tap holes £152 U471001

32 x 75mm seal bottle trap £59 E3198AA

Steel wall hangers (pair) £3 E501067

Model Price inc VAT Ref

WC bowl, horizontal outlet £172 U470301

High level cistern pack, 6 or 4 litre single  
flush including chrome flush pipe,  
pull chain and ornate brackets £498 U470701

Mahogany finish seat & cover £99 U0248GC

White seat & cover £80 U011801

520

645

380

1150

400

345

450

210

500

645

380

400

2385

Ceramic lifetime 
guarantee

Seat & cover 
5 year guarantee

455

560
890 830

Model Price inc VAT Ref

WC bowl, horizontal outlet £172 U470301

Low level cistern pack, 6/4 litre dual flush  
including chrome flush pipe and  
traditional lever £312 U471401

Ornate brackets for cistern £108 U1634AA

Mahogany finish seat & cover £99 U0248GC

White seat & cover £80 U011801

Model Price inc VAT Ref

Close coupled WC bowl, horizontal outlet £188 U470801

Close coupled cistern, 6/4 litre dual flush  
including traditional lever £180 U470901

Mahogany finish seat & cover £99 U0248GC

White seat & cover £80 U011801

Model Price inc VAT Ref

Back-to-wall WC bowl, horizontal outlet £280 U471201

Conceala 2 bottom inlet cistern  
with syphon 6 or 4.5 litre flush £104 S362167

Traditional lever £67 S439501

Mahogany finish seat & cover £99 U0248GC

White seat & cover £80 U011801
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Mixers 
& Taps 

Mixers & Taps 128 

Delivering Water 130 

Concept Air  132 
Tesi  136 
Tempo  140 
Ceraline  144 
Ceraflex®  148 
Calista  152 

The right mixers and taps can 
transform a bathroom.

That’s why our fittings for basins, 
baths and showers have been 
designed to make a statement. 
But they don’t just look beautiful. 
They work beautifully too. 
Durable. Constructed from the 
finest materials. And offering 
unparalleled levels of comfort 
and control. They feel every bit 
as good as they look.

129128128 129



Tested to the limits

Because we believe in taking 
quality to the limit, every tap and 
mixer is made to exceed both 
British and European standards. All 
our products undergo exhaustive 
testing before they leave the 
factory. Everything from water 
pressure and temperature to noise 
levels are tested and retested. This 
is how we can guarantee faultless 
function and reliability. 

Delivering  
water

Water-saving

Pre-fitted eco flow 
regulators reduce 
water flow to 5 litres 
per minute.

Temperature 
limit stop

Allows a maximum 
temperature to be  
set to ensure safety 
and comfort.

Easyfix

Allows for fast 
and hassle-free 
installation.

Guarantee

All taps and mixers 
are guaranteed for  
5 years.

Temperature control

Our pioneering ceramic discs feature 
temperature control within a comfort zone 
which is controlled through the single 
lever on basin mixers and bath fillers. Some 
mixers also feature a pre-set maximum 
temperature limit stop to prevent scalding. 

Water-saving

Our basin mixers are pre-fitted with 
removable aerators that limit water flow 
to 5 litres per minute. This controls water 
usage while still providing a satisfying 
washing experience.

High pressure

Product only suitable 
for high pressure 
installations with a 
minimum 1 bar.

Quality is assured with all Ideal 
Standard mixers and taps. We have 
our own factories across Europe, 
ensuring quality control and 
engineering excellence.

Firmaflow® ceramic disc technology 

FirmaFlow® is our latest, improved  
high-performance ceramic disc which is 
featured in Tempo and Ceraflex ranges

FirmaFlow® is designed to last 500,000 
use-cycles (much longer than the industry 
standard of 300,000) which equates to 
10–15 years of daily use.

The new 38mm cartridge is more versatile 
and fully compatible with tap bodies for our 
existing 40mm cartridge.

The technology includes a hot limit stop 
to prevent scalding. It also has an enlarged 
comfort zone for finer temperature 
adjustment between 34 and 42°
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Single lever, two tap hole bath filler (p.135) £309

Concept Idealform asymmetric bath  
(right hand) with bath panel (p.43)  £635

TAPS & MIXERS

Concept Air

Features 

Complements Concept Air, Space and 
Freedom collections

New 25mm ceramic cartridge technology 
allows for a distinctive slim profile

Pre-fitted 5-litres per minute eco flow 
regulators to save water

Precision German engineering

Easyfix basin mixers for hassle free 
installation and reduced risk of leakage and 
limescale

Flexible tails to simplify and speed-up 
installation

WRAS certification

5 YEAR guarantee

Basin mixer

Vessel basin mixer

Bath shower mixer

Our premium range of fittings is 
designed for ultimate performance 
and contemporary statement 
styling. The distinctively slender 
design echoes the light elegance  
of the Concept Air collection.

TAPS & MIXERS

Concept Air
Bath filler
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Mixers & taps  
5 year 
guarantee

Easyfix

For Concept Air, Space and Freedom basins and baths see pages 14–75.

Water-saving

153

146

90
107

375

24°

123

136
80

90

390

24°

166

156

100 112

400

24°

183

296

240

150

430

24°

153

146

81
114

375

32°  10

  

Concept Air mini basin mixer

  

Concept Air grande basin mixer

  

Concept Air vessel basin mixer

  

Concept Air bidet mixer

  

Concept Air bath shower mixer

Concept Air bath filler

  
180

139

106
77

18°

147

180

139

106

77
18°

147

Model Price inc VAT Ref

Single lever basin mixer with pop-up waste £178 A7046AA

Single lever basin mixer £155 A7047AA

Supplied fitted with a removable 5 litres per minute eco flow regulator

Temperature 
limit stop

Concept Air basin mixer

Model Price inc VAT Ref

Single lever mini basin mixer £155 A7048AA

Supplied fitted with a removable 5 litres per minute eco flow regulator

Model Price inc VAT Ref

Single lever grande basin mixer  
with pop-up waste £178 A7063AA

Single lever grande basin mixer £155 A7064AA

Supplied fitted with a removable 5 litres per minute eco flow regulator

Model Price inc VAT Ref

Single lever vessel basin mixer £279 A7049AA

Supplied fitted with a removable 5 litres per minute eco flow regulator

Model Price inc VAT Ref

Single lever bidet mixer with pop-up waste £194 A7050AA

Supplied fitted with a removable 5 litres per minute eco flow regulator

Model Price inc VAT Ref

Single lever, two tap hole bath filler £309 A7051AA

Model Price inc VAT Ref

Single lever, two tap hole bath shower  
mixer with shower kit £356 A7052AA

Handset supplied fitted with a removable 8 litres per minute eco flow 
regulator

High pressure

Concept Air wall mounted bath shower mixer

  

  174 150

193

Ø70
16°

Model Price inc VAT Ref

Single lever, wall mounted bath  
shower mixer £353 A7033AA

174 150

193

Ø70
16°
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Tesi mixers express quality, style and 
versatility in equal measure. Designed 
by Artefakt with clean geometric 
lines, counter balanced by soft round 
forms, that complement the Tesi 
collection. Engineered in Germany to 
control water flow and temperature 
with impeccable precision.

Features 

Complements the Tesi ceramic and bath 
collection

Temperature limit stops can be pre-set for 
comfort and safety

Pre-fitted 5-litres per minute eco flow 
regulators to save water

Flow straighteners supplied to maximise  
flow rate

Easyfix for hassle free installation and reduced 
risk of leakage and limescale

Flexible tails to simplify and speed-up 
installation.

WRAS certification

5 YEAR guarantee

Dual control bath shower mixer

Basin mixer

TAPS & MIXERS

Tesi

Single lever built-in basin mixer with  
installation kit (p.138) £351

Concept Air Cube 40cm  
vessel basin (p.39) £212

TAPS & MIXERS

Tesi Built-in  
basin mixer

M
ixers &
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Mixers & taps  
5 year 
guarantee

EasyfixWater-saving Temperature 
limit stop

129

124
64

83

425

32°

Model Price inc VAT Ref

Single lever mini basin mixer £136 A6588AA

Supplied fitted with a removable 5 litres per minute eco flow regulator

Tesi mini basin mixer basin

  

139

139

80
95

510

18±
10°

Tesi bidet mixer

Model Price inc VAT Ref

Singe lever bidet mixer with 
pop-up waste £170 A6589AA

Supplied fitted with a removable 5 litres per minute eco flow regulator

  

182

134

91

193

32°

205

Model Price inc VAT Ref

Single lever bath filler £223 B1956AA

Tesi single lever bath filler

Model Price inc VAT Ref

Single lever built-in basin mixer £245 A6578AA*

Basin mixer built-in kit £106 A5948NU

Supplied fitted with a removable 5 litres per minute eco flow regulator 
*A6578AA requires kit A5948NU

Tesi built-in basin mixer

  

  

182

134

91

193

32°

205

Model Price inc VAT Ref

Single lever bath shower mixer 
with shower set £256 B1957AA

Handset supplied fitted with a removable 8 litres per minute eco flow 
regulator

Tesi single lever bath shower mixer

180

109

93

41

141

16°

Tesi dual control bath filler

Model Price inc VAT Ref

Dual control bath filler £223 A6590AA

  

157 137-163

187

Ø70

84

16°

Model Price inc VAT Ref

Single lever wall mounted bath  
shower mixer £256 A6583AA

Tesi wall mounted bath shower mixer

  

157 137-163

187

Ø70

84

16°

180

129

90

64

146

16°Model Price inc VAT Ref

Dual control bath shower mixer  
with shower set £256 A6591AA

Handset supplied fitted with a removable 8 litres per minute eco flow 
regulator

Tesi dual control bath shower mixer

  

  

For Tesi basins and baths see pages 76–85.

149

159

99
93

510

32°

Tesi basin mixer

Model Price inc VAT Ref

Single lever basin mixer with pop-up waste £157 A6592AA

Single lever basin mixer  £136 A6587AA

Supplied fitted with a removable 5 litres per minute eco flow regulator

186

301

241

140

325

32°

Tesi vessel basin mixer

Model Price inc VAT Ref

Single lever vessel basin mixer £245 A6575AA

Supplied fitted with a removable 5 litres per minute eco flow regulator
  

High pressure

M
ixers &

 Tap
s

Tesi

139138



141

Gentle curves combine with straight 
edges to echo the Tempo ceramic 
and bath collection. It’s a versatile 
shape that can be used with both 
round and square suites. Behind 
pure and minimal styling the latest 
technology ensures outstanding flow 
and performance.

Features 

Complements the Tempo collection

Multi-port ceramic cartridges for great flow 
rates, even at low pressure

FirmaFlow® ceramic cartridges with a lifespan 
of 500,000 cycles

Flow straighteners supplied to maximise  
flow rate

Temperature limit stops can be pre-set for 
comfort and safety.

Pre-fitted 5-litres per minute eco flow 
regulators to save water

Easyfix for hassle free installation and reduced 
risk of leakage and limescale

Flexible tails to simplify and speed-up 
installation

WRAS certification

5 YEAR guarantee

Dual control bath filler

Dual control bath shower mixer

Basin pillar taps

TAPS & MIXERS

Tempo

Single lever basin mixer (p.142) £118

50cm Tempo vanity basin (p.109) £114

TAPS & MIXERS

Tempo  
Basin mixer

M
ixers &

 Tap
s

Tem
p

o

141140



For Tempo bathroom collection see pages 96–115.

129

11368
20°

350
min

155

Tempo bidet mixer

Model Price inc VAT Ref

Single lever bidet mixer with pop-up waste £147 B0765AA

Supplied fitted with a removable 5 litres per minute eco flow regulator 
FirmaFlow® ceramic cartridge fitted for a long, high performance lifespan   

58

83

121

350
min

120

30°

235
130

160

350
min

116

53

8253
20°

Tempo basin mixer

Model Price inc VAT Ref

Single lever basin mixer with pop-up waste £136 BC574AA

Single lever basin mixer £118 BC573AA

Supplied fitted with a removable 5 litres per minute eco flow regulator 
FirmaFlow® ceramic cartridge fitted for a long, high performance lifespan

  

Tempo mini basin mixer

Model Price inc VAT Ref

Single lever mini basin mixer £118 B1480AA

Supplied fitted with a removable 5 litres per minute eco flow regulator

Model Price inc VAT Ref

Dual control basin mixer £136 B0727AA

Supplied fitted with a removable 5 litres per minute eco flow regulator

Model Price inc VAT Ref

Pair basin pillar taps £118 B0728AA

  

Tempo dual control basin mixer

  

Tempo basin pillar taps

  

172

74
126

140

205

20°

199

64 156

135

350
min

24°

110

11544 30°

148

180

220

Tempo bath filler

Model Price inc VAT Ref

Single lever bath filler £198 B0732AA

Model Price inc VAT Ref

Single lever bath shower mixer  
with shower set £228 B0733AA

Handset supplied fitted with a removable 8 litres per minute eco flow 
regulator

Model Price inc VAT Ref

Dual control bath filler £198 B0730AA

Model Price inc VAT Ref

Dual control bath shower mixer  
with shower set  £228 B0731AA

Handset supplied fitted with a removable 8 litres per minute eco flow 
regulator

  

Tempo bath shower mixer

  

Tempo dual control bath filler
  

Tempo dual control bath shower mixer

  

115

62
30°

148

128

220

180

Mixers & taps  
5 year 
guarantee

EasyfixWater-saving Temperature 
limit stop

110

11544 30°

148

180

220

115

62
30°

148

128

220

180

99

137

132 

350
min

30 max

High pressure

M
ixers &

 Tap
s

Tem
p

o

143142
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With its iconic cylindrical 
body shape Ceraline packs a 
sophisticated design punch. 
Its styling will elevate any 
contemporary suite to an 
architectural level. 

Features 

Pre-fitted 5-litres per minute eco flow 
regulators to save water

Temperature limit stops can be  
pre-set for comfort and safety

Flow straighteners supplied to 
maximise flow rate

Easyfix for hassle free installation and 
reduced risk of leakage and limescale

Flexible tails to simplify and  
speed-up installation

WRAS certification

5 YEAR guarantee

Dual control bath filler

Single lever bath filler

TAPS & MIXERS

Ceraline

Single lever basin mixer (p.146) £93

TAPS & MIXERS

Ceraline  
Basin mixer

M
ixers &

 Tap
s

C
eralin

e
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135

147

76
100

350
min 

40°

Ø63

116

5182

31 26°

105

127

5182

33 24°

110

154
68

186

40°

158

350
min 

Ceraline basin mixer

Model Price inc VAT Ref

Single lever basin mixer with clicker waste £93 BC186AA

Supplied fitted with a removable 5 litres per minute eco flow regulator

  

Ceraline basin pillar taps

Model Price inc VAT Ref

Pair basin pillar taps £93 BC184AA

Model Price inc VAT Ref

Pair bath pillar taps £112 BC187AA

Model Price inc VAT Ref

Single lever bath filler £155 BC190AA

  

Ceraline bath pillar taps

  

Ceraline bath filler

  

Ceraline dual control bath shower mixer

  

Ceraline dual control bath filler

  

Ceraline bath shower mixer

Model Price inc VAT Ref

Single lever bath shower mixer  
with shower kit £178 BC191AA

Model Price inc VAT Ref

Dual control bath filler £155 BC188AA

Model Price inc VAT Ref

Dual control bath shower mixer  
with shower kit  £178 BC189AA

  
154

68

186

40°

158

350
min 

180

134

114

56

148

40°

180

134

114

56

148

40°

115

139

68
80

350
min 

40°

Ceraline mini basin mixer

Model Price inc VAT Ref

Single lever mini basin mixer  £93 BC185AA

Supplied fitted with a removable 5 litres per minute eco flow regulator

  

Mixers & taps  
5 year 
guarantee

EasyfixWater-saving Temperature 
limit stop

180

134

114

56

148

40°

180

134

114

56

148

40°

High pressure

M
ixers &
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Versatile styling and durability 
define the Ceraflex® range of 
mixers and taps. They incorporate 
FirmaFlow® ceramic cartridge 
technology with almost double the 
operating lifespan of the industry 
standard. 

Features 

FirmaFlow® ceramic cartridges with a 
lifespan of 500,000 cycles

Flow straighteners supplied to  
maximise flow rate

Temperature limit stops can be pre-set  
for comfort and safety

Easyfix for hassle free installation and 
reduced risk of leakage and limescale

Flexible tails to simplify and speed-up 
installation

WRAS certification

5 YEAR guarantee

Single lever bath shower mixer

Dual control bath filler

TAPS & MIXERS

Ceraflex®

Single lever basin mixer with  
pop-up waste (p.150) £107

50cm Studio Echo basin p.94) £90

TAPS & MIXERS

Ceraflex®  
Basin mixer

M
ixers &

 Tap
s

C
erafl

ex
®

148 149
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149

133

64 103

350
min 

19°

144

159

95
110

min
350

27°

Ceraflex® basin mixer

Model Price inc VAT Ref

Single lever basin mixer with pop-up waste £107 B1811AA

Single lever basin mixer  £93 B1812AA

Supplied fitted with a removable 5 litres per minute eco flow regulator 
FirmaFlow® ceramic cartridge fitted for a long, high performance lifespan

  

Ceraflex® grande basin mixer

Model Price inc VAT Ref

Single lever grande basin mixer £107 B2326AA

Supplied fitted with a removable 5 litres per minute eco flow regulator 
FirmaFlow® ceramic cartridge fitted for a long, high performance lifespan

  

146

159

92

112

350
min

27°

199

65 156

139

350
min

24°

136

57

143

25°

180

99

156

57

143

25°

180

119

Ceraflex® bath filler

Model Price inc VAT Ref

Single lever bath filler £149 B1959AA

FirmaFlow® ceramic cartridge fitted for a long, high performance lifespan

Model Price inc VAT Ref

Single lever bath shower mixer  
with shower kit £171 B1960AA

Handset supplied fitted with a removable 8 litres per minute eco flow 
regulator 
FirmaFlow® ceramic cartridge fitted for a long, high performance lifespan

Model Price inc VAT Ref

Dual control bath filler £149 B1824AA

Model Price inc VAT Ref

Dual control bath shower mixer  
with shower kit  £171 B1823AA

Handset supplied fitted with a removable 8 litres per minute eco flow 
regulator

  

Ceraflex® bath shower mixer

  

Ceraflex® dual control bath filler

  

Ceraflex® dual control bath shower mixer

  

Dual control bath shower mixer

Mixers & taps  
5 year 
guarantee

EasyfixWater-saving Temperature 
limit stop

136

57

143

25°

180

99

High pressure

M
ixers &

 Tap
s

C
erafl
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®

151150



Smart and simple styling ensures 
that Calista will complement a wide 
range of contemporary bathrooms. 
It represents Ideal Standard quality 
at an affordable price. 

Features 

Pre-fitted 5-litres per minute eco flow 
regulators to save water

Flow straighteners supplied to  
maximise flow rate

Flexible tails to simplify and speed-up 
installation 

WRAS certification

5 YEAR guarantee

Dual control bath shower mixerBath shower mixer

TAPS & MIXERS

Calista

Single lever basin mixer £87

TAPS & MIXERS

Calista  
Basin mixer

M
ixers &

 Tap
s

C
alista
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136

10465
24°

320
min

140

81
27 20º

70

50

112

81
27 20º

71

54

114

155

123
84

24°

320
min

159

Calista basin mixer

Calista basin pillar taps

Calista bath pillar taps

Calista bath filler

Model Price inc VAT Ref

Single lever basin mixer with pop-up waste £100 B1148AA

Single lever basin mixer £87 B1149AA

Supplied fitted with a removable 5 litres per minute eco flow regulator

Model Price inc VAT Ref

Pair bath pillar taps £102 B1147AA

  

Calista bath shower mixer

177

49

140

108

350
min

15°

2733°

¾" male

70

231

180 ±1

143

112

74
27 33°

149

112

¾" male

180 ±1

231

Calista dual control bath filler

Calista dual control bath shower mixer

Model Price inc VAT Ref

Single lever bath shower mixer  
with shower kit £136 B1958AA

Handset supplied fitted with a removable 8 litres per minute eco flow 
regulator

Model Price inc VAT Ref

Dual control bath filler £118 B1151AA

Model Price inc VAT Ref

Dual control bath shower mixer  
with shower kit £136 B1152AA

Handset supplied fitted with a removable 8 litres per minute eco flow 
regulator

  

Model Price inc VAT Ref

Pair basin pillar taps £85 B1146AA

Supplied fitted with removable 4 litres per minute eco flow regulators

121

10254
24°

350
min

139

Calista mini basin mixer

Model Price inc VAT Ref

Single lever mini basin mixer £87 BC340AA

Supplied fitted with a removable 5 litres per minute eco flow regulator

  

Model Price inc VAT Ref

One tap hole bath filler £118 B2137AA

Mixers & taps  
5 year 
guarantee

EasyfixWater-saving Temperature 
limit stop

2733°

¾" male

70

231

180 ±1

143

112

High pressure

74
27 33°

149

112

¾" male

180 ±1

231

M
ixers &

 Tap
s

C
alista
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Showering 

Showering  

Shower enclosures 158 
Synergy 160 
Synergy Wetrooms 170 
Connect 2 174 
Bath Screens 180 

Shower trays  182 
Ultra Flat S  184 
Simplicity  187 
Idealite  190 

Idealrain showers 192 
Evo Jet 194 
Evo 196 
Idealrain 198 
Rainshowers 200 
Fixed risers 202 

Shower Mixers & Kits 204 
Concept Easybox Slim  206 
Ceratherm 100  210 
Ceratherm 200  214 
CTV  216 
Alto Ecotherm  218 
Alto EV  222 
Therm  223 

Shower Accessories 224

Efficient. Powerful. Ergonomic. 
Stylish. A good shower means 
different things to different
people. Which is why we have 
a wide choice of enclosures, 
trays, valves and shower kits 
that you can combine to fit your 
individual needs. Whether you’re 
embarking on a spacious wet 
room or need a smart space-
saving solution, our innovative 
products will turn a good shower 
into a great one.

In
tro

d
u

ctio
n

157156156 157



159

Which shower 
enclosure?

Glass thickness

8mm or 6mm 
toughened safety  
glass. 

Idealclean

Reduces cleaning time 
by up to 90%. A special 
coating makes glass 
easier to clean and it 
stays cleaner for longer.

Click & clean

Lower wheels and 
panels can be released 
for cleaning. The panel 
clicks back into position 
for a watertight seal.

Guarantee

Enclosures, wetroom 
panels and baths 
screens have a 10  
year guarantee.

Features 

Concealed fixings 
The cover profiles click easily 
into place during installation and 
combine with top caps to conceal 
all fixings. 

Smooth running wheels 
Quality components ensure doors 
glide along effortlessly and silently. 

Rise and fall hinges 
Ensure doors open and close with 
ease. 

Horizontal adjustment 
Allows perfect fitting to out-of-
true walls. Check each collection 
for specific adjustment values. 

Power shower proof 
Enclosures have been tested to 
ensure that even with the most 
invigorating of showers the seals 
remain watertight. 

Ideal Standard understand what 
it takes to make the perfect 
shower environment. The main 
considerations for planning are 
access, space and position. From 
ingenious door mechanisms that 
work in the smallest ensuite to 
spacious enclosures for family 
bathrooms, we have a solution for 
every conceivable scenario. 

Expert engineering means our 
shower enclosures and bath 
screens are full of clever features 
which make them not just a 
pleasure to use but easy to install, 
clean and maintain. 

Alcove InstallationsCorner Installations

Horizontal adjustment

Profile can be 
adjusted to allow 
for untrue walls. 
Check each range for 
measurement. 

Quadrant/offset quadrant

These curved enclosures suit 
almost any bathroom design, 
creating an open environment, 
even in restricted spaces. 

Pivot door 

These doors work well in alcoves 
allowing the maximum showering 
area  combined with the maximum 
access.

Infold/bifold door  

The infold door is a great option 
for smaller spaces. It fold inwards 
to provide full access. The bifold 
option folds both inwards and 
outwards.

Sliding door

Sliding doors are a practical 
solution for alcoves, especially 
larger spaces. The door glides on 
smooth running wheels for access. 

Sliding Door with side panel 

Sliding doors offer maximum 
access where there is limited space 
to open a door. They can also 
work well in larger spaces to create 
luxurious showering areas.

Corner entry

When space is limited on either 
side of a shower enclosure a corner 
entry with sliding doors offers an 
effective solution.

Pivot door with side panel 

These doors swing open to 
offer wide access, which when 
combined with a side panel creates 
a light and airy showering area. 

Infold/bifold door with side panel 

When there isn’t room to open 
a door an infold door is a good 
solution. It offers wide access in 
tight spaces. A bifold option folds  
both inwards and outwards.

Corner Installations

Alcove Installations

Sh
o

w
erin

g
E

n
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Total price  £2,501
Synergy 1700mm slider door &  
700mm side panel (p.165) £1,325

Simplicity 1700 x 700mm flat top  
shower tray (p.187) £485

Ceratherm 100 Dual round shower  
pack (p.212) £691

Synergy features 

8mm safety glass

Idealclean treatment to make 
glass stay cleaner for longer 

Power shower proof

Suitable for installation on a 
shower tray or wetroom floor

Concealed fixings

10 YEAR Guarantee

With a sophisticated semi-framed 
design and exposed glass edge 
doors, Synergy has been designed 
to blend seamlessly into any 
interior. This contemporary range 
of luxurious shower and wetroom 
solutions is beautifully engineered 
to the highest quality specification.

SHOWERING

Synergy
A new 
world of 
showering

Synergy pivot door corner enclosure Synergy quadrant enclosure

SHOWERING

Synergy
Slider corner 
shower

Sh
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10 year 
guarantee

IdealcleanGlass thickness

  

Synergy offset quadrant   

Synergy pivot door alcove

  

Synergy pivot door corner

  

  

Model Price inc VAT Ref

800mm enclosure £1,074 L6283EO

900mm enclosure £1,119 L6284EO

1000mm enclosure £1,165 L6285EO
 
Height 1900mm 
8mm clear safety glass 
Idealclean treatment 
Bright silver finish 
Solid chrome plated handle 
Click and clean wheels 
Smooth running wheels 
Concealed fixings with easy click covers & top caps 
Magnetic seals encased in aluminium 
Horizontal adjustment up to 25mm per profile 
Suitable for installation on a tray or wetroom floor 
550mm radius

Click & clean

Synergy quadrant

Model Price inc VAT Ref

900 x 800mm enclosure £1,133 L6286EO

1200 x 900mm enclosure £1,303 L6287EO
 
Height 1900mm 
8mm clear safety glass 
Idealclean treatment 
Bright silver finish 
Solid chrome plated handle 
Click and clean wheels 
Smooth running wheels 
Concealed fixings with easy click covers & top caps 
Magnetic seals encased in aluminium 
Horizontal adjustment up to 25mm per profile 
Suitable for installation on a tray or wetroom floor 
550mm radius

Horizontal 
adjustment

Size (mm) A width B opening C width

800 755 – 780 415 755 – 780

900 855 – 880 535 855 – 880

1000 955 – 980 535 955 – 980

A

B

C

Dim. A

Width (mm)

755-780

855-880

955-980

Dim. C

Width (mm)

755-780

855-880

955-980

Dim. B

415

535

535

Opening (mm)

Quadrant

enclosure

800

900

1000

1900

4

L6283 Quadrant only
L6284 Quadrant only
L6285 Quadrant only

Dim. A

Width (mm)

855-880

1155-1180

Dim. C

Width (mm)

755-780

855-880

Dim. B

448

535

Opening (mm)

O�set Quadrant

enclosure

900 x 800

1200 x 900

1900

4

A

B

C

L6286 O�set Quadrant only
L6287 O�set Quadrant only

Size (mm) A width B opening C width 

900 x 800 855 – 880 448 755 – 780

1200 x 900 1155 – 1180 535 855 – 880

Model Price inc VAT Ref

760mm door £570 L6201EO

800mm door £599 L6202EO

900mm door £646 L6203EO

1000mm door £679 L6204EO
 
Height 1900mm 
8mm clear safety glass 
Idealclean treatment 
Bright silver finish 
Solid chrome plated handle 
Exposed glass edge on door for a touch of luxury 
Concealed seals 
Concealed fixings with easy click covers & top caps 
Magnetic seals encased in aluminium 
Horizontal adjustment up to 50mm 
Suitable for installation on a tray or wetroom floor

50mm

Model Price inc VAT Ref

760mm door £570 L6201EO

800mm door £599 L6202EO

900mm door £646 L6203EO

1000mm door £679 L6204EO

760mm side panel £380 L6216EO

800mm side panel £398 L6217EO

900mm side panel £425 L6218EO

1000mm side panel £453 L6219EO
 
Height 1900mm 
8mm clear safety glass 
Idealclean treatment 
Bright silver finish 
Solid chrome plated handle 
Exposed glass edge on door for a touch of luxury 
Concealed seals 
Concealed fixings with easy click covers & top caps 
Magnetic seals encased in aluminium 
Horizontal adjustment up to 25mm per profile 
Suitable for installation on a tray or wetroom floor

Side

panel

700

760

800

900

1000

Dim. B

Opening

490

520

600

680

(mm)

Dim. D

455

485

565

645

Reach (mm)

Dim. A

711-761

751-801

851-901

951-1001

Width (mm)

Pivot

enclosure

760

800

900

1000

1900

4

Dim. C

Width (mm)

664-689

724-749

764-789

864-889

964-989

BD

A

C

Dim. A

Width (mm)

710-760

750-800

850-900

950-1000

Dim. B

Opening

490

520

600

680

(mm)

Dim. D

455

485

565

645

Reach (mm)

Pivot

enclosure

760

800

900

1000

BD

A

1900

4

Size (mm) A width B opening C width 

760 710 – 760 490 455

800 750 – 800 520 485

900 850 – 900 600 565

1000 950 – 1000 680 645

Size (mm) A width B. opening D width C width

760 711 – 761 490 455 724 – 749

800 751 – 781 520 485 764 – 789

900 851 – 901 600 565 864 – 889

1000 951 – 1001 680 645 964 – 989
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10 year 
guarantee

IdealcleanGlass thickness

  

Synergy 1200 pivot door corner
  

Synergy slider door alcove

  

Synergy slider door corner

  

  

Model Price inc VAT Ref

1200mm door £836 L6205EO
 
Height 1900mm 
8mm clear safety glass 
Idealclean treatment 
Bright silver finish 
Solid chrome plated handle 
Exposed glass edge on door for a touch of luxury 
Concealed seals 
Concealed fixings with easy click covers & top caps 
Magnetic seals encased in aluminium 
Horizontal adjustment up to 50mm 
Suitable for installation on a tray or wetroom floor

50mm

Click & clean

Synergy 1200 pivot door alove

Model Price inc VAT Ref

1200mm door £836 L6205EO

760mm side panel £380 L6216EO

800mm side panel £398 L6217EO

900mm side panel £425 L6218EO
 
Height 1900mm 
8mm clear safety glass 
Idealclean treatment 
Bright silver finish 
Solid chrome plated handle 
Exposed glass edge on door for a touch of luxury 
Concealed seals 
Concealed fixings with easy click covers & top caps 
Magnetic seals encased in aluminium 
Horizontal adjustment up to 25mm per profile 
Suitable for installation on a tray or wetroom floor

Horizontal 
adjustment

Model Price inc VAT Ref

1000mm door £780 L6288EO

1200mm door £808 L6289EO

1400mm door £874 L6290EO

1700mm door £963 L6617EO
 
Height 1900mm 
8mm clear safety glass 
Idealclean treatment 
Bright silver finish 
Solid chrome plated handle 
Click and clean wheels 
Smooth running wheels 
Exposed glass edge on door for a touch of luxury 
Concealed seals 
Concealed fixings with easy click covers & top caps 
Magnetic seals encased in aluminium 
Horizontal adjustment up to 50mm 
Suitable for installation on a tray or wetroom floor

50mm

Model Price inc VAT Ref

1000mm door £780 L6288EO

1200mm door £808 L6289EO

1400mm door £874 L6290EO

1700mm door £963 L6617EO

700mm side panel £362 L6199EO

760mm side panel £380 L6216EO

800mm side panel £398 L6217EO

900mm side panel £425 L6218EO

1000mm side panel £453 L6219EO
 
Height 1900mm
8mm clear safety glass
Idealclean treatment
Bright silver finish
Solid chrome plated handle
Click and clean wheels
Smooth running wheels
Exposed glass edge on door for a touch of luxury
Concealed seals
Concealed fixings with easy click covers & top caps
Magnetic seals encased in aluminium
Horizontal adjustment up to 25mm per profile
Suitable for installation on a tray or wetroom floor

1900

4

Dim. A

Width (mm)

1150-1200

1200 Pivot

Enclosure

1200

Dim. B

Opening

600

(mm)

Dim. D

565

Reach (mm)

BD

A

Size (mm) A width B opening D width

1200 1150 – 1200 600 565

Size (mm) A width B opening D width C width

1200 1151 – 1201 600 565 –

760 – – – 724 – 749

800 – – – 764 – 789

900 – – – 864 – 889

1900

4

1200 Pivot

Enclosure

1200

Dim. B

Opening

600

(mm)

Dim. D

565

Reach (mm)

Dim. A

1151-1201

Width (mm)

Side

panel

700

760

800

900

1000

Dim. C

Width (mm)

664-689

724-749

764-789

864-889

964-989

BD

A

C

B
A

Dim. A

Width (mm)

950-1000

1150-1200

1350-1400

1650-1700

Dim. B

Opening

382

435

535

(mm)

685

Slider

enclosure

1000

1200

1400

1700

1900

4

1900

4

B
A

C

Size (mm) A width B opening

1000 950 – 1000 382

1200 1150 – 1200 435

1400 1350 – 1400 535

1700 1650 – 1700 685

Side panel C width

700 664 – 689

760 724 – 749

800 764 – 789

900 864 – 889

1000 964 – 989

Door (mm) A width B opening)

1000 952 – 1002 382

1200 1152 – 1202 435

1400 1352 – 1402 535

1700 1650 – 1700 685
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10 year 
guarantee

IdealcleanGlass thickness

  

Synergy infold door corner   

Synergy corner entry

  

Synergy pentagon

  

  

Model Price inc VAT Ref

760mm door £675 L6206EO

800mm door £707 L6207EO

900mm door £762 L6208EO

1000mm door £817 L6209EO
 
Height 1900mm
8mm clear safety glass
Idealclean treatment
Bright silver finish
Solid chrome plated handle
Triple smooth running wheels
Exposed glass edge on door for a touch of luxury
Concealed seals
Concealed fixings with easy click covers & top caps
Magnetic seals encased in aluminium
Horizontal adjustment up to 50mm
Suitable for installation on a tray or wetroom floor

50mm

Click & clean

Synergy infold door alcove

Model Price inc VAT Ref

760mm door £675 L6206EO

800mm door £707 L6207EO

900mm door £762 L6208EO

1000mm door £817 L6209EO

760mm side panel £380 L6216EO

800mm side panel £398 L6217EO

900mm side panel £425 L6218EO

1000mm side panel £453 L6219EO
 
Height 1900mm
8mm clear safety glass
Idealclean treatment
Bright silver finish
Solid chrome plated handle
Triple smooth running wheels
Exposed glass edge on door for a touch of luxury
Concealed seals
Concealed fixings with easy click covers & top caps
Magnetic seals encased in aluminium
Horizontal adjustment up to 25mm per profile
Suitable for installation on a tray or wetroom floor

Horizontal 
adjustment

Model Price inc VAT Ref

800mm enclosure £909 L6280EO

900mm enclosure £982 L6281EO

1000mm enclosure £1055 L6282EO
 
Height 1900mm
8mm clear safety glass
Idealclean treatment
Bright silver finish
Solid chrome plated handle
Click and clean wheels
Smooth running wheels
Concealed fixings with easy click covers & top caps
Magnetic seals encased in aluminium
Horizontal adjustment up to 25mm per profile
Suitable for installation on a tray or wetroom floor

Model Price inc VAT Ref

800mm enclosure £996 L6214EO

900mm enclosure £1074 L6215EO

Simplicity low profile 900mm shower tray £239 L511101
 
Height 1900mm
8mm clear safety glass
Idealclean treatment
Bright silver finish
Solid chrome plated handle
Exposed glass edge on door for a touch of luxury
Concealed seals
Concealed fixings with easy click covers & top caps
Magnetic seals encased in aluminium
Horizontal adjustment up to 25mm per profile
Suitable for installation on a tray or wetroom floor
Unhanded

Dim. A

Width (mm)

710-760

750-800

850-900

950-1000

Dim. B

Opening

414

455

556

609

(mm)

Infold

enclosure

760

800

900

1000

B
A

1900

4

Dim. B

Opening

414

455

556

609

(mm)

Dim. A

711-761

751-801

851-901

951-1001

Width (mm)

Infold

enclosure

760

800

900

1000

1900

4

Side

panel

700

760

800

900

1000

Dim. C

Width (mm)

664-689

724-749

764-789

864-889

964-989

B
A

C

C

B

A

Dim. A

Width (mm)

753-778

853-878

953-978

Dim. C

Width (mm)

753-778

853-878

953-978

Dim. B

385

455

455

Opening (mm)

Corner entry

enclosure

800

900

1000

1900

4

C

B

D

A

Dim. A

Width (mm)

763-788

873-898

Dim. C

Width (mm)

763-788

873-898

Dim. B

450

520

Opening (mm)

Dim. D

420

485

Reach (mm)

Pentagon

enclosure

800

900

1900

4

Size (mm) A width B opening

760 710 – 760 414

800 750 – 800 455

900 850 – 900 556

1000 950 – 1000 609

Side panel C width

760 724 – 749

800 764 – 789

900 864 – 889

1000 964 – 989

Door (mm) A width B opening)

760 711 – 761 414

800 751 – 801 455

900 851 – 901 556

1000 951 – 1001 609

 

Size (mm) A width B opening C width

800 753 – 778 385 753 – 778

900 853 – 878 455 853 – 878

1000 953 – 978 555 953 – 978

Size (mm) A width B opening D width C width

800 763 – 788 450 763 – 788 420

900 873 – 898 520 873 – 898 485

Simplicity  
LP 900 910 – 910 864 – 889
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Model Price inc VAT Ref

700mm panel £425 L6220EO

760mm panel £443 L6221EO

800mm panel £462 L6222EO

900mm panel £488 L6223EO

1000mm panel £523 L6224EO

1200mm panel £565 L6225EO

1400mm panel £765 L6226EO

1600mm panel £920 L6227EO

300mm return panel £254 L6228EO

900mm modesty panel £519 L6180EO

1000mm modesty panel £545 L6181EO

1200mm modesty panel £599 L6182EO

Straight bracing bracket £73 L6229EO

Angle bracing bracket £105 L6230EO

Extended bracing bracket £81 L6198EO

 
Height 2000mm 
8mm clear safety glass 
Idealclean treatment 
23mm horizontal adjustment 
Concealed fixings with easy click covers & top caps 
Sealing channels for a silicone free look 
Vertical adjustment for drilling into grout lines 
Suitable for installation on a tray or wetroom floor

For full details of modesty panels see Concept Freedom 
page 74. 
 
 

 
 
Max width 1494 with extended bracing bracket
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10 year 
guarantee

IdealcleanGlass thickness Horizontal 
adjustment

Total price £1,929 

Synergy 900mm wetroom panel 
& 300mm return with bracing  
bracket (p.169) £815

Idealrain Cube Dual shower system   
for built-in mixers (p.202 £689

Concept Easybox Slim built-in shower  
mixer with square faceplate (p.208) £425

  

  

Alcove or corner installation example: 
wetroom panel

1200 Wetroom panel 

Straight bracing bracket

Alcove or corner installation example: 
wetroom panel with return

1200 Wetroom panel 

Straight bracing bracket

300 Return panel

SHOWERING

Synergy 
Wetrooms

Synergy wetroom panels

700
760
800
900

1000
1200
1400
1600

654 - 677
714 - 737
754 - 777
854 - 877
954 - 977

1154 - 1177
1354 - 1377
1554 - 1577

650 - 994
650 - 994
650 - 994
650 - 994
650 - 994
650 - 994
650 - 994
650 - 994

Panel Dim.A Dim.C

4

2000 2025

A

C

Recommended opening minimum 500mm

700
760
800
900

1000
1200
1400
1600

654 - 677
714 - 737
754 - 777
854 - 877
954 - 977

1154 - 1177
1354 - 1377
1554 - 1577

650 - 994
650 - 994
650 - 994
650 - 994
650 - 994
650 - 994
650 - 994
650 - 994

Panel Dim.A Dim.C

Recommended opening minimum 500mm

4

2000 2025

A

C

309

Panel (mm) A width (mm) C width (mm)

700 638 650 – 994

760 698 650 – 994

800 738 650 – 994

900 838 650 – 994

1000 938 650 – 994

1200 1138 650 – 994

1400 1338 650 – 994

1600 1538 650 – 994

SHOWERING

Synergy
Wetroom panel  
& return
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Model Price inc VAT Ref

700mm panel £425 L6220EO

760mm panel £443 L6221EO

800mm panel £462 L6222EO

900mm panel £488 L6223EO

1000mm panel £523 L6224EO

1200mm panel £565 L6225EO

1400mm panel £765 L6226EO

1600mm panel £920 L6227EO

300mm return panel £254 L6228EO

900mm modesty panel £519 L6180EO

1000mm modesty panel £545 L6181EO

1200mm modesty panel £599 L6182EO

Straight bracing bracket £73 L6229EO

Angle bracing bracket £105 L6230EO

Extended bracing bracket £81 L6198EO

 
Height 2000mm 
8mm clear safety glass 
Idealclean treatment 
23mm horizontal adjustment 
Concealed fixings with easy click covers & top caps 
Sealing channels for a silicone free look 
Vertical adjustment for drilling into grout lines 
Suitable for installation on a tray or wetroom floor

For full details of modesty panels see Concept Freedom 
page 74. 

 
Max width 1494 with extended bracing bracket
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10 year 
guarantee

IdealcleanGlass thickness

  

  

Horizontal 
adjustment

Dual access installation example: 
wetroom panel with end panel

1200 Wetroom panel 

Straight bracing brackets x 2

Dual access installation example: 
wetroom panel with end panel and returns

1200 Wetroom panel 

Straight bracing brackets x 2

300 Return panels x 2

Synergy wetroom panels Synergy wetroom panels

Corner installation example: 
wetroom panel with end panel

1000 Wetroom panel 

760 Wetroom panel 

Straight bracing bracket

Angle bracing bracket

Corner installation example: 
wetroom panel with end panel and return

1000 Wetroom panel 

760 Wetroom panel 

300 Return panel 

Straight bracing bracket

Angle bracing bracket

Panel (mm) A width (mm) C width (mm)

700 638 650 – 994

760 698 650 – 994

800 738 650 – 994

900 838 650 – 994

1000 938 650 – 994

1200 1138 650 – 994

1400 1338 650 – 994

1600 1538 650 – 994

2025

A

C

2025

A

C

309

4

2000 2025

A

C A

4

2000 2025

A

C A

309
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Total price  £1,929 

1200mm Connect 2 slider  
door alcove enclosure (p.178) £540

1200 x 800mm Simplicity  
flat top shower tray (p.187) £275

Idealrain Cube Dual  
shower system for built-in  
mixers (p.202) £689

Concept Easybox Slim  
built-in shower mixer  
with square faceplate (p.208) £425

Connect 2 features 

6mm safety glass

Idealclean treatment to make 
glass stay cleaner for longer 

Power shower proof

Suitable for installation on a 
tray or wetroom floor

Concealed fixings

10 YEAR Guarantee

Sleek, minimal and modern, 
Connect 2 is a luxury semi 
framed shower enclosure 
without the price tag. 
Designed to look and feel 
sensational, it combines 
high quality materials with 
practicality for everyday 
showering pleasure.

SHOWERING

Connect 2
Designed 
for everyday 
living

Connect 2 slider alcove enclosure, 2 door

SHOWERING

Connect 2
Slider alcove  
shower
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10 year 
guarantee

IdealcleanGlass thickness

Connect 2 offset quadrant

Connect 2 corner entry

  

  

  

Model Price inc VAT Ref

800mm enclosure £642 K9383EO

900mm enclosure £666 K9384EO

 
Height 1950mm 
Radius 550mm 
6mm clear safety glass 
Idealclean treatment 
Bright silver finish 
Solid chrome plated handles 
Click and clean wheels 
Smooth running wheels 
Concealed fixings with easy click covers & top caps 
Horizontal adjustment up to 25mm per profile 
Suitable for installation on a tray or wetroom floor

Click & clean

Connect 2 quadrant

Model Price inc VAT Ref

900 x 760mm enclosure £654 K9417EO

1000 x 800mm enclosure £720 K9385EO

1200 x 800mm enclosure £792 K9386EO

1200 x 900mm enclosure £804 K9575EO

 
Height 1950mm 
Radius 550mm 
6mm clear safety glass 
Idealclean treatment 
Bright silver finish 
Solid chrome plated handles 
Click and clean wheels 
Smooth running wheels 
Concealed fixings with easy click covers & top caps 
Horizontal adjustment up to 25mm per profile 
Suitable for installation on a tray or wetroom floor 

Horizontal 
adjustment

Size (mm) A width B opening C width

800 755 – 780 400 755 – 780

900 855 – 880 525 855 – 880

Size (mm) A width B opening C width

900 x 760 855 – 880 430 715 – 740

1000 x 800 955 – 980 465 755 – 780

1200 x 800 1155 – 1180 465 755 – 780

1200 x 900 1155 – 1180 525 855 – 880

Model Price inc VAT Ref

800mm enclosure £684 L0073EO

900mm enclosure £708 L0074EO

 
Height 1950mm 
6mm clear safety glass 
Idealclean treatment 
Bright silver finish 
Solid chrome plated handles 
Click and clean wheels 
Smooth running wheels 
Concealed fixings with easy click covers & top caps 
Horizontal adjustment up to 25mm per profile 
Suitable for installation on a tray or wetroom floor

Size (mm) A width B opening

800 755 – 780 415

900 855 – 880 485

SHOWERING

Connect 2
Offset quadrant  
shower

1950

C

B

A

1950

A

C

B

A

B

A

1950

Total price  £1,673 

1000 x 800mm Connect 2  
offset quadrant enclosure (p.174) £720

1000 x 800mm Simplicity offset quadrant 
flat top shower tray, right hand (p.188) £262

Cerathern 100 Dual shower pack (p.212) £691
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Model Price inc VAT Ref

760mm bifold door £462 K9397EO

800mm bifold door £474 K9398EO

900mm bifold door £504 K9399EO

1000mm bifold door £546 K9280EO

700mm side panel £258 K9412EO

760mm side panel £264 K9413EO

800mm side panel £276 K9415EO

900mm side panel £300 K9416EO

1000mm side panel £324 K9578EO

 
Height 1950mm 
6mm clear safety glass 
Idealclean treatment 
Bright silver finish 
Solid chrome plated handles 
Smooth running wheels 
Concealed fixings with easy click covers & top caps 
Horizontal adjustment up to 25mm per profile 
Suitable for installation on a tray or wetroom floor
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10 year 
guarantee

IdealcleanGlass thickness

Connect 2 bifold alcove

  

Connect 2 bifold corner

  

  

Click & clean Horizontal 
adjustment

Model Price inc VAT Ref

760mm bifold door £462 K9397EO

800mm bifold door £474 K9398EO

900mm bifold door £504 K9399EO

1000mm bifold door £546 K9280EO

 
Height 1950mm 
6mm clear safety glass 
Idealclean treatment 
Bright silver finish 
Solid chrome plated handles 
Smooth running wheels 
Concealed fixings with easy click covers & top caps 
Horizontal adjustment up to 25mm per profile 
Suitable for installation on a tray or wetroom floor

Size (mm) A width B opening

760 710 – 760 503

800 750 – 800 543

900 850 – 900 643

1000 950 – 1000 743

Connect 2 pivot alcove

  

Connect 2 pivot corner

  

  
Model Price inc VAT Ref

760mm pivot door £396 K9391EO

800mm pivot door £420 K9392EO

900mm pivot door £450 K9393EO

700mm side panel £258 K9412EO

760mm side panel £264 K9413EO

800mm side panel £276 K9415EO

900mm side panel £300 K9416EO

1000mm side panel £324 K9578EO

 
Height 1950mm 
6mm clear safety glass 
Idealclean treatment 
Bright silver finish 
Solid chrome plated handles 
Concealed fixings with easy click covers & top caps 
Horizontal adjustment up to 25mm per profile 
Suitable for installation on a tray or wetroom floor

Model Price inc VAT Ref

760mm pivot door £396 K9391EO

800mm pivot door £420 K9392EO

900mm pivot door £450 K9393EO

 
Height 1950mm 
6mm clear safety glass 
Idealclean treatment 
Bright silver finish 
Solid chrome plated handles 
Concealed fixings with easy click covers & top caps 
Horizontal adjustment up to 25mm per profile 
Suitable for installation on a tray or wetroom floor

Door (mm) A width B opening D reach

760 710 – 760 475 492

800 750 – 800 500 517

900 850 – 900 550 567

1950

BD

A

1950

BD

A

C

1950

B

A

1950

B

A

C

Size panel C width

700 655 – 705 

760 715 – 765

800 755 – 805

900 855 – 905

1000 955 – 1005

Door (mm) A width B opening D reach

760 710 – 760 475 492

800 750 – 800 500 517

900 850 – 900 550 567

Size panel C width

700 655 – 705 

760 715 – 765

800 755 – 805

900 855 – 905

1000 955 – 1005

Door (mm) A width B opening

760 710 – 760 475

800 750 – 800 500

900 850 – 900 550

1000 950 – 1000 743
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10 year 
guarantee

IdealcleanGlass thickness

Connect 2 slider corner

Connect 2 slider alcove, 2 doors

  

Connect 2 slider corner, 2 doors

  

  

Model Price inc VAT Ref

1000mm sliding door £498 K9394EO

1100mm sliding door £510 K9395EO

1200mm sliding door £540 K9396EO

1400mm sliding door £582 K9426EO

 
Height 1950mm 
6mm clear safety glass 
Idealclean treatment 
Bright silver finish 
Solid chrome plated handles 
Click and clean wheels 
Smooth running wheels 
Concealed fixings with easy click covers & top caps 
Horizontal adjustment up to 25mm per profile 
Suitable for installation on a tray or wetroom floor

Click & clean

Connect 2 slider alcove

Model Price inc VAT Ref

1000mm sliding door £498 K9394EO

1100mm sliding door £510 K9395EO

1200mm sliding door £540 K9396EO

1400mm sliding door £582 K9426EO

700mm side panel £258 K9412EO

760mm side panel £264 K9413EO

800mm side panel £276 K9415EO

900mm side panel £300 K9416EO

1000mm side panel £324 K9578EO

 
Height 1950mm 
6mm clear safety glass 
Idealclean treatment 
Bright silver finish 
Solid chrome plated handles 
Click and clean wheels 
Smooth running wheels 
Concealed fixings with easy click covers & top caps 
Horizontal adjustment up to 25mm per profile 
Suitable for installation on a tray or wetroom floor 

Horizontal 
adjustment

Model Price inc VAT Ref

1500mm sliding doors x 2 £642 K9427EO

1700mm sliding doors x 2 £672 K9434EO

 
Height 1950mm 
6mm clear safety glass 
Idealclean treatment 
Bright silver finish 
Solid chrome plated handles 
Click and clean wheels 
Smooth running wheels 
Concealed fixings with easy click covers & top caps 
Horizontal adjustment up to 25mm per profile 
Suitable for installation on a tray or wetroom floor

Size (mm) A width B opening

1500 1450 – 1500 585

1700 1650 – 1700 685

Size (mm) A width B opening

1000 950 – 1000 357

1100 1050 – 1100 407

1200 1150 – 1200 457

1400 1350 – 1400 557

Size (mm) Dim. A 
width (mm)

Dim. B 
opening (mm)

1500 1450 – 1500 585

1700 1650 – 1700 685

Model Price inc VAT Ref

1500mm sliding doors x 2 £642 K9427EO

1700mm sliding doors x 2 £672 K9434EO

700mm side panel £258 K9412EO

760mm side panel £264 K9413EO

800mm side panel £276 K9415EO

900mm side panel £300 K9416EO

1000mm side panel £324 K9578EO

 
Height 1950mm 
6mm clear safety glass 
Idealclean treatment 
Bright silver finish 
Solid chrome plated handles 
Click and clean wheels 
Smooth running wheels 
Concealed fixings with easy click covers & top caps 
Horizontal adjustment up to 25mm per profile 
Suitable for installation on a tray or wetroom floor

Size panel C width

700 655 – 705 

760 715 – 765

800 755 – 805

900 855 – 905

1000 955 – 1005

B
A

1950

C

B
A

1950

Size (mm) A width B opening

1000 950 – 1000 357

1100 1050 – 1100 407

1200 1150 – 1200 457

1400 1350 – 1400 557

C

B
A

1950

C

B
A

1950

Size panel C width

700 655 – 705 

760 715 – 765

800 755 – 805

900 855 – 905

1000 955 – 1005
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10 year 
guarantee

Horizontal  
adjustment

Glass thickness

Model Price inc VAT Ref

Angle bath screen £377 L6210AA

 
Height 1500mm 
6mm clear safety glass 
Polished silver finish 
180 degree opening – inwards and outwards 
Rise and fall for easy opening 
Concealed fixings and top caps 
Up to 20mm horizontal adjustment 
10 YEAR guarantee

Synergy angle bath screen

702

14701500

795–815

SHOWERING

Bath screens
Connect 2 angle screen

Model Price inc VAT Ref

Radius bath screen £218 T9924AA

 
Height 1400mm 
5mm clear safety glass 
Bright silver finish 
180 degree opening – inwards and outwards 
Rise and fall for easy opening 
Concealed fixings with easy click covers and top caps 
Up to 20mm horizontal adjustment 
800mm length 
10 YEAR guarantee

Connect 2 radius screen

Model Price inc VAT Ref

Angle bath screen £218 T9923AA

 
Height 1400mm 
5mm clear safety glass 
Bright silver finish 
180 degree opening – inwards and outwards 
Rise and fall for easy opening 
Concealed fixings with easy click covers and top caps 
Up to 20mm horizontal adjustment 
800mm length 
10 YEAR guarantee

731

1400

800–820

731

1400

800–820

Total price  £1,394 

Connect 2 radius bath screen (p.180) £218

Studio Echo close coupled WC suite with  
seat & cover (p.95) £345

Tempo Arc 170 x 70 Idealform bath with front  
& end panels (p.112) £440

Calista dual control bath filler (p.155) £118

Alto Ecotherm shower pack (p.220) £273

Price excludes bath waste (p.238). Includes VAT at 20%.

SHOWERING

Connect 2
Radius bath 
screen
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Shower trays
Ultra Flat S trays 

30mm height

Made in IDEAL SOLID®, a highly resistant 
combination of natural minerals and resins.

Matt stone effect available in four 
contemporary finishes 

Stain proof – resistant to chemicals

Anti slip – DIN Class C

Bacterial resistant

Resilient surface is fully repairable in 
unlikely event of scratching

5 YEAR guarantee

 

Ideal Standard offer a range of  
shower trays to complement our 
enclosures. These slim, low profile 
trays are strong and durable with a 
clean contemporary design which 
makes them suitable for a wide 
range of installations. 

Shower tray shapes 

There is a wide range of shapes 
and sizes available for every type 
of installation.

In addition to the square 
and rectangular standard 
measurements, the Ultra Flat 
S trays have the possibility of 
customized production.

Shower tray comparison

Square Rectangular Bath

Quadrant Offset quadrant Pentagon

Upstands

Upstand trays feature a water 
retaining lip around the edge 
that is tiled into the wall to 
minimise water leaks (see right).

The shower is installed against 
the finished wall with plaster 
board on top of the upstand. 
The tray is then tiled into the 

wall by tiling over the upstand 
onto the tray.

Where an upstand is not 
required around the whole 
tray a roll of flexible adhesive 
upstand is available to purchase 
which can be cut to size as 
required.

Simplicity trays 

40mm height excluding upstand

Made from lightweight stone resin 

Acrylic capped ABS offers strength and 
stability with a smooth, scratch -resistant 
gloss surface

Floor standing or riser installation. 

Slim, low profile trays with a choice of 
upstand solutions for leak-free installation

Supplied with a 90mm fast-flow chrome 
waste

25 YEAR guarantee

Idealite trays 

45mm height excluding upstand

Made from lightweight polymer resin which 
is 35% lighter than stone resin 

Acrylic capped ABS offers strength and 
stability with a smooth, scratch -resistant 
gloss surface

Floor standing installation.

Slim, low profile trays with a choice of 
upstand solutions for leak-free installation

Supplied with a 90mm fast-flow chrome 
waste

25 YEAR guarantee

Simplicity flat top shower tray

Total price  £1,527 

1400 x 800mm shower  
tray (p.185) £616

1400mm Synergy dual  
access wetroom panel  
and 2 brackets (p.170) £911

SHOWERING

Ultra Flat S
Shower tray
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5 year 
guarantee

Model Price inc VAT Ref

800mm square tray £362 K8214--

900mm square tray £434 K8215--

1000mm square tray £543 K8216--

Coloured waste cover £39 KV169--

90mm waste* £12 L6307AA

Please add the colour reference to code when ordering

*All trays include an integrated stainless steel waste cover.  
The 90mm fast flowing waste * L6307AA must be ordered 
separately

Ultra Flat S square trays

Model Price inc VAT Ref

900 x 700mm tray £422 K8190--

1000 x 700mm tray £447 K8218--

1000 x 800mm tray £471 K8219--

1000 x 900mm tray £495 K8220--

1200 x 700mm tray £507 K8221--

1200 x 800mm tray £531 K8227--

1200 x 900mm tray £556 K8230--

1200 x 1000mm tray £580 K8232--

1400 x 700mm tray £592 K8234--

1400 x 800mm tray £616 K8237--

1400 x 900mm tray £640 K8256--

1600 x 800mm tray £701 K8276--

1600 x 900mm tray £725 K8277--

1600 x 1000mm tray £750 K8319--

1800 x 800mm tray £810 K8304--

1800 x 900mm tray £822 K8306--

1800 x 1000mm tray £846 K8320--

2000 x 900mm tray £895 K8343--

2000 x 1000mm tray £931 K8327--

Coloured waste cover £39 KV169--

90mm waste* £12 L6307AA

Please add the colour reference to code when ordering

*All trays include an integrated stainless steel waste cover.  
The 90mm fast flowing waste * L6307AA must be ordered 
separately

FR  Pure white FV  Jet black FS  Concrete grey FT   Sand

Features 

30mm height

Made in Ideal Solid®, a highly resistant 
combination of natural minerals and resins

Matt stone effect available in four 
contemporary finishes 

Stain proof – resistant to chemicals

Anti slip – DIN Class C

Bacterial resistant

Resilient surface is fully repairable in the 
unlikely event of scratching

Can be installed flush with the floor for 
level access

Matching coloured waste covers available

5 YEAR Guarantee

Ultra Flat S is the new Ideal 
Standard shower tray made in 
Ideal Solid®, a highly resistant 
material composed of a mixture 
of natural minerals and resins. 
The matt stone effect finish is 
elegant and contemporary, and 
gives a distinctive personality to 
the shower area.

SHOWERING

Ultra Flat S
shower trays

Ultra Flat S rectangular trays Ultra Flat S bath size trays

Model Price inc VAT Ref

1700 x 700mm tray £762 K8281--

1700 x 800mm tray £774 K8284--

1700 x 900mm tray £798 K8285--

Coloured waste cover £39 KV169--

90mm waste* £12 L6307AA

Please add the colour reference to code when ordering

*All trays include an integrated stainless steel waste cover.  
The 90mm fast flowing waste * L6307AA must be ordered 
separately

Suitable for installations where a bath is being replaced by 
a shower 

Finishes   Please add colour reference to code when ordering:

The range is customisable 
to meet any need with an 
option for cutting to size or 
customised production.

The slim line trays can be 
positioned on top of or flush 
to the floor to provide a level 
access solution.

Ultra flat S level access installation
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Square 
Low profile flat top tray

Model Price inc VAT Ref

700mm square, flat top £143 L508501

760mm square, flat top £145 L508601

800mm square, flat top £167 L508701

900mm square, flat top £226 L508801

1000mm square, flat top £270 L508901

 
Adhesive upstand £64 LV69967

Riser kit for trays up to 1200mm £90 L630901

Flexible waste pipe £14 L630801

Includes 90mm chrome fast flow waste

Size (mm) A B C D

700 x 700 710 710 355 190

760 x 760 770 770 385 190

800 x 800 810 810 405 190

900 x 900 910 910 455 190

1000 x 1000 1010 1010 505 190

D
190
190
190
190
190

40

B

A

D

C

A
710
770
810
910

1010

B
710
770
810
910

1010

C
355
385
405
455
505

700 x 700
760 x 760
800 x 800
900 x 900
1000 x 1000

Model Price inc VAT Ref

900 x 760mm flat top £226 L509001

900 x 800mm flat top £234 L509101

1000 x 800mm flat top £254 L509201

1200 x 700mm flat top £255 L500301

1200 x 760mm flat top £257 L509301

1200 x 800mm flat top £275 L509401

1200 x 900mm flat top £293 L509501

1400 x 900mm flat top £358 L509601

1600 x 800mm flat top £469 L509701

1700 x 750mm flat top £508 L509901

 
Adhesive upstand £64 LV69967

Riser kit for trays up to 1200mm £90 L630901

Extension riser kit for trays  
over 1200mm £40 L631201

Flexible waste pipe £14 L630801

Includes 90mm chrome fast flow waste

40

B

A

D

C

D
190
190
190
190
190
190
190
190
190

A
910
910

1010
1210
1210
1210
1410
1610
1710

B
770
810
810
770
810
910
910
810
760

C
455
455
505
605
605
605
705
805
855

900 x 760
900 x 800
1000 x 800
1200 x 760
1200 x 800
1200 x 900
1400 x 900
1600 x 800
1700 x 750

Size (mm) A B C D

900 x 760 910 770 455 190

900 x 800 910 810 455 190

1000 x 800 1010 810 505 190

1200 x 760 1210 770 605 190

1200 x 800 1210 810 605 190

1200 x 900 1210 910 605 190

1400 x 900 1410 910 705 190

1600 x 800 1610 810 805 190

1700 x 750 1710 760 855 190

Rectangular 
Low profile flat top tray

Bath size 
Low profile flat top tray

40

135

B

A E

D

1700 x 700
A

1700
E
67

B
700

C
190

D
350

C

Size (mm) A B C D E

1700 x 700 1700 700 190 350 67

Model Price inc VAT Ref

1700 x 700mm flat top,  
end waste £485 L509801

Includes 90mm chrome fast flow waste 
Suitable for installations where a bath is being replaced by 
a shower 
Please note position of waste. 

Simplicity flat top shower trays

SHOWERING

Ultra Flat S
Wetroom
Total price £1,485 

1000 x 800mm Ultra Flat S shower tray (p.185)    £471

Idealrain Evo diamond shower kit (p.197)  
& hose retainer (p.225) £155

1000mm Synergy wetroom panel & straight  
bracing bracket (p.169) £596

Ceratherm 100 thermostatic shower mixer (p.211) £263

Price includes VAT at 20%.

25 year 
guarantee
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Square 
Low profile upstand tray

Quadrant 
Low profile upstand tray

Model Price inc VAT Ref

760mm square, upstand £175 L511301

800mm square, upstand £202 L511401

900mm square, upstand £288 L511501

Riser kit for trays up to 1200mm £90 L630901

Flexible waste pipe £14 L630801

Upstand on all 4 sides  
Includes 90mm chrome fast flow waste

Simplicity flat top shower trays

Model Price inc VAT Ref

800mm quadrant upstand tray £207 L512301

900mm quadrant upstand tray £223 L512501

Quadrant riser kit £104 L631001

Flexible waste pipe £14 L630801

Upstand on 2 straight sides  
Includes 90mm chrome fast flow waste

B

A

D

C

A
770
810
910

B
770
810
910

C
385
405
455

D
190
190
190

760 x 760
800 x 800
900 x 900

50 15

Size (mm) A B C D

760 x 760 770 770 385 190

800 x 800 810 810 405 190

900 x 900 910 910 455 190

50 15

B

A
C

D

R550

800 x 800
900 x 900

A
810
910

C
512
612

B
810
910

D
512
612

Size (mm) A B C D

800 x 800 810 810 510 510

900 x 900 910 910 610 610

Rectangular 
Low profile upstand tray

Model Price inc VAT Ref

900 x 760mm upstand £288 L511601

1000 x 800mm upstand £310 L511701

1200 x 760mm upstand £316 L511801

1200 x 800mm upstand £334 L511901

1200 x 900mm upstand £366 L512001

1400 x 900mm upstand £389 L512101

Riser kit for trays up to 1200mm £90 L630901

Extension riser kit for trays  
over 1200mm £40 L631201

Flexible waste pipe £14 L630801

Upstand on all 4 sides  
Includes 90mm chrome fast flow waste

Size (mm) A B C D

900 x 760 910 770 455 190

1000 x 800 1010 810 505 190

1200 x 760 1210 770 605 190

1200 x 800 1210 810 605 190

1400 x 900 1410 910 705 190

D
190
190
190
190
190
190
190
190
190

45

B

A

D

C

A
910
910

1010
1210
1210
1210
1410
1610
1700

B
770
810
810
770
810
910
910
810
760

C
455
455
505
605
605
605
705
805
855

900 x 760
900 x 800
1000 x 800
1200 x 760
1200 x 800
1200 x 900
1400 x 900
1600 x 800
1700 x 750

B

A
C

D

R550

40

800 x 800
900 x 900
1000 x 1000

A
810
910

1010

C
510
610
710

B
810
910

1010

D
510
610
710

Model Price inc VAT Ref

800mm quadrant, flat top £199 L510001

900mm quadrant, flat top £231 L510101

1000mm quadrant, flat top £270 L510201

 
Adhesive upstand £64 LV69967

Quadrant riser kit £104 L631001

Flexible waste pipe £14 L630801

Includes 90mm chrome fast flow waste

Size (mm) A B C D

800 x 800 810 810 510 510

900 x 900 910 910 610 610

1000 x 1000 1010 1010 710 710

Offset quadrant 
Low profile flat top tray

Size (mm) A B C D

900 x 800 RH 810 910 510 610

900 x 800 LH 910 810 610 510

1000 x 800 RH 810 1010 510 710

1000 x 800 LH 1010 810 710 510

1200 x 800 RH 810 1210 510 910

1200 x 800 LH 1210 810 910 510

1200 x 900 RH 910 1210 610 910

1200 x 900 LH 1210 910 910 610

R550

B

C

A
D

40

900 x 800 RH
900 x 800 LH

1200 x 900 RH
1200 x 900 LH
1000 x 800 RH
1000 x 800 LH
1200 x 800 RH
1200 x 800 LH

A
810
910
910
1210
810
1010
810
1210

B
910
810
1210
910
1010
810
1210
810

D
610
510
910
610
710
510
910
510

C
510
610
610
910
510
710
510
910

Size (mm) A B C D

900 x 900 910 910 515 515

Right Hand models Price inc VAT Ref

900 x 800mm RH, flat top £242 L510301

1000 x 800mm RH, flat top £262 L510501

1200 x 800mm RH, flat top £278 L510701

1200 x 900mm RH, flat top £286 L510901

Left Hand models

900 x 800mm LH, flat top £242 L510401

1000 x 800mm LH, flat top £262 L510601

1200 x 800mm LH, flat top £278 L510801

1200 x 900mm LH, flat top £286 L511001

 
Adhesive upstand £64 LV69967

Quadrant riser kit £104 L631001

Flexible waste pipe £14 L630801

Includes 90mm chrome fast flow waste 
RH = right handed, LH = left handed 
Right hand illustrated

Model Price inc VAT Ref

900mm pentagon, flat top £239 L511101

 
Adhesive upstand £64 LV69967

Riser kit for trays up to 1200mm £90 L630901

Flexible waste pipe £14 L630801

Includes 90mm chrome fast flow waste

A
910

C
515

B
910

D
515

B

D

A
C

724

40

25 year 
guarantee

Quadrant 
Low profile flat top tray

Pentagon 
Low profile flat top tray

LEFT HAND

Simplicity upstand shower trays Sh
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Square flat top tray

Idealite flat top shower trays

Model Price inc VAT Ref

760mm square, flat top £146 L631301

800mm square, flat top £170 L631401

900mm square, flat top £230 L631501

1000mm square, flat top £280 L631601

Adhesive upstand £64 LV69967

Flexible waste pipe £14 L630801

Includes 90mm chrome fast flow waste

Model Price inc VAT Ref

900 x 760mm, flat top £230 L631701

900 x 800mm, flat top £238 L631801

1000 x 800mm, flat top £255 L631901

1200 x 760mm, flat top £264 L632001

1200 x 800mm, flat top £280 L632101

1200 x 900mm, flat top £297 L632201

1400 x 900mm, flat top £372 L632301

1600 x 800mm, flat top £532 L632401

Adhesive upstand £64 LV69967

Flexible waste pipe £14 L630801

Includes 90mm chrome fast flow waste

Model Price inc VAT Ref

800mm quadrant, flat top £202 L632601

900mm quadrant, flat top £235 L632701

Adhesive upstand £64 LV69967

Flexible waste pipe £14 L630801

Includes 90mm chrome fast flow waste

Model Price inc VAT Ref

760mm square, upstand £180 L633301

800mm square, upstand £207 L633401

900mm square, upstand £294 L633501

Flexible waste pipe £14 L630801

Upstand on all 4 sides  
Includes 90mm chrome fast flow waste

Model Price inc VAT Ref

900 x 760mm, upstand  £294 L633601

1000 x 800mm, upstand  £319 L633701

1200 x 760mm, upstand  £327 L633801

1200 x 800mm, upstand  £344 L633901

1400 x 900mm, upstand  £434 L634001

Flexible waste pipe £14 L630801

Upstand on all 4 sides  
Includes 90mm chrome fast flow waste

Model Price inc VAT Ref

800mm quadrant, upstand £265 L634101

900mm quadrant, upstand  £302 L634201

Flexible waste pipe £14 L630801

Upstand on 2 straight sides  
Includes 90mm chrome fast flow waste

Square upstand tray

Idealite upstand shower trays

Size (mm) A B C D

800 x 800 810 810 510 510

900 x 900 910 910 610 610

Quadrant upstand trayRectangular upstand tray

1555

B

A
C

D

R550

800 x 800
900 x 900

A
810
910

C
512
612

B
810
910

D
512
612

Size (mm) A B C D

900 x 760 910 770 455 190

1000 x 800 1010 810 505 190

1200 x 760 1210 770 605 190

1200 x 800 1210 810 605 190

1400 x 900 1410 910 705 190

D
190
190
190
190
190

1555

D

B

A

C

A
910

1010
1210
1210
1410

B
770
810
770
810
910

C
455
505
605
605
705

900 x 760
1000 x 800
1200 x 760
1200 x 800
1400 x 900

B

A

D

C

A
770
810
910

B
770
810
910

C
385
405
455

D
190
190
190

760 x 760
800 x 800
900 x 900

1555

Size (mm) A B C D

760 x 760 770 770 385 190

800 x 800 810 810 405 190

900 x 900 910 910 455 190

Quadrant flat top tray

Size (mm) A B C D

800 x 800 810 810 510 510

900 x 900 910 910 610 610

45

B

A
C

D

R550

800 x 800
900 x 900

A
810
910

C
510
610

B
810
910

D
510
610

Size (mm) A B C D

700 x 700 710 710 355 190

760 x 760 770 770 385 190

800 x 800 810 810 405 190

900 x 900 910 910 455 190

1000 x 1000 1010 1010 505 190

Size (mm) A B C D

900 x 760 910 770 455 190

900 x 800 910 810 455 190

1000 x 800 1010 810 505 190

1200 x 760 1210 770 605 190

1200 x 800 1210 810 605 190

1200 x 900 1210 910 605 190

1400 x 900 1410 910 705 190

1600 x 800 1610 810 805 190

Rectangular flat top tray

D
190
190
190
190
190
190
190
190
190

45

B

A

D

C

A
910
910

1010
1210
1210
1210
1410
1610
1700

B
770
810
810
770
810
910
910
810
760

C
455
455
505
605
605
605
705
805
855

900 x 760
900 x 800
1000 x 800
1200 x 760
1200 x 800
1200 x 900
1400 x 900
1600 x 800
1700 x 750

D
190
190
190
190

45

B

A

D

C

A
770
810
910

1010

B
770
810
910

1010

C
385
405
455
505

760 x 760
800 x 800
900 x 900
1000 x 1000

25 year 
guarantee

Lightweight
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The Idealrain shower range offers 
a wide choice of elegant styles, 
innovative functions, improved 
efficiency and comfort. There’s a 
showering solution to enhance any 
specification and budget including  
two high performance models:  
Evo and Evo Jet.

Choose from a variety of 
handsprays, shower kits and 
rainshowers. Idealrain brings 
unsurpassed efficiency, function 
and showering pleasure.

Idealrain  
performance 
showers

Water-saving

Flow restrictors 
reduce water 
consumption to 8 
litres per minute.

3 spray modes

A choice of three 
shower modes in  
one handset.

Guarantee

All Idealrain showers 
are guaranteed for  
5 years.

Evo Jet p.194 Evo p.196

Idealrain p.198 Rainshowers p.200 Fixed risers p.202

Navigo

Ergonomic push-
button to easily 
change spray  
modes.

Cool body

Body remains cool  
to the touch for 
safety and comfort.

SHOWERING

Evo Jet
Shower kit

Evo Jet diamond handspray,  
with 900mm slide rail 
& 1.75m Idealflex hose (p.195) £167
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5 year 
guarantee

Navigo push  
button

Water-saving

Evo Jet diamond shower set  
Ø 125mm

Evo Jet round shower kit  
Ø 125mm

266

max.330

18

5.2

½" female

61

Idealrain Evo Jet

Evo Jet round shower set  
Ø 125mm

Evo Jet diamond shower kit  
Ø 125mm

Model Price inc VAT Ref

Round handspray, 1.25m  
Idealflex hose, wall bracket £96 B2459AA

Round handspray, 
1.75m Idealflex hose, 
wall bracket £96 B1765AA

Round handspray Ø125mm

3 spray modes: rain, dropjet, massage

Navigo push button

Cool Body

Rub clean nozzles

Removable 8 litres per minute flow regulator

Metal swivelling wall bracket

5 year guarantee

Model Price inc VAT Ref

Diamond handspray, 1.25m  
Idealflex hose, wall bracket £96 B2460AA

Diamond handspray, 1.75m  
Idealflex hose wall bracket £96 B1766AA

 Diamond handspray Ø125mm 

3 spray modes: rain, dropjet, massage

Navigo push button

Cool Body

Rub clean nozzles

Removable 8 litres per minute flow regulator

Metal swivelling wall bracket

5 year guarantee

Model Price inc VAT Ref

Round handspray, 600mm  
slide rail, 1.75m Idealflex hose £143 B1761AA

Round handspray, 900mm  
slide rail, 1.75m Idealflex hose £167 B1763AA

Round handspray Ø125mm 

3 spray modes: rain, dropjet, massage

Navigo push button

Cool Body

Rub clean nozzles

Removable 8 litres per minute flow regulator

Easymount metal shower rail 

5 year guarantee

Model Price inc VAT Ref

Diamond handspray, 600mm  
slide rail, 1.75m Idealflex hose £143 B1762AA

Diamond handspray, 900mm  
slide rail, 1.75m Idealflex hose £167 B1764AA

Diamond handspray Ø125mm

3 spray modes: rain, dropjet, massage

Navigo push button

Cool Body

Rub clean nozzles

Removable 8 litres per minute flow regulator

Easymount metal shower rail 

5 year guarantee

268

max.333

18

5.2

½" female

61

60

max.333

903/
603

840/
540

½" female

125 60

max.335

903/
603

840/
540

½" female

134

Rain mode

Dropjet mode

Massage mode

Evo Jet features 

Two handspray shapes: classic 
round and diamond

Three shower modes: rain, dropjet 
and massage

Specially reinforced metal sliding 
rail available in two sizes: 600mm 
and 900mm

High strength metal brackets for 
ultra-stable wall fixing. These 
brackets are adjustable for angle 
adjustment

Cool body technology for comfort 
and safety

Ergonomic Navigo push button to 
easily change spray modes

Heavy-duty ratchet mechanism

Durable handset & Sure Grip for 
easy hand control

Smooth, wipe clean flexible 
Idealflex shower hose

Cool body 3 shower modes

Handspray modes

Rain 
This popular mode creates a relaxing 
downpour thanks to nozzles that extend 
up to the spray plate edge.

Drop jet  
Drop Jet technology creates unique large 
and soft water droplets for a luxurious 
de-stressing experience. 

Massage 
The massage spray mode delivers a truly 
invigorating experience.
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5 year 
guarantee

Navigo push  
button

Water-saving

Evo diamond shower set  
Ø 110mm

Evo round shower kit  
Ø 110mm

269

max.334

18

5.2

½" female

61

Idealrain Evo

Evo round shower set  
Ø 110mm

Evo diamond shower kit  
Ø 110mm

Model Price inc VAT Ref

Round handspray, 1.25m  
Idealflex hose, wall bracket £90 B2404AA

Round handspray, 
1.75m Idealflex hose, 
wall bracket £90 B2239AA

Round handspray Ø110mm 

3 spray modes: rain, aerated rain, massage

Navigo push button

Cool Body

Rub clean nozzles

Removable 8 litres per minute flow regulator

Metal swivelling wall bracket

5 year guarantee

Model Price inc VAT Ref

Diamond handspray, 1.25m  
Idealflex hose, wall bracket £90 B2405AA

Diamond handspray, 1.75m  
Idealflex hose wall bracket £90 B2240A

 Diamond handspray Ø110mm 

3 spray modes: rain, aerated rain, massage

Navigo push button

Cool Body

Rub clean nozzles

Removable 8 litres per minute flow regulator

Metal swivelling wall bracket

5 year guarantee

Model Price inc VAT Ref

Round handspray, 600mm  
slide rail, 1.75m Idealflex hose £119 B2233AA

Round handspray, 900mm  
slide rail, 1.75m Idealflex hose £137 B2237AA

Round handspray Ø110mm 

3 spray modes: rain, aerated rain, massage

Navigo push button

Cool Body

Rub clean nozzles

Removable 8 litres per minute flow regulator

Easymount metal shower rail 

5 year guarantee

Model Price inc VAT Ref

Diamond handspray, 600mm  
slide rail, 1.75m Idealflex hose £119 B2234AA

Diamond handspray, 900mm  
slide rail, 1.75m Idealflex hose £137 B2238AA

Diamond handspray Ø110mm 

3 spray modes: rain, aerated rain, massage

Navigo push button

Cool Body

Rub clean nozzles

Removable 8 litres per minute flow regulator

Easymount metal shower rail 

5 year guarantee

269

max.335

18

5.2

½" female

61

60

max.333

903/
603

840/
540

½" female

110 60

max.334

903/
603

840/
540

½" female

115

Rain mode

Aerated rain mode

Massage mode

Evo features 

Two handspray shapes: classic 
round and diamond

Three shower modes: rain, aerated 
rain and massage

Specially reinforced metal sliding 
rail available in two sizes: 600mm 
and 900mm

High strength metal brackets for 
ultra-stable wall fixing. These 
brackets are adjustable for angle 
adjustment

Cool body technology for comfort 
and safety

Ergonomic Navigo push button to 
easily change spray modes

Heavy-duty ratchet mechanism

Durable handset & Sure Grip for 
easy hand control

Smooth, wipe clean flexible 
Idealflex shower hose

Cool body 3 shower modes

Handspray modes

Rain 
This popular mode creates a relaxing 
downpour thanks to nozzles that extend 
up to the spray plate edge.

Aerated rain 
Air is sucked into the water to deliver 
a gentler, yet still cleansing, showering 
experience.

Massage 
The massage spray mode delivers a truly 
invigorating experience.
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5 year 
guarantee

3 shower modesWater-saving

S3 shower kit  
Ø 80mm

M1 shower kit  
Ø 100mm

550609

Idealrain

S1 shower kit  
Ø 80mm

M3 shower kit  
Ø 100mm

Model Price Ref 
 inc VAT

1 mode handspray,  
600mm slide rail,  
1.35m Idealflex hose £88 B9408AA

Round handspray Ø80mm

1 spray mode: rain

Limescale resistant, rub clean nozzles

Removable 8 litres per minute flow 
regulator

600mm metal slide rail

Includes hose retaining ring

Integrated soap dish

5 year guarantee

Model Price Ref 
 inc VAT

3 mode handspray,  
600mm slide rail,  
1.35m Idealflex hose £98 B9410AA

3 mode handspray,  
600mm slide rail,  
1.8m Idealflex hose £107 B9556A

 Round handspray Ø80mm

3 spray modes: rain, fine rain, massage

Limescale resistant, rub clean nozzles

Removable 8 litres per minute flow 
regulator

600mm metal slide rail

Includes hose retaining ring

Integrated soap dish

5 year guarantee

Model Price Ref 
 inc VAT

1 mode handspray,  
600mm slide rail,  
1.35m Idealflex hose £105 B9413AA

Round handspray Ø100mm

1 spray mode: rain

Limescale resistant, rub clean nozzles

Removable 8 litres per minute flow 
regulator

600mm metal slide rail

Includes hose retaining ring

Integrated soap dish

5 year guarantee

Model Price Ref 
 inc VAT

3 mode handspray,  
600mm slide rail,  
1.35m Idealflex hose £114 B9416AA

Round handspray Ø100mm

3 spray modes: rain, fine rain, massage

Limescale resistant, rub clean nozzles

Removable 8 litres per minute flow 
regulator

600mm metal slide rail

Includes hose retaining ring

Integrated soap dish

5 year guarantee

550609 550609 550609

288 max

90

½" female

S1/S3 shower set Ø 80mm

Model Price inc VAT Ref

1 mode handspray,  
1.35m flexible hose £55 B9449AA

3 mode handspray,  
1.35m flexible hose £61 B9450AA

Round handspray Ø80mm

1 spray mode: rain

3 shower modes: rain, fine rain, massage

Limescale resistant, rub clean nozzles

Removable 8 litres per minute flow regulator

Includes wall bracket to hold handspray

1.35m flexible hose

Includes hose retaining ring

Chrome finish

Suitable for low or high pressure installation

5 year guarantee

302 max

90

½" female

M3 shower set Ø 100mm

Model Price inc VAT Ref

3 mode handspray,  
1.35m flexible hose £80 B9489AA

Round handspray Ø100mm

3 shower modes: rain, fine rain, massage

Limescale resistant, rub clean nozzles

Removable 8 litres per minute flow regulator

Includes wall bracket to hold handspray

1.35m flexible hose

Includes hose retaining ring

Chrome finish

Suitable for low or high pressure installation

5 year guarantee

Rain mode

Fine rain mode

Massage mode

Handspray modes

Rain 
A relaxing downpour thanks to nozzles 
that extend up to the spray plate edge.

Fine rain 
A gentle but abundant spray for a 
thoroughly cleansing feel.

Massage 
The massage spray mode delivers a truly 
invigorating experience.
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5 year 
guarantee

Water-saving

S1 showerhead with angled 
arm Ø 100mm

M1 rainshower Ø 200mm

Idealrain rainshowers

Cube L1 rainshower Ø 300mm L1 rainshower Ø 300mm

Model Price inc VAT Ref

L1 Cube rainshower head £517 B0025AA

150mm vertical arm £57 B9446AA

300mm horizontal arm £75 B9444AA

400mm horizontal arm £83 B9445AA

Square rainshower head Ø300mm

1 spray mode: rain

Limescale resistant, rub clean nozzles

Removable 12 litres per minute flow regulator

Suitable for high and low pressure installations

Brass body with chrome finish

5 year guarantee

Model Price inc VAT Ref

S1 rainshower head with  
angled arm £105 B9436AA

 Round rainshower head Ø100mm

1 spray mode: rain

Limescale resistant, rub clean nozzles

Removable 12 litres per minute flow regulator

Suitable for high and low pressure installations

Brass body with chrome finish

5 year guarantee

Model Price inc VAT Ref

M1 rainshower head £162 B9442AA

150mm vertical arm £57 B9446AA

300mm horizontal arm £75 B9444AA

400mm horizontal arm £83 B9445AA

Round rainshower head Ø200mm

1 spray mode: rain

Limescale resistant, rub clean nozzles

Removable 12 litres per minute flow regulator

Suitable for high and low pressure installations

Brass body with chrome finish

5 year guarantee

Model Price inc VAT Ref

L1 rainshower head £414 B9443AA

150mm vertical arm £57 B9446AA

300mm horizontal arm £75 B9444AA

400mm horizontal arm £83 B9445AA

Round rainshower head Ø300mm

1 spray mode: rain

Limescale resistant, rub clean nozzles

Removable 12 litres per minute flow regulator

Suitable for high and low pressure installations

Brass body with chrome finish

5 year guarantee

Ø65

132

172

Ø55

155

A

Cube M1 rainshower  
Ø 200mm

Model Price inc VAT Ref

M1 Cube rainshower head £198 B0024AA

150mm vertical arm £57 B9446AA

300mm horizontal arm £75 B9444AA

400mm horizontal arm £83 B9445AA

Square rainshower head Ø200mm

1 spray mode: rain

Limescale resistant, rub clean nozzles

Removable 12 litres per minute flow regulator

Suitable for high and low pressure installations

Brass body with chrome finish

5 year guarantee

Ø55

150

Ø55

150

Ø55

155

A

Ø55

155

A

Ø55

209

Ø55

209

Ø55

155

A

Rain spray mode

Single mode shower heads with a rain 
spray pattern.

Horizontal arm A dimension

300mm 392m

400mm 492mm

Horizontal arm A dimension

300mm 442m

400mm 542mm

Horizontal arm A dimension

300mm 392mm

400mm 492mm

Horizontal arm A dimension

300mm 442mm

400mm 542mm
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82

301

1051

Ø200

Ø60

Ø48

54.5-
73.5

10°

122

5 year 
guarantee

3 shower modesWater-saving

Idealrain fixed risers

Cube Dual shower system  
Ø 200mm

Dual shower system  
Ø 200mm

Model Price Ref  
 inc VAT 

Dual fixed riser system with  
M1 rainshower & M3 shower kit  
for exposed shower mixers £583 A5691AA

Dual fixed riser system with  
M1 rainshower & M3 shower kit  
for built-in shower mixers £583 A5689AA

Shower bar extension £83 A860873AA

Round rainshower Ø200mm fitted with removable  
12 litres per minute flow regulator

3 mode handspray (rain, fine rain & massage) fitted with 
removable 8 litres per minute flow regulator

Fixed riser with 25mm diameter tube

Metal slider with press to move slider

Two way diverter with metal pin handle

1.8m Idealflex smooth metal effect hose

Limescale resistant, rub clean nozzles

Optional 150mm extension kit A860873AA

Minimum operating pressure 0.5 bar

5 year guarantee

Dual shower system features: 
 

Diverter to switch between an 
overhead rainshower and handspray

Round or square rainshowers

3 mode handspray: rain, fine rain  
& massage

Kits for built-in or exposed shower 
mixers (shown here with Concept 
Easybox slim, see p.206)

 

82

301

1051

Ø200

Ø60

Ø48

54.5-
73.5

10°

122

Model Price Ref 
 inc VAT

Cube Dual fixed riser system with  
M1 rainshower & M3 shower kit  
for exposed shower mixers £689 A5862AA

Cube Dual fixed riser system with  
M1 rainshower & M3 shower kit  
for built-in shower mixers £689 A5834AA

Shower bar extension £83 A860873AA

Cube rainshower Ø200mm fitted with removable  
12 litres per minute flow regulator

3 mode handspray (rain, fine rain & massage) fitted with 
removable 8 litres per minute flow regulator

Fixed riser with 25mm diameter tube

Metal slider with press to move slider

Two way diverter with metal pin handle

1.8m Idealflex smooth metal effect hose

Limescale resistant, rub clean nozzles

Optional 150mm extension kit A860873AA

Minimum operating pressure 0.5 bar

5 year guarantee

82

301

1051

Ø200

Ø60

Ø48
10°

122

Pro Cube Dual shower system  
Ø 200mm

Pro Dual shower system  
Ø 200mm

Model Price Ref 
 inc VAT

Pro Dual fixed riser system with  
M1 rainshower & M1 shower  
kit for built-in shower mixers £598 A6540AA

Shower bar extension £83 A860873AA

Round rainshower Ø200mm fitted with removable  
12 litres per minute flow regulator

 1 mode handspray (rain) fitted with removable  
8 litres per minute flow regulator

Fixed riser with 25mm diameter tube

Metal slider with twist-to-lock action and pin handle  
to match diverter

Two way diverter with metal pin handle

1.8m Idealflex smooth metal effect hose

Limescale resistant, rub clean nozzles

Optional 150mm extension kit A860873AA

Category 5 hose retainer 

Minimum operating pressure 0.5 bar

5 year guarantee

Pro Dual shower system features: 
 

Easy to use components to make 
showering safe for less able users

Twist and lock pin handles

Category 5 hose retainer to prevent 
backflow from other bathroom water 
outlets

Diverter to switch between an 
overhead rainshower and a single 
mode handspray

Round or square rainshowers

For built-in shower mixers (shown here 
with Concept Easybox slim, see p.206)

 

82

301

1051

Ø200

Ø60

Ø48
10°

122

Model Price Ref 
 inc VAT

Pro Cube Dual fixed riser system  
with M1 rainshower & M1 shower  
kit for built-in shower mixers £674 A6541AA

Shower bar extension £83 A860873AA

Cube rainshower Ø200mm fitted with removable  
12 litres per minute flow regulator

1 mode handspray (rain) fitted with removable  
8 litres per minute flow regulator

Fixed riser with 25mm diameter tube

Metal slider with twist-to-lock action and pin handle  
to match diverter

Two way diverter with metal pin handle

1.8m Idealflex smooth metal effect hose

Limescale resistant, rub clean nozzles

Optional 150mm extension kit A860873AA

Category 5 hose retainer

Minimum operating pressure 0.5 bar

5 year guarantee
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Concept Easybox Slim            

Freedom Easybox Slim       

Freedom Exposed 

Ceratherm 100       

Ceratherm 200 

Alto Ecotherm          

Alto EV 

CTV           

Therm      

Ideal Standard’s commitment to 
technological innovation means 
your daily shower is nothing  
short of pure luxury. The following 
pages reveal our extensive range  
of built-in and exposed shower 
mixers which can be combined 
with Idealrain shower kits (see 
pages 192–203). 

High or low pressure, thermostatic 
or manual, shower or over-
bath, we have a solution that is 
guaranteed to deliver.  

Shower  
mixers & kits

Water-saving

Eco button limits 
flow rate to 50% to 
save on water usage, 
with manual override.

Ceramic disc

A ceramic disc water 
flow cartridge that is 
robust, drip-free and 
impervious to lime 
deposits.

Guarantee

Shower mixers and 
kits are guaranteed 
for 5 years.

Which shower 
mixer?

An installer will help you identify 
the perfect combination of mixer 
and shower kit for your hot 
water system. This page helps to 
identifies some of the main features 
to help you compare products.

 
Thermostatic 
This is the safest type of shower. 
Thermostatic valves maintain a constant 
temperature irrespective of hot or cold 
water flow, rate, pressure or temperature. 
There is no need to continually adjust the 
temperature setting during showering. 
For the increased safety of vulnerable 
users many thermostatic valves feature 
a temperature safety stop of 40°C or a 
temperature limit stop which can be set to 
40, 43, 45 or 50°C

Manual 
This type of shower relies on the 
temperature of the hot water system. It 
does not compensate for variations in 
hot and cold water flow rate, pressure or 
temperature. It includes a temperature limit 
stop with 7 settings to reduce the amount 
of hot water that enters the mixer.

Water pressure 
Many users prefer the indulgent force of a 
shower fed by a high pressure, mains water 
system. An installer will help you identify 
your water pressure which is measured in 
bar*, however this is a simple guide to the 
different heating systems:

Mains water 
Combination boilers: between 1 & 5 bar. 
Vented systems: between 1 & 5 bar. 
Pumped gravity fed: between 1 & 3 bar.

Gravity fed 
Water is stored in a cold water tank in the 
loft: 0.1 bar.

* 1 bar is equivalent to 10 metres in height between the 
bottom of a cold water tank and the top of the shower 
head.

Temperature  
limit stop

Limit outlet water 
temperature to a 
preset level, with 
manual override.

Safety stop

Limits outlet water 
temperature to 40°C 
to protect vulnerable 
users, with manual 
override.

High pressure

Product only suitable 
for high pressure 
installations with a 
minimum 1 bar.

Cool body

Body remains cool to 
the touch at all times 
to ensure safer use 
and prevent burning.

TMV Scheme 
Classification

Independent 
thermostatic mixing 
valve accreditation.

Freedom Easybox Slim

Built-in shower valve with lever handles 
for improved accessibility, see page 209. 
Shown with Idealrain M3 shower kit. 
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Mixer and shower kit 
combinations

  Recommended pairing

   High pressure installations only

    Available as a mixer & shower 
kit pack
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Ultra slim sealing box

The plastic sealing box fits into 
a 43mm cavity. The minimum 
built-in depth of 58mm is 
accommodated within the 
cavity, plasterboard, tiling and 
adhesive.

The plastic sealing box gives 
increased strength and 
durability with double sealing 
to reduce risk of leakage. The 
front is sealed with a plastic lid 
which has tapered seals to the 
main box and around the two 
handles. The outer chromed 
faceplate is not sealed and 
can easily be removed for 
cleaning. 

Faceplate

Superior chromed metal 
faceplate with separate flow 
and temperature controls, 
including 40°C indicator for 
safe showering. 

Thermostatic cartridge

Proven thermostatic cartridge 
and flow control to ensure 
trouble free operation. 

Thread inlet

Rotating threaded inlet 
connection for easier 
connection. 

Versatile Mounting bracket

The supplied bracket can be 
fitted to any of the four sides 
and fixed onto a cross bearer 
or upright in the cavity wall. 

Watertight

Watertight, solid brass body 
construction for durability.

Ultra slim German engineered 
shower mixers; superior water 
tightness and flow performance 
that are simple to install, by design.

This thermostatic built-in shower 
mixer is available in a choice of 
round or square faceplate. The 
Concept Freedom version features 
lever handles to make showering 
easier for those who find turning 
controls difficult. 

Features 

Designed for easy installation, see page 208 

The bath shower mixer includes a diverter 
within the flow control. Turn clockwise for 
shower flow, anti-clockwise to fill the bath 
(use with Idealfill, page 238)

Shower packs include an M3 Idealrain 
shower kit with a round or square 
handspray to match the faceplate 

The handspray features 3 spray modes: 
rain, fine rain and massage. It includes a 
removable 8 litres per minute eco flow 
regulator to save water

Thermostatic mixer, faceplate and handles 
are supplied in one box, as are the shower 
packs

Designed to be installed on low pressure 
gravity hot water systems (minimum 
0.1 bar)* and all types of high pressure 
systems**

Winner of the Best Kitchens & Bathrooms 
Product category at the Housebuilder 
product awards 2013

5 YEAR guarantee

* Minimum pressure for satisfactory bath fill is 1 bar 
** Maximum 5 bar dynamic

SHOWERING

Concept 
Easybox Slim

Square
Round

Total price  £503 

Built-in thermostatic shower 
mixer with round faceplate and 
Idealrain M3 shower kit (p.209)

SHOWERING

Concept
Easybox Slim  
shower pack
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Model Price inc VAT Ref

Built-in thermostatic shower  
mixer with square faceplate  
and metal lever handles £463 A6377AA

Built-in thermostatic shower  
mixer with diverter, square  
faceplate and metal lever  
handles £512 A6378AA

Built-in thermostatic bath  
shower mixer with square  
faceplate and metal lever  
handles £512 A6379AA

Ø185

144
37
28

Concept Easybox Slim  
shower mixer with diverter

 

Model Price inc VAT Ref

Built-in thermostatic shower  
mixer with diverter and  
round faceplate £464 A5879AA

Built-in thermostatic shower  
mixer with diverter and  
square faceplate £464 A5880AA

185

185

144
37
28

Ceramic disc Safety stopTemperature 
limit stop

TMV schemeAccessible design5 year 
guarantee

Concept Easybox Slim

Ø185

144
37
28

Concept Easybox Slim  
shower mixer

 

Model Price inc VAT Ref

Built-in thermostatic shower  
mixer with on/off and  
round faceplate £425 A5877AA

Built-in thermostatic shower  
mixer with on/off and  
square faceplate £425 A5878AA

185

185

144
37
28

Concept Easybox Slim  
shower pack: round

 

Model Price inc VAT Ref

Built-in thermostatic 
shower mixer with round  
faceplate and Idealrain M3 
shower kit £503 A5958AA

 
Ø100mm handspray (3 spray modes: rain, fine rain and 
massage) fitted with removable 8 litres per minute flow 
regulator

Concept Easybox Slim  
shower pack: square

 

Model Price inc VAT Ref

Built-in thermostatic 
shower mixer with square  
faceplate and Idealrain M3 
shower kit £503 A5959AA

 
Ø100mm handspray (3 spray modes: rain, fine rain and 
massage) fitted with removable 8 litres per minute flow 
regulator

Freedom Easybox Slim  
shower mixer

185

185 144

88

74

Ø185

609

110

185

609

110

Ø185

609

110

185

609

110
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Step-by-step easy installation

1 Fix the mixer body into position.

2 Connect the pipework.

3  Make good the wall by plastering 
around the mixer, up to the plaster 
guard.

4  Fix the waterproof membrane with 
tiling adhesive.

5 Tile the wall.

6  Trim back the mixer body flush 
with the tiles.

7 Fit the sealing plate.

8 Attach the faceplate and handles.

3

1 2

65

87

4
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This exposed thermostatic bar 
valve is a major advance in 
shower technology. It’s slim 
and elegant form incorporates 
three key innovations: a cool 
touch body, eco button and 
Fast Fix wall bracket. 

Features 

‘Set and leave’ control – set your chosen 
temperature and leave it

Temperature handle has a built-in safety 
stop at 40°C with a manual override for safer 
showering

Temperature control mechanism has a 
temperature limit stop which can be set to 
40, 43, 45 or 50°C

Automatic safety shutdown should the hot or 
cold water supply suddenly fail

Cool touch body ensures it is safe to touch

Eco button reduces water flow to 50% save 
water consumption with a manual override 
to increase water to full flow

Ceramic disc control for smooth turning 
action and no drips

Shower packs include a removable 8 litres 
per minute flow regulator to save water

Freedom Dual version with metal pin handles 
for easier turning

Shower mixer includes a fast fit bracket to 
save on installation time and cost

Bath shower mixer includes legs for rim 
mounting

5 YEAR guarantee

SHOWERING

Ceratherm 
100

Temperature control

To make showering safer the temperature 
handle has a built-in 40°C safety stop with 
override. The control mechanism has a 
temperature limit stop which can be set to 
a maximum of 40, 43, 45 or 50°C even in 
override.

Fast fix wall bracket

Included with the shower mixer. See 
opposite for step-by-step fitting instructions.

Eco button

Conserve water using the eco button which 
limits water flow to 50%. A manual override 
provides extra power when needed.

Cool body

Safe for families and vulnerable users.  
The exterior of the valve keeps cool at all 
times by running cold water around the  
hot water flow.

Total price  £363 

SHOWERING

Ceratherm 100
Shower pack

550609

max
313

208

294

84

Ceratherm 100 bath  
shower mixer

Model Price inc VAT Ref

Thermostatic bath shower  
mixer & rim mounting legs £411 A4815AA

Pack: thermostatic bath  
shower mixer, rim mounted  
& Idealrain M3 shower kit £506 A4816AA

For high pressure applications between 2 & 5 bar

Flow control has integral diverter

Ø100mm handspray (3 spray modes: rain, fine rain and 
massage) fitted with removable 8 litres per minute flow 
regulator

304

105

40

550609

max
313

Ceratherm 100 shower mixer

Model Price inc VAT Ref

Thermostatic shower mixer  
with Fast Fix wall bracket £263 A4813AA

Pack: thermostatic shower  
mixer with Fast Fix bracket  
& Idealrain M3 shower kit £363 A4814AA

Ø100mm handspray (3 spray modes: rain, fine rain and 
massage) fitted with removable 8 litres per minute flow 
regulator

Ceramic disc Safety stopTemperature 
limit stop

Water-savingCool bodyFast fix5 year 
guarantee
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Fast fix installation

1   Ensure water pipes are level and spaced 
150mm from the centres. Leave 50mm 
protruding.

2  Couple the gasket to the rear of the wall 
plate with the 3/4” connectors.

3  Slip the wall plate over the water pipes and 
screw tightly to wall. Tighten the threaded 
plugs to secure olives onto the water pipes.

4 Mount the shroud over the wall plate.

5  Fit the assembled valve unit to the shroud. 
Tighten the captive nut with an adjustable 
spanner.

6  Attach the lower hose to the valve outlet.
The shower mixer is now ready to use.

3

1

2

5

4

6

211210



Model Price inc VAT Ref

Exposed thermostatic shower  
mixer with metal pin handles,  
Idealrain fixed riser, M1 Ø200mm  
rainshower & M3 handspray £760 A6290AA

For high pressure applications between 2 & 5 bar

Flow control has integral diverter

Rainshower fitted with removable 12 litres per minute flow 
regulator

Ø100mm handspray (3 spray modes: rain, fine rain and 
massage) fitted with removable 8 litres per minute flow 
regulator

See also Concept Freedom collection p.74

Ceramic disc Safety stopTemperature 
limit stop

TMV scheme Accessible designWater-saving

Ceratherm 100

Ceratherm 100 Dual  
square shower pack

 

Model Price inc VAT Ref

Ceratherm 100 thermostatic  
shower mixer, with Idealrain  
fixed riser, M1 Ø200mm Cube 
rainshower & 110mm Evo  
diamond handspray £691 A6988AA

For high pressure applications between 2 & 5 bar

Flow control has integral diverter

Rainshower fitted with removable 12 litres per minute flow 
regulator

Ø110mm Evo diamond handspray (3 spray modes: rain, 
aerated rain and massage) fitted with removable 8 litres per 
minute flow regulator

Ceratherm 100 Dual  
bath shower pack

 

Model Price inc VAT Ref

Ceratherm 100 thermostatic  
bath shower mixer with  
1600mm Idealrain fixed riser,  
M1 Ø200mm rainshower  
& M3 handspray £1,024 A5778AA

For high pressure applications between 2 & 5 bar

Flow control has integral diverter

Rainshower fitted with removable 12 litres per minute flow 
regulator

Ø100mm handspray (3 spray modes: rain, fine rain and 
massage) fitted with removable 8 litres per minute flow 
regulator

Freedom Dual  
shower pack

128

10°

1040

310

834

150
Ø70

294

65.5–95.5              

Ø48

82

1578

1372 1450

82

310

206
Ø200

40°

1197

310

Ø70

129

Ø200
10°

311

Cool bodyFast fix5 year 
guarantee

Ceratherm 100 Dual  
round shower pack

 

Model Price inc VAT Ref

Ceratherm 100 thermostatic  
shower mixer, with Idealrain  
fixed riser, M1 Ø200mm  
rainshower & 110mm Evo  
round handspray £691 A6987AA

For high pressure applications between 2 & 5 bar

Flow control has integral diverter

Rainshower fitted with removable 12 litres per minute flow 
regulator

Ø110mm Evo round handspray (3 spray modes: rain, 
aerated rain and massage) fitted with removable 8 litres per 
minute flow regulator

133

10°

1040

310

834

150
Ø70

294

65.5–95.5              

Ø48

82

SHOWERING

Ceratherm 100 
Dual square 
shower pack
Total price  £691 
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SHOWERING

Ceratherm 200

Features

Recommended for high pressure 
applications

‘Set and leave’ control – set your 
chosen temperature and leave it

Temperature handle has a built-in 
safety stop at 40°C with a manual 
override for safer showering

Temperature control mechanism has 
a temperature limit stop which can be 
set to 40, 43, 45 or 50°C

Automatic safety shutdown should the 
hot or cold water supply suddenly fail

Cool touch body ensures it is safe to 
touch

Eco button reduces water flow to 
50% save water consumption with a 
manual override to increase water to 
full flow

Ceramic disc control for smooth 
turning action and no drips

Shower packs include a removable 8 
litres per minute flow regulator to save 
water

The bath shower mixer has an integral 
diverter in the flow control

5 YEAR guarantee

An exposed thermostatic bar 
valve for high pressure systems. 
The ergonomic design suits most 
bathroom styles. All the safety and 
water-saving benefits of Ceratherm 
100 with contemporary concealed 
wall fittings. 

Ceratherm 200 shower mixer

 

Model Price inc VAT Ref

Exposed thermostatic bath 
shower mixer with  
concealed wall fixings £444 A4630AA

Pack: Exposed thermostatic  
bath shower mixer with  
concealed wall fixings & 
Idealrain L3 shower kit £614 A5762AA

For high pressure applications between 2 & 5 bar

Ø120mm handspray (3 spray modes: rain, fine rain and 
massage) fitted with removable 8 litres per minute flow 
regulator

Flow control has integral diverter

332

92

65

904
800

Ceratherm 200 bath shower 
mixer

904
800

332

163

185

Safety stop High pressureCool body Ceramic disc Water-savingTemperature 
limit stop

5 year 
guarantee

 

Model Price inc VAT Ref

Exposed thermostatic  
shower mixer with  
concealed wall fixings £362 A4627AA

Pack: Exposed thermostatic  
shower mixer with  
concealed wall fixings & 
Idealrain L3 shower kit £534 A5761AA

For high pressure applications between 2 & 5 bar

Ø120mm handspray (3 spray modes: rain, fine rain and 
massage) fitted with removable 8 litres per minute flow 
regulator

Total price  £614 

SHOWERING

Ceratherm 
200
Bath shower 
mixer pack 
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SHOWERING

CTV

Features 

Recommended for high & low pressure

Temperature control mechanism has a 
temperature limit stop which can be set to 
40, 43, 45 or 50°C

Automatic safety shutdown should the hot 
or cold water supply suddenly fail

Extended lever model for less able users

A thermostatic shower valve 
that offers easy installation 
and exceptional value without 
compromising on style or quality. 
Available as an exposed or built-in 
model CTV gives precise control 
over water temperature and flow 
from a single handle.

CTV built-in shower 
mixer

 

Model Price Ref 
 inc VAT

Built-in thermostatic  
shower mixer £377 A3102AA

Pack: built-in  
thermostatic shower  
mixer with Idealrain  
M3 shower kit £492 A5782AA

Ø100mm handspray (3 spray modes: 
rain, fine rain and massage) fitted with 
removable 8 litres per minute flow 
regulator

5 year 
guarantee

Safety stopTemperature 
limit stop

Accessible design

CTV built-in shower 
mixer with extended 
lever

 

Model Price Ref 
 inc VAT

Built-in thermostatic  
shower mixer with  
extended lever £392 A3085AA

Pack: built-in  
thermostatic shower  
mixer with extended 
lever & Idealrain M3  
shower kit with  
900mm rail £506 A5784AA

Ø100mm handspray (3 spray modes: 
rain, fine rain and massage) fitted with 
removable 8 litres per minute flow 
regulator

CTV exposed shower 
mixer

 

Model Price Ref 
 inc VAT

Exposed thermostatic  
shower mixer for  
concealed or  
exposed pipework £377 A3101AA

Pack: exposed  
thermostatic shower  
mixer with Idealrain  
M3 shower kit £492 A5783AA

Ø100mm handspray (3 spray modes: 
rain, fine rain and massage) fitted with 
removable 8 litres per minute flow 
regulator

CTV exposed shower 
mixer with extended 
lever

 

Model Price Ref 
 inc VAT

Exposed thermostatic  
shower mixer for  
concealed or exposed  
pipework with  
extended lever £392 A3084AA

Pack: exposed  
thermostatic shower  
mixer with extended 
lever & Idealrain M3  
shower kit with  
900mm rail £506 A5785AA

Ø100mm handspray (3 spray modes: 
rain, fine rain and massage) fitted with 
removable 8 litres per minute flow 
regulator

TMV scheme

175

215

132

175

215

132

904

800

132

550609

110

220

135

220904 800

Meets the requirements of TMV3 and NHS 
D–08 schemes

Exposed valve is suitable for concealed or 
exposed rising or falling pipework

Fits standard pipework centres of 153mm 
(adjustable from 147–155mm)

Shower packs include a removable 8 litres 
per minute flow regulator to save water

5 YEAR guarantee

CTV exposed shower 
mixer with extended 
lever for less able 
users.

Total price  £492 

SHOWERING

CTV Built-in  
shower pack
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SHOWERING

Alto Ecotherm

Features 

Cool body technology

Eco button to limit flow rate to 50%

Temperature handle has a built-in 
safety stop at 40°C with a manual 
override for safer showering

Temperature control mechanism has 
a temperature limit stop which can be 
set to 40, 43, 45 or 50°C

Automatic safety shutdown should the 
hot or cold water supply suddenly fail

Pin handle models for less able users

Shower packs include a removable 8 
litres per minute flow regulator to save 
water

5 YEAR guarantee

A thermostatic shower and bath 
shower mixer that offers energy 
savings, safety controls, cool body 
technology and easy-turn metal 
pin handles. The wall mounted 
versions also come with our clever 
Fast Fix installation bracket (see 
page 211).

Alto Ecotherm bath shower 
mixer, rim mounted

Model Price inc VAT Ref

Exposed thermostatic bath  
shower mixer with metal  
pin handles & rim mounting 
legs £438 A5638AA

305

169

52

187

79

190

60

Alto Ecotherm bath shower 
mixer, rim mounted with pin 
handles

299

52

187

5 year 
guarantee

Accessible 
design

Safety stop

High pressure

Temperature 
limit stop

Ceramic disc

Cool body

Fast fix

Water-saving

TMV scheme

 

Model Price inc VAT Ref

Exposed thermostatic bath  
shower mixer with rim  
mounting legs £386 A5635AA

Pack: thermostatic bath  
shower mixer with rim  
mounting legs & Idealrain 
S3 shower kit £477 A5636AA

Ø80mm handspray (3 spray modes: rain, fine rain and 
massage) fitted with removable 8 litres per minute flow 
regulator

Total price  £386 

SHOWERING

Alto Ecotherm 
Bath shower  
mixer
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Model Price inc VAT Ref

Exposed thermostatic bath  
shower mixer with Fast Fix  
wall bracket £386 A5634AA

See p.211 for Fast Fix wall bracket instructions

Alto Ecotherm bath shower 
mixer, wall mounted

305

167.5

32.5

185.4
77

5 year 
guarantee

Accessible 
design

Safety stop

High pressure

Temperature 
limit stop

Ceramic disc

Cool body

Fast fix

Water-saving

TMV scheme

Alto Ecotherm

Model Price inc VAT Ref

Exposed thermostatic shower  
mixer with metal pin handles 
& Fast Fix wall bracket £239 A5637AA

See p.211 for Fast Fix wall bracket instructions

Alto Ecotherm shower mixer 
with pin handles

297

123

½"
male

15mm

Model Price inc VAT Ref

Exposed thermostatic bath  
shower mixer with metal  
pin handles & Fast Fix wall  
bracket £438 A5639AA

See p.211 for Fast Fix wall bracket instructions

Alto Ecotherm bath shower 
mixer, wall mounted with pin 
handles

299

168

185
77

Model Price inc VAT Ref

Exposed thermostatic shower  
mixer with Fast Fix wall bracket £182 A4740AA

Pack: thermostatic shower  
mixer with Fast Fix bracket  
& Idealrain S3 shower kit £273 A4741AA

Pack: thermostatic shower  
mixer with Fast Fix bracket,  
Idealrain S3 shower kit &  
category 5 hose retainer £308 A6385AA

Ø80mm handspray (3 spray modes: rain, fine rain and 
massage) fitted with removable 8 litres per minute flow 
regulator

See p.211 for Fast Fix wall bracket instructions

Alto Ecotherm shower mixer

305

609

Total price  £273 

SHOWERING

Alto Ecotherm 
Shower pack
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SHOWERING

Alto EV

ALTO EV exposed 
thermostatic shower 
valve gives a flow 
performance at low  
water pressure that is  
best in its class. 

Alto EV exposed shower mixer

310

Fast fixSafety stopTemperature 
limit stop

Cool body Water-saving

 

Model Price inc VAT Ref

Exposed thermostatic  
shower mixer with  
Idealrain S1 shower kit £212 A5985AA

Ø80mm handspray (3 spray modes: rain, fine rain and 
massage) fitted with removable 8 litres per minute flow 
regulator

5 year 
guarantee

Features 

Recommended for applications 
where water pressure is 
between 0.1 and 0.5 bar

Temperature handle has a  
built-in safety stop of 40°C

Easy fixing brackets 

Automatic safety shutdown 
should the hot or cold water 
supply suddenly fail

Ø80mm single mode 
handspray includes a 
removable 8 litres per minute 
flow regulator to save water

5 YEAR guarantee

SHOWERING

Therm

This dual control 
thermostatic shower 
mixer provides accurate 
temperature control for 
safe showering.

Therm built-in shower mixer

220

150

160

71

 

Model Price inc VAT Ref

Built-in thermostatic  
shower mixer, dual control £634 A3000AA

Features

Recommended for applications 
where water pressure is 
between 0.1 and 0.5 bar

‘Set and leave’ temperature 
control

Temperature handle has a  
built-in safety stop of 40°C

Temperature control 
mechanism has a temperature 
limit stop which can be set to 
40, 43, 45 or 50°C

Automatic safety shutdown 
should the hot or cold water 
supply suddenly fail

5 YEAR guarantee
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SHOWERING

Accessories

Model Price inc VAT Ref

Evo diamond,  
3 mode handspray £57 B2232AA

3 spray modes: rain, aerated rain, massage

Evo handspray  
Ø 110mm

Model Price inc VAT Ref

Evo Jet round,  
3 mode handspray £63 B1759AA

3 spray modes: rain, drop jet, massage

Evo Jet handspray  
Ø 125mm

Model Price inc VAT Ref

Evo Jet diamond,  
3 mode handspray £63 B1760AA

3 spray modes: rain, drop jet, massage

Evo Jet handspray  
Ø 125mm

Model Price inc VAT Ref

Evo round,  
3 mode handspray £57 B2231AA

3 spray modes: rain, aerated rain, massage

Evo handspray  
Ø 110mm

Sh
o
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ries

Model Price inc VAT Ref

Round, 3 mode  
handspray £53 B9403AA

3 spray modes: rain, fine rain, massage

M3 handspray  
Ø 100mm

Model Price inc VAT Ref

Round, 1 mode  
handspray £38 B9400AA

1 spray mode: rain

S1 handspray Ø 80mm

Model Price inc VAT Ref

Round, 3 mode  
handspray £45 B9401AA

3 spray modes: rain, fine rain, massage

S3 handspray Ø 80mm

Model Price inc VAT Ref

Round, 1 mode  
handspray £49 B9402AA

1 spray mode: rain

M1 handspray  
Ø 100mm

Model Price inc VAT Ref

Wall elbow £19 E4705AA

Wall elbow

Model Price inc VAT Ref

Category 5 hose  
retainer for Idealrain  
slide rails £36 B1363AA

Hose retainer for 
shower kits 

Model Price inc VAT Ref

Category 5 hose  
retaining bracket £36 B1364AA

Wall hung hose 
retainer

Model Price inc VAT Ref

Wall elbow, chrome £31 B9448AA

Idealrain wall elbow

Model Price inc VAT Ref

5 litres per minute £8 L6938AA

6 litres per minute £9 L6959AA

7 litres per minute £9 L6960AA

8 litres per minute £9 L6961AA

9 litres per minute £9 L6749AA

Shower outlet flow 
regulator

Model Price inc VAT Ref

Return to wall elbow  
for valves including 
Ceratherm 100 and  
Alto Ecotherm £52 L6732AA

Elbow

Model Price inc VAT Ref

1.6m smooth hose £48 A3330AA

1.75m smooth hose  £60  A4109AA

Idealflex shower hose

Model Price inc VAT Ref

1.35m chrome hose £53 E4745AA

1.8m chrome hose £56 A923451

Flexible shower hose

Model Price inc VAT Ref

900mm slide rail £118 B9422AA

600mm slide rail £76 B9420AA

Idealrain slide rail

225224



Accessories 

Accessories  

Mirrors & lights 228 
Lights 231 
Mirror cabinets 232 
 
Concept accessories 234 
IOM accessories 236 
Basin and bath wastes 238 
Conceala 2 cisterns 239 

Guarantee  240 

Bathrooms should be as 
individual as the people using 
them. That’s where our range  
of accessories come in. 

The finishing touches that 
effortlessly bring everything 
together. From ingenious storage 
solutions and integrated towel 
rails, to complementary lighting 
and magically demisting mirrors.  
We make it easy to get the 
smallest details right.

227226226 227



ACCESSORIES

Mirrors & lights

5 year 
guarantee

Anti-steamLED light

Mirror Framed mirror Mirror with ambient light  
& anti-steam

Mirror size Price inc VAT Ref

40cm mirror £83 T3364BH

50cm mirror £93 T3365BH

60cm mirror £102 T3366BH

70cm mirror £112 T3367BH

80cm mirror £123 T3368BH

100cm mirror £135 T3369BH

120cm mirror £150 T3371BH

 
Includes mounting kit

Mirror size Price inc VAT Ref

50cm framed mirror £123 T3354BH

60cm framed mirror £135 T3355BH

70cm framed mirror £149 T3356BH

80cm framed mirror £164 T3357BH

100cm framed mirror £180 T3358BH

120cm framed mirror £198 T3359BH

 
Portrait or landscape mounting 

Includes mounting kit

Mirror size Price inc VAT Ref

40cm, ambient light, anti-steam £277 T3258BH 

50cm, ambient light, anti-steam £307 T3259BH

60cm, ambient light, anti-steam £338 T3278BH

70cm, ambient light, anti-steam £372 T3335BH

80cm, ambient light, anti-steam £409 T3336BH

100cm, ambient light, anti-steam £450 T3337BH

120cm, ambient light, anti-steam £495 T3338BH

 
Portrait or landscape mounting

Anti-steam system

220-240V, 50-60Hz, IP44, Class II

Includes mounting kit

700

20

400 / 500 / 600 / 700
800 / 1000 / 1200

700

26

500 / 600 / 700
800 / 1000 / 1200

700

26

500 / 600 / 700
800 / 1000 / 1200

1000

26

400

700

26

500 / 600 / 700
800 / 1000 / 1200

1000

26

400

Mirrors transform a bathroom, 
expanding the space and reflecting 
light. Our range of mirrors and mirror 
cabinets  is luxuriously practical 
with models that include anti-steam 
options, ambient lighting and sensor 
lights which respond to touch.
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ACCESSORIES

Mirrors & lights

5 year 
guarantee

Anti-steamLED light

Mirror with light &  
anti-steam

30cm LED lightMirror with sensor light  
& anti-steam

60cm LED lightMirror with sensor ambient  
& front light, anti-steam

23cm Eva LED light

Mirror size Price inc VAT Ref

50cm, sensor light, anti-steam £387 T3345BH

60cm, sensor light, anti-steam £426 T3346BH

80cm, sensor light, anti-steam £515 T3347BH

100cm, sensor light, anti-steam £566 T3348BH

120cm, sensor light, anti-steam £623 T3349BH

 
Portrait or landscape mounting 

Anti-steam system

Sensor switch with dimmer

220-240V, 50-60Hz, IP44, Class II

Includes mounting kit

Mirror size Price inc VAT Ref

60cm LED light £246 T322967

 
12W, 230V, 5700K

For use with mirrors & framed mirrors p.228; 
mirror cabinets & mirror cabinets with ambient light p.232

Mirror size Price inc VAT Ref

60cm mirror, sensor ambient  
& front light, anti-steam £553 T3350BH

80cm mirror, sensor ambient  
& front light, anti-steam £669 T3351BH

100cm mirror, sensor ambient  
& front light, anti-steam £735 T3352BH

120cm mirror, sensor ambient  
& front light, anti-steam £809 T3353BH

 
Portrait or landscape mounting

Anti-steam system

Sensor switch with dimmer

220-240V, 50-60Hz, IP44, Class II

Includes mounting kit

Mirror size Price inc VAT Ref

23cm Eva LED light £74 T3189AA

 
6W, 230V, 4000K

For use with mirrors & framed mirrors p.228; 
mirror cabinets & mirror cabinets with ambient light p.232

700

26

400 / 500 / 600 / 700
800 / 1000 / 1200

308

33

112

700

26

500 / 600 / 800
1000 / 1200

608

33

112

700

26

600 / 800
1000 / 1200

233

41

85

Mirror size Price inc VAT Ref

50cm mirror, light, anti-steam £369 T3339BH

60cm mirror, light, anti-steam £405 T3340BH

70cm mirror, light, anti-steam £446 T3341BH

80cm mirror, light, anti-steam £490 T3342BH

100cm mirror, light, anti-steam £539 T3343BH

120cm mirror, light, anti-steam £593 T3344BH

 
Anti-steam system

220-240V, 50-60Hz, IP44, Class II

Includes mounting kit

Mirror size Price inc VAT Ref

30cm LED light £209 T320967

 
8W, 230V, 5700K

For use with mirrors & framed mirrors p.228; 
mirror cabinets & mirror cabinets with ambient light p.232
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What’s included 

Idealrain Evo diamond shower kit (p.197)  
and hose retainer (p.2225) £119

1000mm Synergy wetroom panel and  
straight bracing bracket (p.167) £584

Ceratherm 100 thermostatic shower  
mixer (p.212) £263

Price includes VAT at 20%.

ACCESSORIES

Mirror cabinets

5 year 
guarantee

Anti-steamLED light

Mirror cabinet Mirror cabinet with  
ambient light

Mirror cabinet with front light 
& ambient light

Model Price inc VAT Ref

50cm mirror cabinet, 1 door £304 T3588AL

60cm mirror cabinet, 1 door £320 T3589AL

70cm mirror cabinet, 2 doors £351 T3590AL

80cm mirror cabinet, 2 doors £387 T3591AL

100cm mirror cabinet, 2 doors £425 T3592AL

120cm mirror cabinet, 2 doors £489 T3593AL

 
Soft close doors

Internal cosmetic mirror

Two adjustable glass shelves

Includes mounting kit

Model Price inc VAT Ref

50cm cabinet, 1 door £571 T3428AL

60cm cabinet, 1 door £614 T3430AL

70cm cabinet, 2 doors £675 T3439AL

80cm cabinet, 2 doors £743 T3442AL

100cm cabinet,, 2 doors £817 T3498AL

120cm cabinet, 2 doors £899 T3499AL

 
Soft close doors

Internal cosmetic mirror & two adjustable glass shelves

Integrated bottom LED light for washbasin

Switch

Recharging socket for toothbrush or shaver

220-240V, 50-60Hz, IP44, Class II

Includes mounting kit

Model Price inc VAT Ref

60cm cabinet, 1 door £859 T3373AL

80cm cabinet, 2 doors £1087 T3388AL

100cm cabinet, 2 doors £1196 T3389AL

120cm cabinet, 2 doors £1315 T3425AL

 
Soft close doors

Internal full length mirror & two adjustable glass shelves

Integrated bottom LED light for washbasin

Switch

Recharging socket for toothbrush or shaver

220-240V, 50-60Hz, IP44, Class II

Includes mounting kit

700

170 500 / 600

700 / 800
1000 / 1200

700

170

Soft close doors Recharge socket

700

170 500 / 600

700 / 800
1000 / 1200

700

170
830 / 1030 / 1230

700

170

700

170

600

630

730 

730 
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ACCESSORIES

Concept

Model Price inc VAT Ref

W.112 H.72 D.78mm £16 E035267

Grey Acrylic

Model Price inc VAT Ref

W.442 H.183 D.110mm £207 A9160AA

Model Price inc VAT Ref

W.157 H.72 D.112mm £19 E039667

Clear Acrylic

Model Price inc VAT Ref

W.160 H.164 D.33mm £60 N1384AA

Model Price inc VAT Ref

W.200 H.72 D.112mm £22 E039567

Grey Acrylic

Model Price inc VAT Ref

W.81 H.403 D.113mm £88 N1396AA

Mini storage box with lid Grab rail with soap basketMedium storage box Towel ringLarge storage box Toilet brush & holder

Robe hook Towel rail 30, 45, 60cmWall hung soap basket Glass shelf 50, 60cmWall hung corner soap 
basket

Model Price inc VAT Ref

W.24 H.24 D.85mm £25 N1380AA

Model Price inc VAT Ref

W.300 H.18 D.85mm £62 N1385AA

W.450 H.18 D.85mm £68 N1386AA

W.600 H.18 D.85mm £74 N1387AA

Model Price inc VAT Ref

W.164 H.26 D.123mm £65 A9158AA

Model Price inc VAT Ref

W.500 H.41 D.109mm £87 N1392AA

W.600 H.41 D.109mm £96 N1394AA

Model Price inc VAT Ref

W.205 H.26 D.144mm £77 A9157AA

Model Price inc VAT Ref

W.119 H.101 D.67mm £62 N1382AA

Model Price inc VAT Ref

W.113 H.68 D.76mm £54 N1381AA

Model Price inc VAT Ref

W.22 H.151 D.85mm £43 N1383AA

Toilet roll holder with cover Toilet roll holder Spare toilet roll holder
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ACCESSORIES

IOM 

Model Price inc VAT Ref

W.195 H.48 D.137mm £45 A9112AA

Model Price inc VAT Ref

W.600 H.48 D.138mm

Frosted glass £82 A9124AA

Clear glass £82 A9125AA

Soap basket Glass shelf

Model Price inc VAT Ref

W.79 H.48 D.96mm £26 A9129AA

Model Price inc VAT Ref

W.570 H.95 D.309mm £112 A9106AA

Soap dish & holder Bath rack

Model Price inc VAT Ref

W.110 H.48 D.125mm

Frosted glass £52 A9122AA

Clear glass £52 A9123AA

Model Price inc VAT Ref

W.48 H.68 D.370mm £52 A9131AA

Soap dish & holder Double towel rail

Model Price inc VAT Ref

W.48 H.48 D.45mm

Frosted glass £52 A9120AA

Clear glass £52 A9121AA

Model Price inc VAT Ref

W.450 H.48 D.59mm  £50 A9117AA

W.600 H.48 D.59mm £57 A9118AA

Tumbler & holder Towel rail

Model Price inc VAT Ref

W.48 H.48 D.45mm £19 A9115AA

Model Price inc VAT Ref

W.110 H.375 D.139mm

Frosted glass £53 A9119AA

Robe hook Glass toilet brush  
& holder

Model Price inc VAT Ref

W.175 H.179 D.59mm £47 A9130AA

Model Price inc VAT Ref

W.174 H.257 D.235mm £43 A9104AA

Towel ring 3 litre pedal bin

Model Price inc VAT Ref

W.60 H.48 D.57mm £30 A9116AA

Model Price inc VAT Ref

W.175 H.179 D.59mm

Floor standing £72 A9108MY

Wall mounted £72 A9128MY

Double robe hook Toilet brush & holder

Model Price inc VAT Ref

W.48 H.147 D.59mm £43 A9132AA

Spare toilet roll holder

Model Price inc VAT Ref

W.419 H.151 D.120mm  £123 A9114AA

Grab rail & shower 
basket

Model Price inc VAT Ref

W.275 H.293 D.25mm £146 A9111AA

Shaving mirror

Model Price inc VAT Ref

W.124 H.128 D.64mm £41 A9127AA

Toilet roll holder  
& cover

Model Price inc VAT Ref

W.211 H.52 D.127mm £48 A9105AA

Model Price inc VAT Ref

W.300 H.50 D.80mm £55 A9126AA

Shower basket Grab rail
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Basin & bath wastes Conceala 2 cisterns

Model Price inc VAT Ref

Conceala 2 side inlet cistern, 
dual pneumatic fl ush valve, 
6/4 litres £119 E212567

Conceala 2 bottom inlet cistern, 
dual pneumatic fl ush valve, 
6/4 litres £119 E212467

Conceala 2 side inlet cistern, 
dual pneumatic fl ush valve, 
4/2.6 or 6/4 litres (adjustable) £119 S364367

Contemporary fl ushplate, 
Ideal Standard branded, chrome £62 E4437AA

Contemporary fl ushplate, 
unbranded, chrome £62 S4399AA

Contemporary fl ushplate, 
unbranded, satin £67 S4399BX

Karisma fl ushplate, 
Ideal Standard branded, chrome £98 E4465AA

Karisma fl ushplate, 
Ideal Standard branded, satin £107 E4465GN

Model Price inc VAT Ref

Conceala 2 side inlet cistern, 
single pneumatic fl ush valve, 
6 litres £94 S362267

Conceala 2 bottom inlet cistern, 
single pneumatic fl ush valve, 
6 litres £96 S362367

Model Price inc VAT Ref

Conceala 2 side inlet cistern with 
syphon, no lever 4.5 or 6 litres £104 S362067

Conceala 2 bottom inlet cistern 
with syphon, no lever 4.5 or 
6 litres £104 S362167

Conceala 2 low level side inlet 
cistern with syphon and lever, 
4.5 or 6 litres £119 S361767

Modern concealed cistern 
lever 28mm £44 E6020AA

Modern concealed cistern 
lever 405mm £73 E6021AA

Traditional concealed cistern 
lever, white porcelain & chrome 
plated £67 S439501

Conceala 2 dual fl ush cistern Conceala 2 single fl ush 
cistern, push button

Conceala 2 single fl ush 
cistern, lever

Karisma fl ushplateContemporary fl ushplate

Model Price inc VAT Ref

Unslotted basin waste 
with ‘click’ plug £46 S8808AA

For basins with no overfl ow. 

Unslotted waste with 
click plug

Model Price inc VAT Ref

Luxury slotted clicker 
basin waste £60 E1482AA

For basins with an overfl ow. 

Luxury slotted 
clicker waste

Model Price inc VAT Ref

Luxury unslotted 
clicker basin waste £60 E1483AA

For basins with no overfl ow. 

Luxury unslotted 
clicker waste

Model Price inc VAT Ref

Slotted basin waste 
with ‘click’ plug £45 S8803AA

For basins with an overfl ow. 

Slotted waste with 
click plug

Model Price inc VAT Ref

Luxury clicker bath 
waste & overfl ow £81 E1484AA

Luxury clicker bath fi ller, 
waste & overfl ow £180 E1485AA

Clicker bath wastes

Model Price inc VAT Ref

Idealfi ll bath fi ller, 
overfl ow & clicker 
waste £123 E1488AA

Idealfi ll bath fi ller

Model Price inc VAT Ref

Luxury pop-up bath 
waste & overfl ow £106 E1486AA

Luxury pop-up bath 
fi ller, waste & overfl ow £209 E1487AA

Pop-up bath wastes

Model Price inc VAT Ref

Basin seal bottle trap 
32 x 75mm £57 E3198AA

Bottle trap

Model Price inc VAT Ref

Contemporary seal
bottle trap 32 x 75mm £163 E0079AA

Contemporary 
bottle trap

Model Price inc VAT Ref

Free fl ow basin waste £87 J3291AA

Luxury free fl ow 
waste

Model Price inc VAT Ref

Slotted basin waste 
with swivel plug £76 S8733AA

For basins with an overfl ow. 

Slotted waste with 
swivel plug

Model Price inc VAT Ref

Slotted waste with 
metal plug, chain & stay £26 E6760AA

For basins with an overfl ow. 

Slotted waste with 
metal plug & chain
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Ideal Standard have been producing 
bathrooms for more than 100 years. 
Intensive and continuous testing is the key  
to class-leading durability. Designed to 
endure the impact of daily use all of our 
products are guaranteed to perform stylishly 
and reliably, year after year.

Our confidence in the quality and reliability of Ideal 
Standard products enables us to guarantee many of 
them for a lifetime. Our guarantee is offered on all 
products that have been used in the manner for which 
they were intended and does not apply to any products 
that have been misused or abused in any way. Products 
must be installed and cared for in line with our fixing 
instructions and local water by-laws. In the unlikely 
event the product fails within the guarantee period, 
we offer a free replacement or replacement part (or 
nearest equivalent). Liability is limited to individual 
products and does not cover consequential loss or 
damage on installation.

©Ideal Standard UK Ltd
P1921 02/20

Guarantee

1. All ceramic products are guaranteed for a lifetime.

2   Acrylic capped shower trays, Idealform and 
Idealform Plus+ acrylic baths are guaranteed for 25 
years from date of purchase.

3.  Showers, bath panels, furniture, IDEAL SOLID® 
shower trays, mixers and taps, WC seats and cistern 
fittings are guaranteed for 5 years from date of 
purchase. (Cistern and shower door seals are not 
included. Replacements can be found on our 
Fastpart website: www.fastpart-spares.co.uk.)

4.   Shower enclosures and bath screens are guaranteed 
for 10 years.

5.   Parts (including push-button flush valves) are 
guaranteed for 5 years and will be replaced if found 
to be faulty.

6.   Cistern diaphragms, seals and shower seals are not 
included. Replacements may be purchased through 
our parts supply service.

7.  The guarantee is transferable and applies to the 
product not the purchaser, provided guarantee 
registration details are passed on to the new owner. 
For full conditions, please refer to our website:  
www.idealstandard.co.uk/guarantee.

Ideal Standard pursue a policy of continuing improvement in design and performance of our products. The right 
is therefore reserved to vary specifications without notice. While great care has been taken to ensure accuracy 
of all prices, product codes, descriptions and dimensions, Ideal Standard reserves the right to correct errors or 
misprints. Colour reproduction is as accurate as possible within the limitations of the printing process.
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WWW.IDEALSTANDARD.CO.UK

Ideal Standard (UK) Ltd 
The Bathroom Works 

National Avenue 

Kingston Upon Hull 

HU5 4HS 

England

01482 346461


